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PREFACE 

 

The 5th International Conference Emerging New World 2021 (ICENW-2021) which held online 

at by CT University and APG Shimla University , India on July 26-28, 201. The main objective 

of TGAP is to provide a platform for researchers, engineers, academicians as well as industrial 

professionals from all over the world to present their research results and development activities in 

relevant fields of Science, Engineering and Technology. This conference will provide opportunities 

for the delegates to exchange new ideas and experience face to face, to establish business or 

research relationship and to find global partners for future collaboration. These proceedings 

collect the up-to-date, comprehensive and worldwide state-of-art knowledge on cutting edge 

development of academia as well as industries. All accepted papers were subjected to strict peer-

reviewing by a panel of expert referees. The papers have been selected for these proceedings 

because of their quality and the relevance to the conference. We hope these proceedings will not 

only provide the readers a broad overview of the latest research results but also will provide the 

readers a valuable summary and reference in these fields. The conference is supported by many 

universities, research institutes and colleges. Many professors played an important role in the 

successful holding of the conference, so we would like to take this opportunity to express our 

sincere gratitude and highest respects to them. They have worked very hard in reviewing papers 

and making valuable suggestions for the authors to improve their work. We also would like to 

express our gratitude to the external reviewers, for providing extra help in the review process, 

and to the authors for contributing their research result to the conference. Since Feb 2021, the 

Organizing Committees have received more than 60 manuscript papers, and the papers cover 

all the aspects in Electronics, Computer Science, Information Technology, Science Engineering 

and Technology, management and Agricultural economics. Finally, after review, about papers 

were included to the proceedings of ICENW- 2021. We would like to extend our appreciation to 

all participants in the conference for their great contribution to the success of ICENW-2021. We 

would like to thank the keynote and individual speakers and all participating authors for their 

hard work and time. We also sincerely appreciate the work by the technical program committee 

and all reviewers, whose contributions made this conference possible. We would like to extend 

our thanks to all the referees for their constructive comments on all papers; especially, we would 

like to thank to organizing committee for their hard work. 

 

 
Prof. Dr. Rashmi Gujrati 

President (TGAP) 

Dean International Affairs 

CT University 
 

Ludhiana, India 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rector Message 

 
 

The 6th International Conference “Technology Changes Future (ICTCF-2022)” was held online by  Sakarya 

University of Applied Sciences (SUAS), Turkey collaboration with Tradepreneur  Global  Academic Platform and 

CT University, India on Jan 06-08, 2022. Technology, whose importance is increasing in the changing and 

transforming world, also directs this change and transformation. It is possible to observe the effects of technology in 

every field  from  education to climate crisis, from agriculture to economy, from industry to daily life. On the way we     

started with this idea, we organized a high-quality and successful conference. Academicians and  important names in 

the field of technology participated in our conference. In our multidisciplinary conference, the results of 

technological  developments in every field were evaluated and social benefit  was tried to be produced. I would like 

to thank as Sakarya University of Applied Sciences (SUAS), all the academicians and institutions that have 

contributed to and will carry out important studies on the international platform within the framework of cooperation. 

I wish you success. 

 
Prof. Dr. Mehmet Sarıbıyık 

 

Rector 

Sakarya University of Applied Sciences (SUAS), Sakarya, 

Turkey 



EDITOR

TGAP is hosted the 5th International Conference on Emerging New World -2021 this year 
in month of July. The main objective of TGAP is to grant the amazing opportunity to learn 
about ground breaking developments in modern industry, talk through difficult workplace 
scenarios with peers who experience the same pain points, and experience enormous growth 
and development as a professional. There will be no shortage of continuous networking 
opportunities and informational sessions. The sessions serve as an excellent opportunity to 
soak up information from widely respected experts. Connecting with fellow professionals 
and sharing the success stories of your firm is an excellent way to build relations and 
become known as a thought leader. I express my hearty gratitude to all my Colleagues, 
staffs, Professors, reviewers and members of organizing committee for their hearty and 
dedicated support to make this conference successful. I am also thankful to all our delegates 
for their pain staking effort to travel such a long distance to attend this conference.

Dr. Hayri Uygun 

Editor

Recep Tayyip Erdogan University 

Rize, Turkey

The 6th International Conference Technology Changes Future(ICTCF-2022) which held online at by 
Tradepreneur Global Academic Platform(Institution of Research & Development) Sakarya University of 
Applied Sciences, CT University, India on Jan 06-08, 2022. The main objective of TGAP is to provide a 
platform for researchers, engineers, academicians as well as industrial professionals from all over the world 
to present their research results and development activities in relevant fields of Science, Engineering, and 
Technology. This conference will provide opportunities for the delegates to exchange new ideas and 
experiences face to face, to establish business or research relations, and find global partners for future 
collaboration. These proceedings collect up-to-date, comprehensive, and worldwide state-of-art knowledge 
on the cutting edge development of academia as well as industries. All accepted papers were subjected to 
strict peer-reviewing by a panel of expert referees. The papers have been selected for these proceedings 
because of their quality and their relevance to the conference. We hope these proceedings will not only 
provide the readers a broad overview of the latest research results but also will provide the readers with a 
valuable summary and reference in these fields. The conference is supported by many universities, 
research institutes, and colleges. Many professors played an important role in the successful holding of the 
conference, so we would like to take this opportunity to express our sincere gratitude and highest respects 
to them. They have worked very hard in reviewing papers and making valuable suggestions for the authors 
to improve their work. We also would like to express our gratitude to the external reviewers, for providing 
extra help in the review process, and to the authors for contributing their research results to the conference. 
Since Feb 2021, the Organizing Committees have received more than 60 manuscript papers, and the 
papers cover all the aspects of Electronics, Computer Science, Information Technology, Science 
Engineering and Technology, management, and Agricultural economics. Finally, after review, about papers 
were included in the proceedings of ICTCF- 2022. We would like to extend our appreciation to all 
participants in the conference for their great contribution to the success of ICTCF- 2022. We would like to 
thank the keynote and individual speakers and all participating authors for their hard work and time. We 
also sincerely appreciate the work by the technical program committee and all reviewers, whose 
contributions made this conference possible. We would like to extend our thanks to all the referees for their 
constructive comments on all papers; especially, we would like to thank to organizing committee for their 
hard work. 
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METAVERSE ECONOMY: SURVIVAL IN THE 

FUTURISTIC TECHNOLOGICAL ECOSYSYEM 

 

Dr. N.Ceren TÜRKMEN1  

 

ABSTRACT 

The popular concepts of the last decade; the developments such as VR, AR, MR, artificial 

intelligence, 5G, wearable technologies, sensor technologies and processor architectures is 

quite revolutionary on its own. As the effects of COVID-19 pandemic spreads all over world, 

the demand for remote technologies increases, and this increasing demand also hence this 

fastens the ‘metaverse’ development. When the aforementioned technologies are combined in 

a certain harmony with blockchain technologies and NFT, the Metaverse universe becomes 

more than a dream and 'appears' at our eyes. 

In line with the increasing acceleration of technological developments, the world is 

experiencing a new transformation of the way of buying, selling or doing business. In this way, 

it is quite possible that new job opportunities that do not normally exist today - especially in 

the fields of recruitment, advertising and security services, retail trade, fashion, e-commerce, 

education- will arise, causing changes such as changes in payment and authentication 

methods, transformation in existing jobs, and unemployment of existing employees in idle 

areas. 

This paper aims to provide a unique insight into the Metaverse Economy. In this aspect, while 

the main drivers of metaverse transformation will be presented, this study will also provide 

series of examples of how different sectors will evolve in the near future and discuss their 

probable impacts. 

Key Words: Metaverse, MMORPG, VR, Blockchain 

JEL: M20, O30 

 

1. Introduction 

From time to time, concepts, technologies and products that affect the whole world emerge 

and are discussed from country to country, taking their place among the normal in the daily 

life of humanity or disappearing. 

 

1      Asst. Prof.Dr., Sakarya University of Applied Sciences, Faculty of Applied Sciences, Department of 

International Business and Trade, Sakarya, Türkiye, turkmencer@gmail.com 

1 

mailto:turkmencer@gmail.com


The concept of “Metaverse”, which has occupied the agenda of the technology world in 

recent days, has come to the fore. It is difficult to predict both how quickly it will take its 

place among the routine or the normal flow of daily life and how it will be accepted. 

However, as an innovation that unites the digital and social world, which has now become an 

indispensable part of your daily life, Metaverse promises opportunities and changes that 

should be considered already. 

Zuckerberg, who allocates an annual budget of 10 billion dollars to create the Metaverse 

world, says that the future of the internet is in the concept of Metaverse, existing content 

can only be accessed, but thanks to this concept, the internet will be tangible and accessible 

thanks to MR. (Milmo, 2021) 

First of all, if we analyze the concept; the word is consisted of meta and universe. The first 

part, ‘meta’ is derived from the Greek word “μετά”, meaning with, after or beyond. As 

stated in BBC (Oglesby, 2021), this term “refers to a conceptual layer of something that is 

beyond or transcendent of the thing itself”. The second part, ‘verse’ means universe in 

English. The two together, metaverse, refers to a fictional virtual universe where the 

physical real-world and the digital world are intertwined and all digital universes are united. 

Metaverse and multiverse are used synonymously which mean “a theoretical reality that 

includes a possibly infinite number of parallel universes”. 

Today's internet users can communicate with each other through various platforms. In the 

Metaverse universe, there is a digital fiction in which the real and virtual worlds are 

combined. It is aimed to transform virtual communication into a blended experience with 

product and service offerings based on virtual reality (VR hereafter), augmented reality 

(AR hereafter) and mixed reality (MR hereafter) applications, and virtualize our presence in 

the physical world so that everything our avatar does in physical life can be done in the 

metaverse universe of a mirror image. 

The popular concepts of the last decade; the developments such as VR, AR, MR, artificial 

intelligence, 5G, wearable technologies, sensor technologies and processor architectures is 

quite revolutionary on its own, but when these technologies are combined in a certain 

harmony with blockchain technologies and NFT, the Metaverse universe becomes more 

than a dream and 'appears' at our eyes. In this way, it is quite possible that new job 

opportunities that do not normally exist today -especially in the fields of recruitment, 

advertising and security services- will arise, causing changes such as changes in payment 
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and authentication methods, transformation in existing jobs, and unemployment of existing 

employees in idle areas. 

 

Figure 1. Google Trends Data for “metaverse” 

Figure 1 shows the worldwide popularity of searches for the term 'metaverse' over the last 

three months, obtained from google trends (https://trends.google.com). It is observed that 

these searches are regionally concentrated in Singapore, Turkey, China, Cyprus and 

Canada, respectively. 

This paper aims to provide a unique insight into the Metaverse Economy. In this aspect, the 

main drivers of metaverse transformation and its beneficiary and problematic aspects over 

different sectors will be investigated. In other words, this study will provide an insight into 

how several different markets will evolve, the drivers of this market evolution. Instead of 

being a technological report of the underlying technologies, this study consists a series of 

examples providing a basic understanding of metaverse associated developments. 

The paper is comprised of four parts. The first part is introduction, second part is defining the 

basics of the metaverse environment. The third part will provide series of examples of how 

different sectors will evolve in the near future. The last part is the conclusion, where the 

probable impacts of metaverse development will be discussed. The analysis in this study is 

drawn from newspapers, private/public research and reports over metaverse related 

technical developments. 

2. The Metaverse Environment: Basics 

The term 'Metaverse' was first used by Neal Stephenson in 1992 in the science fiction novel 

Snow Crash, which is depicted as a virtual reality internet where people interact in a digital 

space using avatars. In the novel in question, a virtual universe in which people are 

represented by their avatars is the subject and the concept of Metaverse is spoken. 

In 2008, the metaverse concept was brought closer to reality with the advent of a new 
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technology that allows people to create 3D representations of themselves and others within 

virtual worlds in ‘Second Life’. 

Another example that brings the definition of metaverse to life in the most understandable 

way in our minds was the movie Ready Player One (2018), directed by Steven Spielberg. 

The film tells the story of a young man who goes to the virtual reality universe Oasis to get 

away from the troubles he experiences in the physical world. The universe in which the 

story takes place has made it very easy to visualize the Metaverse realm in our minds. 

The first applications of online digital universes come from Massively Multiplayer Online 

Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs hereafter). MMORPGs are revolutionary platforms that 

include a socializing mode that offers a wide range of options, from customizing your own 

avatars to buying and selling digital artifacts that are valuable in the game. In other words, 

while conventional single-player games don't require you to interact with other players to 

progress in the game, most MMORPGs require players to team up with other players. In 

this way, MMORPGs have become not only an online gaming platform, but also a mode of 

socializing with other people. 

In the simplest setup of the Metaverse universe, existing social media companies develop the 

idea behind MMORPGs to connect their users in a meta-reality rather than a game. While it 

is planned to appeal to the eye with VR or AR or MR applications in the first stages of the 

universe, it is planned to ensure that the objects in the virtual universe are felt at the same 

time by supporting it with wearable technology in the later stages. 
 

Figure 2. Metaverse Criteria 

Matthew Ball has introduced certain criteria to determine what is and is not a metaverse. As 

it can be seen from Figure 2, the metaverse definition is evaluated from seven different 

aspects. 
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 Scalability The ability to increase the size of the Metaverse 

 Continuity 

 Interoperability: The ability of different virtual worlds and systems to work in 

harmony 

 Economic system: A structure that allows trade 

 Identity: Users have an online identity with avatars 

 The relationship of digital and real life: Integration of virtual and real 

 Inclusion of different audiences in the system: Individuals, intermediaries, service 

providers, etc. 
 

Figure 3. Anatomy of a virtual World 

(Kang, Y., 2021, 1265) 

As stated in Kang (2021) the anatomy of the virtual world can be depicted as in the Figure 3. 

The virtual world consists of four layers that shape how the platform work, how the virtual 
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and real world is connected, etc. 

The first layer is the ‘user persona’, that combines the end user hardware and software. 

These items here can take various tangible and intangible forms such as; user’s avatar, 

reputation, asset ownership or the hardware devices and software through which the meta 

world is experienced. 

The second layer is the in-world assets which can take such different forms from the virtual 

in-world assets to financial instruments or personal digital content. While the virtual in-

world assets can be digital space or objects such as collectibles, wearables, buildings, 

decoration elements, etc., the economic elements can financial elements of value such as 

NFTs, digital wallet, in-world currency and/or other types of financial instruments. 

The third layer is the set of rules governing the playing area. These rules and primitives 

regulate/limit the user identity, in-world asset ownership, the physical environment and the 

interactions both in the virtual world and between virtual world participants and real- world 

individuals. 

Figure 4. The Pillars of Metaverse Economy 

(Grayscale Investments, 2021, 12). 
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The fourth layer is comprised of the software backend and hardware infrastructure and 

bridges. The bridges are the nodes or connections where the real world and virtual world 

interact with each other. As the frictions between the two universes decrease, as the in- 

world assets and wealth can be converted into the two different worlds’ assets more easily or 

shortly, as a multi-sided value creation and consumption made possible, then the metaverse 

universe would become more than a dream and 'appears' at our eyes. 

The Web 3 Toolbox can be used to define the pillars that the Metaverse Economy lies. First of 

all, a stable and digitally scarce digital currency is needed as a means of exchange and a 

treasury instrument. In the metaverse we can talk about decentralized finance (DeFi) on 

contrary to the real world’s bank based conventional financial system. DeFi can allow 

borrowing, lending and payments be made without the need for banks or similar 

institutions. 

Secondly, the virtual assets should be scarce and unique and hence the value they contain 

must be able to be accumulated and transferred at will. This can be realized via simple 

standard Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs hereafter). In other words, the problem of un- 

transferability of in-game wealth into the real economy is solved by the help of Web 

3.0open crypto metaverse networks. This new paradigm, defined by an abbreviation of “Play 

to Earn”, allows users to own their digital assets in the form of non-fungible tokens (NFTs), 

trade them with others in the game, and to transport them into digital experiences, creating 

a whole new free-market internet economy that can be converted into money in the physical 

world (Grayscale Investments, 2021, 7). Hence, while these decentralized exchanges allow 

agents to trade digital in-world items also allows agents to take out loans on their virtual 

property/wealth. 

Thirdly, a ‘decentralization’ both in the governance and file storage is needed. On contrary to 

the real world’s centralized mega corporations, metaverse users are enjoying a collectively 

owned and governed virtual space. More clearly, the concept of a Distributed Autonomous 

Organization (DAO hereafter) structure provides AI-powered dynamic management 

opportunities for participants that allows to own assets and make decisions jointly, and 

enables them to participate in the Metaverse Economy. In terms of file storage, since the 

decentralized cloud storage infrastructure of the Metaverse Economy does not give any 

advantage to any company, the market for computing and storing becomes less oligopolistic 

contrasting to the real world. 

Lastly an infrastructure that guarantees privacy and sovereign ownership and enables 
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secure and private financial transactions is crucially required. From this aspect, the self- 

custody of in-world digital wealth via user-controlled, secure, private keys and a 

combination of open-source wallet software and a digital social reputation coin is important 

for the security of a metaverse identity. 

3. Metaverse Economy and Future Prospects 

In this section, effects of the Metaverse Economy, the opportunities and threats for the 

future for selected sectors will be examined. The trend is that many industries will 

eventually find themselves in the metaverse. This will bring about the Metaverse Economy. 

Matthew Ball, Epyllion CEO, estimates the Metaverse Economy could be worth as much as 

$10-30 trillion over the next decade (Knight, 2021). 

Gaming Sector 

To explain simply; metaverse creates new forms of interaction not only with gamers but 

also with non-players. The big shift is an evolution from game-as-a-service (GaaS 

hereafter) to game-as-platform (GaaP hereafter). 

In the game industry, the metaverse can be expressed as the next stage formed by the 

integration of technology and consumer interaction with games. Thanks to the metaverse, 

publishers can gather non-game experiences such as virtual concerts, fashion shows, 

interviews, product and media partnerships in the same channel, and include non-game 

people on the platform with the attractiveness of these experiences. For this reason, new 

games will be designed to include more creative, more social and more in-game activities. 

With the merger of the blockchain ecosystem and the gaming ecosystem, the 

cryptocurrency rewards given to the players are becoming more and more common. There 

is a business model that emerges by exchanging property or NFTs acquired by people 

through their acquisitions in games. Opportunities will arise to sell and trade NFTs or other 

digital items outside of the game. 

Education Sector 

The metaverse universe can be used to provide an immersive experience in education and 

facilitate learning among students. These experiences can be made in many 

differentways, from decorating the classrooms with interactive graphics of objects in that 

environment in virtual reality, to allowing the trainers to record the lessons and then 

transmit them through the same portal used by the students. Virtual classrooms will support 
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out-of-class learning and socialization as well as allowing students to share the same 

classroom experience from their own environment without the need for physical unity or a 

common physical space. Metaverse participants can choose where they live, how they 

communicate, what activities they want to attend. While this situation leads to the 

questioning of conventional education practice based on field-based specializations, on the 

other hand, it will give meta-universe participants a sense of freedom and control not found 

in the physical world. 

Banking and Payments Sector 

Metaverse needs its own economy and currencies native to it, where value can be earnt, 

spent, lent, borrowed, or invested interchangeably in both a physical or virtual sense and 

most importantly without the need for a government. However, at some point metaverse 

needs an interface with the real world with higher liquidity and without/or with lesser 

frictions. 

From this aspect, as stated in Part 2, cryptocurrency infrastructure is critically important for 

DeFi to enable digital in-world borrowing, lending and payments. Moreover, with the 

combination of NFTs (secure sovereignty) and crypto based currency, the assets used in the 

Metaverse will be recognized for their intrinsic value and will be used in economic 

interactions equivalent to the real economy. 

Some metaverse game platforms can be considered to be closed digital micro-economies 

with own cryptocurrencies that enable users to buy and exchange in-game digital items. But 

the important point here is although transactions is possible in the digital closed micro-

economy, the digital/intellectual properties cannot be directly transferred into the real world 

without using conventional fiat currencies and this virtual wealth cannot be used as a 

collateral for borrowing. 

Fashion Sector 

Metaverse experiences allow brands to connect with the younger generation, increase their 

visibility and create a creative economy in this new ecosystem. 

The investments of fashion brands in the metaverse universe continue to increase. If we 

want to give some examples of these; Nike is one of the first brands to create an experience 

space in Roblox with its virtual universe called 'NIKELAND'. In addition to different 

activations, there is also a digital store consisting of products offered by the brand to dress the 

characters on this road, which was set out with the aim of combining sports and games. 
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Nike applied to the Patent and Trademark Office for its virtual products, asking for their 

products to be registered. 

In addition to Nike, global brands such as H&M, Gucci and Lego have started to offer 

virtual store experiences on the Metaverse universe. 

When analyzed from a macroeconomic perspective; In terms of consumer theory, it comes to 

mind that current needs and purchasing experience will change. For example, in addition to 

the emergence of experiences such as accessing the products we consume in the physical 

world from virtual stores, and purchasing the product we like after trying it with AR, 

households will need to make new spending-saving decisions within this structure, 

considering the payment technologies within the Metaverse universe's own fiction. A 

similar set of preferences will come to the fore for companies operating in the virtual 

universe. In this way, it is possible to talk about the emergence of a convertible physical 

and virtual world economy. 

4. Conclusions 

This paper tried to provide a unique insight into the Metaverse Economy. As the meaning of 

metaverse is stressed; we can see that the word is consisted of meta and universe, referring 

to a fictional virtual universe where the physical world and the digital world are intertwined 

and all digital universes are united. 

After the term was first used in 1992 in the novel Snow Crash, the term ‘metaverse’ is 

becoming real day by day. Previously, the concept of digital economy was dominated by 

social media and centralized giant tech-companies ant it took about a decade to transform the 

conventional economies. But we expect a much faster development phase for the Metaverse 

Economy. 

A typical Metaverse Economy should have the following features; decentralized finance to 

allow borrowing, lending and payments be made without the need for banks or similar 

institutions, sovereign virtual goods to be able to be accumulated and transferred, 

decentralized governance to enable digital agents to participate in the Metaverse Economy 

jointly, decentralized cloud services and self-sovereign identity, that guarantees privacy and 

sovereign ownership and enables secure and private financial transactions. 

As the frictions between the two universes decrease, as the in-world assets and wealth can 

be converted into the two different worlds’ assets more easily or shortly, as a multi- sided 

value creation and consumption made possible, then the metaverse universe would become 
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more than a dream and 'appears' at our eyes. 

From a macroeconomic perspective, the world is experiencing a new transformation of the 

way of buying, selling or doing business. In this way, it is quite possible that new job 

opportunities that do not normally exist today -especially in the fields of recruitment, 

advertising and security services, retail trade, fashion, e-commerce, education- will arise, 

causing changes such as changes in payment and authentication methods, transformation in 

existing jobs, and unemployment of existing employees in idle areas. The sectors that will 

be affected highly from the Metaverse’s development are the gaming sector, the retail trade 

sector, the banking and payments sector, the fashion sector, the education sector and the 

tourism sector. 

In that sense we can expect that many of today’s products and services will disappear and 

they will be replaced by newer ones. The economy of the real world will still function but it 

will become more tied to the Metaverse Economy, which will form a new ‘normal’. 

Additionally, if the current discrepancies in technological access across the continents, 

countries and regions prevail, it can be expected to trigger inequalities in economic 

distribution and the regions with less technological access to be excluded from the 

Metaverse Economy. 

As a last word, in case of the realization of the Metaverse universe, which is still in its 

infancy and in which dozens of technology companies have invested billions of dollars to 

contribute to its development, we must adapt quickly to this change and start preparing 

today. It seems pretty far for now but the future will come one day... 
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The COVID-19 pandemic freak-out by the first Covid SARS-CoV-2 happened startlingly in China in 

December 2019. An enormous number of ensured cases and more than limitless affirmed passings are 

addressed commonly talking as indicated by the World Health Organization. News about the illness is 

spreading all over web based media objections. As needs be, these online news sources are encountering 

and introducing various perspectives, opinions and feelings during different episode related occasions. 

For PC trained professionals and examiners, tremendous information are gigantic resources for 

understanding individuals' opinions concerning continuous new developments, particularly those related 

with the pandemic. Similarly, dismantling these sentiments will yield amazing revelations. Likely, past 

related assessments have zeroed in on one sort of overpowering issue. No past overview has inspected 

various sicknesses through feeling assessment. As essential, this examination planned to survey and 

separate articles about the event of various kinds of convincing infirmities, like maladies, pandemics, 

sicknesses or emissions, during the most recent 10 years, understand the utilization of evaluation 

assessment and gain the essential forming revelations. Articles on related subjects were capably inspected 

five basic information bases, expressly, ScienceDirect, PubMed, Web of Science, IEEE Xplore and 

Scopus, from 1 January 2010 to 30 June 2020. These records were viewed as agreeably wide and solid to 

cover our level of the structure. Articles were picked considering our idea and abhorrence standards for 

the deliberate audit, with a sum of n =19 articles picked. This enormous number of articles were shaped 

into a shrewd coherent request to depict the seeing current focuses in the organization as per four 

fundamental classes: lexicon-based models, machine learning-based models, hybrid-based models and 

individuals. The got articles were mentioned into inspirations related with sickness alleviation, 

information evaluation and difficulties looked by analysts concerning information, online media stages  
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and neighborhood. 

Different focuses, for example, the show being trailed by the specific outline and part assessments of the 

making transport, were related with the audit. Spellbinding models were found in the organization, and 

the perceived articles were gathered in like manner. This study underlined the stream angle and entrances 

for research around here and advanced extra endeavors towards the impression of this appraisal 

Keywords: Sentiment analysis,COVID-19, Opinion mining, Epidemic, Pandemic, Infectious disease 

I. Introduction 

Several research works were carried out in this discipline via various models, sentiment evaluation is still 

considered hard trouble with such a lot of conflicts to be solved. This research work plans to make 

literature evaluate the use of exceptional gadget studying algorithms with diverse facts. The current 

literature evaluates temps to survey almost 20 contributions, which covers distinct forms of packages 

being used for sentimental analysis. At first, the evaluation specializes in illustrating the contributions of 

every painting and observes the sort of gadget learning algorithms used. And concluded with the right 

studies gaps and demanding situations, which help to perceive the non-saturated application for which the 

sentimental evaluation is needed maximum in upcoming research. For the impact of Covid19 sentiment 

analysis, there isn’t much work has been done to date. So very little literature is available for analyzing 

the expressions of social media users. 

 

II. Literature Review 

For the proposed work some main research papers have been mentioned below:-- 
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Because of the development of strange paranoid ideas around the Coronavirus, web-based media stages, 

like Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, and Instagram, have been effectively dealing with investigating and 

truth checking to battle the spread of falsehood. Falsehood is characterized as an intentional endeavor to 

befuddle/misdirect people in general with bogus data. This brings about the need to make insightful 

techniques that could be quickly conveyed to comprehend data streams and to decipher how mass 

opinion among the populace creates in pandemic situations. There has not been far-reaching research on 

examining intrigue correspondence drifts on web-based media and combined individual-level data, with 

most investigations introducing the examination of preventive consideration and recuperation, medical 

care, informal community, and monetary information. Breaking down content posts via online media 

stages, like Twitter furthermore, Facebook is a well-known technique to catch human passionate 

articulation. Fears, numbers, realities, and the overwhelming musings of individuals all in all immerse 

the web-based media space, and this data, when broken down, can uncover much with regards to the 

predominant state of mind and disposition of the more extensive human populace. 

 

The uncommon increment of society's reliance on online media for data, instead of conventional news 

sources, and the volume of information introduced, has achieved an expanded spotlight on the utilization 

of regular language preparing (NLP) and techniques from man-made consciousness (AI) to help text 

investigation [20]. 

 

III. Research claim 

Using sentiment evaluation to combat this pandemic illustrates the significance of records 

dissemination, that could assist enhance reaction instances and set up superior making plans to lessen 

dangers that may be motivated with the aid of using social media. Information unfold thru social media 

has an essential position in empowering residents all through a plague and witnessing public response 

approximately faux information all through this time. These parameters may be measured the usage of 

facts from social media. Different languages, human beings and feelings name for an quit to this 

pandemic. All sentiments, expressions and evaluations can make a contribution to an development 

withinside the findings associated with a plague much like COVID-19 and imparting well timed records 

to the general public. In addition, those sentiment analyses on social media structures help governments 

and government in disseminating proven articles, imparting updates, advocating powerful private 

hygiene and selling social obligation in spreading focus to the general public with the aid of using 

imparting scientific-primarily based totally facts evaluation, prediction and proven information. Studies 

have scarcely tested the presence of pandemics together with this pandemic thru sentiment evaluation 

(Al-garadi et al., 2016, Jain and Kumar, 2015, Raamkumar et al., 2020) and had been diagnosed  
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handiest in phrases of the quantity of associated research protected on this review, that's equal to ten 

years of studies efforts. This phenomenon is probably attributed to  the basis that the size of preceding 

epidemics turned into notably smaller with a decrease quantity of infections and price of unfold. 

 

We can make a few cases by thinking about the accompanying current circumstances: 

• A huge expansion in the quantity of concentrates on COVID-19 points is normal across all logical 

disciplines,  and opinion investigation is relied upon to increment with various dialects and applications. 

 

• Online media is a profoundly significant news medium, and this power can make alarm, bogus 

news and unsafe practices for an enormous scope on the off chance that the utilization of web-based 

media isn't as expected controlled. 

 

IV. Conclusion: 

In  this  exploration, studies  about  sentiment  analysis in the presence of contagious conditions, 

outbreaks, pandemics and afflictions over a 10- year  period  (1  January  2010  to  30   June   2020) were 

totally  reviewed.  The exploration  provocation of this work was the massive spread of COVID-19. 

COVID-19   as an   contagious complaint remains vague as its literature and cases are  proliferating 

largely; accordingly, reporting  streamlined  information   is nearly insolvable. Likewise, accurate 

information can only be attained when the epidemic ends. Farther studies should  concentrate  on  the  

part of social  media  and  sentiment analysis when a analogous incident recurs. This methodical review 

addressed the main highlight  the  protocol  that  explains  how  the  last  set  of   papers was chosen, a 

taxonomy analysis of current papers in the field and former exploration sweats in the form of challenges 

and provocations. Despite the fairly low number of studies in this field, current data are essential for 

fighting analogous outbreaks in the future and to stand in the face of these heads, not only as medical 

croakers  and  experimenters  but also as scientists from  all disciplines, communities  and  decision- 

making bodies. In addition, studies should consider how our reputed area can be an asset in the near 

future. From the perspectives of computer wisdom, integrating other technologies, similar as AI, ML and 

different analysis procedures, can  contribute to  making a difference. We   all   stand   as one reality in 

the stopgap that  technologies  and  wisdom will help are-emergence of conditions similar as COVID-19. 
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UNDERSTANDING OF TECHNOLOGIES WITH 

+1 EDUCATION MODEL

Prof. Dr. Mehmet SARIBIYIK 

Sakarya University of Applied Science 

Abstract 

Not only demands of business world but also young people’s acclimatization to changing 

technology has an important role in the stimulation of employment. Therefore, the applied 

education model in universities, which supplies labor to the industrial and business world, is 

becoming popular. Moreover, the applied education models which provide students with 

essential knowledge, skills, attitudes, and habits about cooperation and which is an organization 

raising qualified labor needed by the industrial and business world have a big importance for 

the country. “+1 Education Model” aims to prepare, train and educate students by giving them 

opportunities to keep up with the time and technology in order to increase students’ 

employability. In the model, students work full time in the industry and operations as an intern 

in the last term of their education life.  

This current study proposes a model that will shed light on the training of a qualified workforce, 

who are aware of the technologies of the future, in cooperation with the university-business 

world. 

Keywords: Vocational Education, Applied Education, Technological Development, Future 

Technology 

1. INTRODUCTION

Producing technological products or devices with high added value is one of the important 

factors about development of countries and increasing their competitive capacity. Hence, 

human being is the most important source to reach intended knowledge level.  Training and 

educating individual in the aspect of required knowledge and skills are provided with vocational 

training and education. Vocational education must be planned by considering the needs of 
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employment market and today’s requirements and future projects. Preparing students for the 

work life by providing them with essential knowledge, skills, attitudes, and habits about 

cooperation is one of the fundamental missions of the universities which are seen as a source 

of qualified labor. The collaboration between the market and vocational education institutes is 

extremely important because operations prioritize their goals and requirements while 

employing individuals. Therefore, vocational education institutes must train and raise 

individuals by considering the requirements of sector and keep up with the time while 

technology and industry are improving. 

In this study, applied education models in higher educational institutes are examined, a model 

is proposed that will shed light on the training of a qualified workforce, who are aware of the 

technologies of the future, in cooperation with the university-business world. 

 

2. APPLIED EDUCATION 

 

Scientists developed a new practice-based education model called the "California Model" for 

the restructuring of colleges in the United States (USA). A new model including practical 

training based on industry and university collaboration has been proposed by researchers in 

order to meet the needs of their countries (Stern, Raby, & Dayton, 1992). Nemova et al. created 

a virtual platform for university-industry cooperation in different universities and within this 

context, developed a virtual research information service (Nemova, Bagautdinov, & 

Mushinskiy, 2015). 

In order to respond to the needs of the industry in countries that need qualified manpower who 

are aware of technological developments, the internship, which is an important part of 

vocational education, is becoming more important day by day. In addition to internship, many 

new applications are being developed and implemented in or out of the education and training 

periods or in the interim periods. In fact, the ultimate goal of professional practice and 

internship studies is to train qualified manpower that will contribute to the country's economy 

and technology. The main reason for this approach is that individuals who are qualified with 

innovative knowledge and skills are preferred by the business world in the employment 

perspective.  

Today, the competition between countries is maintained at the level of knowledge and the future 

of societies is evaluated with the success of the education given. It is among the main duties of 

vocational education institutions to prepare students for the future as professionally competent 

individuals by acquiring knowledge, skills, behavior and the habit of working together. With 

the help of education, well-trained manpower will make significant contributions to the 
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country's economy and to the production of high quality goods and services. However, the labor 

force, which has not received adequate education and has a low level of qualification, creates 

an important unemployment problem for that country. Especially developing countries are 

experiencing unemployment problems due to the increase in the number of low-qualified labor 

force. 

Today, the majority of young people prefer general education in general high schools and higher 

education. Young people who cannot continue their university education after general high 

schools start working without any qualifications and this reduces the production volume and 

quality. This situation has negative consequences in terms of the chance of competition of the 

industry with the world countries. Increasing the competitiveness of national economies in 

international markets will only be possible with the goods and services produced by qualified 

personnel. 

In a survey conducted by the Economic Policy Research Foundation of Turkey in 2016, “Do 

you have difficulties in finding personnel with the skills you want?” When the answers given 

by the enterprises to the question are examined, it is seen that 46.5 percent of them responded 

as "always" and 17.4 percent responded as "sometimes" (TEPAV, 2016). In order to eliminate 

these negativities and to increase the education level and quality of our people, there is a need 

to make new arrangements in the education system within the framework of university-business 

cooperation. 

This study is about a successfully applied education model at Sakarya University of Applied 

Sciences in order to ensure that students are educated in accordance with the technologies of 

the future with the arrangements made in the training programs and course contents. This model 

named as “+1 Education Model” foresees at least 1 semester of education to be practiced in 

enterprises full time. The aim of the + 1 Education Model is to train students to be qualified 

with application skills, which is indispensable for the industrial and business world as 

summarised in Figure 1. 
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3. THE PROPOSED +1 EDUCATION MODEL 

 
Vocational education model proposed within the scope of the study aims to enable the students 

in departments and/or programs that provide vocational training for the employment-oriented 

training to spend a period of their education in businesses practically. Thus, undergraduate and 

associate degree students can use their knowledge and experience gained during their education 

and they will have the opportunity to reinforce their applied vocational training in public / 

private institutions and organizations and to get to know future technologies. The vocational 

education model, which has started to be implemented in many universities in Turkey, works 

as follows: 

In the associate degree, students take the theoretical and practical courses for three semesters 

in the school environment, and the fourth semester they get workplace practices full-time during 

the third or fourth semester in accordance with the Workplace Practices Directive (Sarabıyık, 

2013; Atalı, Özkan, & Saribiyik, 2016). Undergraduate students also take the theoretical and 

practical courses of their education for seven semesters in the school environment, and in the 

eight semester, full-time during the seventh or eighth semesters in accordance with the 

academic calendar in accordance with the relevant directive. 

Students who are entitled to take this course take the relevant course on the date specified in 

the academic calendar, other students choose the courses of the other semester belonging to the 

last year when this course is not available. In order for vocational practice training to be carried 

out in accordance with its purpose, an instructor who is responsible for the follow-up and 

supervision is assigned for the students. In addition, during the execution of the model, it is 

ensured that the instructors periodically visit the students and therefore the enterprises. This 

situation constitutes an important mediation for the instructors to establish closer contact with 

the sector. In addition, these visits provide an important link in terms of "university-industry 

cooperation" and become one of the important gains of the model. The last step of the proposed 

model is to evaluate the workplace training courses of the students. The basis of these covers 

the observations of the instructors on the business visits and the business manager on the 

student, and the reports where the student presents the results of the application. The success 

grade is determined separately by the responsible instructor and the business manager with 

evaluation forms. Students who cannot achieve the required success in the workplace practices 

course have to take the course again. 

With the university-industry cooperation carried out within the scope of this Model, it provides 

many benefits to the business world, students and universities. 
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3.1. Business Benefits 

 

• Provides labor force without extra cost, 

• Raises needed qualified personnel within the short range, 

• Adapts individuals starting to work after 3+1 Education program within the short range, 

• Gets rid of the burden of initial training to work, 

• Updates lesson plans through requirements of the business world and thus, educating 

students with oriented necessity of business world, 

• Ensures business world and academic personnel within the cooperation. 

 

3.2. Students Benefits 

 

• Unifies theoretical information’s with practice, 

• Gains practice skills, 

• Provides pleasure in earning students’ own Money, 

• Let them Recognize themselves and realize their ability, 

• Gives the opportunity to meet the reality of the business world sooner, 

• Accelerates process of adaptation to work after graduation, 

• Helps developing their goals concerning the future more easily and effectively and 

therefore, making their career planning’s, 

• Helps recognizing organization and working discipline structure in the company, 

• Gains sense of responsibility and team work skills, 

• Provides the ability of monitoring recent developments in the sector, 

• Offers getting a job more easily after graduation due to the connection in the sector, 

 

3.3. University Benefits 

 

• • Establishing a better relation with business world, 

• Increasing R&D activity with cooperation between University and Business World, 

• Becoming a preferable and desirable university due to the fact that the graduated 

students find a job more easily, 

• Finding solutions to the practical problems of business world, 

• Publishing solution oriented scientific papers, 
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• Getting industry’s experiences and opportunities to use in lectures and academic studies. 
 

Model was designed to be improved according to the needs of the changing world. Therefore, 

the surveys are applied to the students, responsible instructors and workplace representatives to 

get the satisfaction levels measured at the end of each semester. These surveys are aimed to 

determine the strengths and weaknesses, the points to be improved and some statistical 

information such as sectoral distribution, preferred areas, the locations of the firms etc. 

According to the survey results as shown in Figure 2, an increasing satisfaction trend was 

observed in the annual basis from year to year. Satisfaction in the students increased from 72 

percent to 94 percent, while employers increased to 82 percent to 89 percent and teaching staff 

to 83 percent to 89 percent. 

 

 
Figure 2. 10-year satisfaction survey average results (2011-2021) 

 
 

4. CONCLUSION AND EVALUATION 

 
The development of countries will be achieved by the production and export of technological 

products. This is frequently asserted both by the administrative authorities of the states and by 

commercial sources. In this regard, it is expected from the enterprises to reach the targeted point 

by producing qualified technological products. The meeting of these necessary conditions can 

only be provided by qualified employment who are aware of technological developments. The 

most important issue that is frequently mentioned in the councils, meetings and workshops is 

to provide qualified employment. +1 Applied Education Model is an important model that will 

increase qualified employment in this context and related fields. Qualified employment will 
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bring the production of high-tech products, this production will bring a qualified economy and 

the development in the economy will bring a more prosperous life. Although it is a long-term 

process, the greatest return of qualified employment will be the realization of a qualified life. 

The +1 Education Model will make a significant contribution to the transformation of Turkey's 

employment campaign into a "Qualified Employment Campaign". This model has been adopted 

as a role model by many universities today. With the widespread use of the model, students will 

have the opportunity to practice workplaces not only in the places they study, but also in the 

city they live in and even in different countries. Thus, students will contribute to global 

development by easily finding a job after graduation. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, the different types of optical sources as a transmitter along with RZ and NRZ 

modulation formats is used to study free space optical (FSO) communication system in very 

clear weather condition. The photo detector (PIN) is used at the receiving end to investigate 

the complete communication system for the wavelengths chosen from short band, 

conventional band and long band with a free space distance of 10 km and bit rate of above 20 

Gbps. The quality factor values can be checked in the eye diagram from eye analyzer. The 

Low Pass Bessel filter is used at the receiving section that filters the signal with negligible 

loss of data. This type of filter is favorable among the other types of filters used for optical 

communication. The very clear condition of weather is indicated with attenuation measured 

in dB/km that guides the complete communication system from source to destination. 

The clear condition of weather gives a clear path to optical signals so that no loss of data 

occurs in mid-way of free space optical communication system. Besides this, the transmitter 

and receiver should also be in line of sight (LOS) for proper transmission and reception of 

optical signal. It is analyzed that on using different types of laser sources and modulation 

formats, the CW laser light source provides the better quality factor values in S-Band. The 

weak laser source is White light laser source which gives the poor performance at all 

wavelength bands. The power of lasers is kept minimum as discussed in this paper. The FSO 
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communication system shows good result in RZ format for specified wavelengths in this 

paper. 

Keywords: Free Space Optical (FSO) system, Quality (Q) -Factor, Bit Error Rate (BER), 

Continuous Wave (CW) laser, Line of Sight (LOS), Mach-Zehnder Modulator (MZM). 

I. Introduction 

 

In Free Space Optical communication system, the data is transferred in free space where air 

is considered as channel between source and destination. The FSO communication system 

offers the secured free space link for public and private offices, schools, colleges and other 

well established buildings where new construction is not possible (Sree Madhuri et al., 

2019). It also offers the license free optical wavelength bands with zero interference among 

the signals (Jain & Mehra, 2017). The drawback of FSO communication system Line of 

Sight (LOS) i.e. in absence of appropriate line of sight between sender and receiver, the loss 

of data may occur in mid-way (Al-Gailani et al., 2021). The FSO communication system is 

greatly susceptible to attenuation which takes place due to poor conditions of weather 

(Kaushal & Kaddoum, 2015)(Yeh et al., 2020)(Billault et al., 2021). In this paper, the 

particular wavelengths for communication is chosen from S-Band (short) i.e. 1510 nm, 

C-Band (conventional) i.e. 1550 nm and L-Band (long) i.e. 1600 nm of optical 

communication system (Hammadi et al., 2018). The different types of optical sources are 

used which provides the signals at specified wavelengths from the given wavelength bands 

as discussed above in this section. 

II. Material and Methods 

 

The FSO communication system consist of transmitters as laser sources (Continuous Wave 

(CW) laser, CW laser measured and White light source) as available in the optisystem 

software, medium (free space) and receiver (PIN photo detector). The CW laser generates a 

continuous wave optical signal where as CW laser measured generates a continuous wave 

optical signal based on measurements of parameters such as frequency, power, line width 

etc. The White light source generates the distributed gaussian signals. The bit generator 

(PRBS) is used to send the data in form of bits per second. The data from bit generator is 

further passed through modulation format. The formatted data and light source is passed 
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Bit Generator (PRBS) Modulation Format BER Analyzer Bessel Filter 

Laser sources as 

Transmitter 

MZ Modulator FSO Channel Photo Detector (PIN) as 

Receiver 

on to (MZM) modulator that combines them and further passed on to the free space channel 

to the receiving side. This optical signal is received at the destination by PIN photo detector 

that converts it into electrical signal. The signal in electrical form is checked through Low 

pass Bessel filter. The filtered signal is analyzed and checked by the value of Q factor in eye 

analyzer. The value of Q-factor and eye shape decides whether the received signal strength is 

good or not. 

Table I. Main parameters used in set up of FSO communication system. 

Name Parameter values Units 

Bit Rate 20.5 Gb/s 

Power 1 mW 

Free Space distance 10 Km 

Attenuation 0 (very clear weather condition) dB/km 

The table I shows the values for the different parameters that are used in the set up of free 

space optical communication system to obtained the desired outputs. 

III. Methodology

The methodology consists of PRBS generator which transmits data in form of bits to 

modulation formats and further the data and laser signal from transmitter combined with 

Mach-Zehnder Modulator and passed on to free space channel. The signal is received at the 

receiver side where photo detector (PIN) converts the signal and finally BER analyzer 

checks the signal for its quality and errors. The block diagram is shown in figure 1. 

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of FSO communication system. 
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IV. Design Set up

The complete design set up explains the various components attached together from 

transmitter to receiver. The figure 2 to figure 4 shows the design set up with NRZ format for 

the free space communication system using 10 km distance from sender to receiver. This set 

up is same for all type of light sources and for all specified wavelengths. Similar is the 

case with RZ modulation 

i.e. the same set up is used for all three types of lasers along with RZ modulation at all

specified wavelengths in table I. 

Fig. 2. Design set up of  CW Laser as a source in FSO system. 

Fig. 3. Design set up of CW Laser Measured as source in FSO system. 

Fig. 4. Design set up of White light Laser as a source in FSO system. 

V. Results and Discussion

The results in form of BER analyzer diagram obtained from the design set up for the free 
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space optical communication system. The values of Q-factor given in the eye diagrams from 

figure 5 to figure 22 for the various laser sources along with NRZ and RZ formats in very 

clear weather conditions shows the quality of the signals obtained. 

 

Fig. 5. Eye diagram for CW laser Fig. 6. Eye diagram for CW laser 

 

shows Q-factor 6.288 at 1510 nm. shows Q-factor 6.264 at 1550 nm. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Eye diagram for CW 

laser shows Q-factor 6.250 at 

1600 nm. 

The eye diagrams from eye analyzer are shown in the figure 5 to figure 7 which indicates the 

quality factor of output signal. The wavelength used in the design set up for CW laser source 

along with NRZ format is 1510 nm, 1550 nm and 1600 nm. The best result is obtained in 

wavelength 1510 nm with Q-factor 6.288. 

 

Fig. 8. Eye diagram for CW laser Measured Fig. 9. Eye diagram for CW laser 

Measured shows Q-factor 6.242 at 1510 nm.  shows Q-factor 6.263 at 1550 nm. 
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Fig. 10. Eye diagram for CW laser 

Measured shows Q-factor 6.269 at 1600 

nm. 

The eye diagrams from eye analyzer are shown in the figure 8 to figure 10 that indicates the 

quality factor of output signal. The wavelength used in the design set up for CW laser 

measured source along with NRZ format is 1510 nm, 1550 nm and 1600 nm. The best result 

is obtained in wavelength 1600 nm with Q-factor 6.269. 
 

Fig. 11. Eye diagram for White light source Fig. 12. Eye diagram for White light 

source shows Q-factor 3.322 at 1510 nm.  shows Q-factor 3.283 at 1550 nm. 

 

Fig. 13. Eye diagram for White light 

source shows Q-factor 3.228 at 

1600 nm. 
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The eye diagrams from eye analyzer are shown in the figure 11 to figure 13 that indicates the 

quality factor of output signal. The wavelength used in the design set up for White light laser 

source along with NRZ format is 1510 nm, 1550 nm and 1600 nm. The best result is 

obtained in wavelength 1510 nm with Q-factor 3.322. 

Fig. 14. Eye diagram for CW Laser shows Fig. 15. Eye diagram for CW 

Laser Q-factor 18.701 at 1510 nm. shows Q-factor 18.627 at 1550 

nm. 

 

 

Fig. 16. Eye diagram for CW Laser 

shows Q-factor 18.546 at 1600 

nm. 

The eye diagrams from eye analyzer are shown in the figure 14 to figure 16 that indicates the 

quality factor of output signal. The wavelength used in the design set up for CW laser source 

along with RZ format is 1510 nm, 1550 nm and 1600 nm. The best result is obtained in 

wavelength 1510 nm with Q-factor 18.701. 
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Fig. 17. Eye diagram for CW Laser Measured Fig. 18. Eye diagram for CW Laser Measured 

shows Q-factor 18.384 at 1510 nm. shows Q-factor 18.589 at 1550 nm. 

 

Fig. 19. Eye diagram for CW Laser 

Measured shows Q-factor 18.686 at 

1600 nm. 

The eye diagrams from eye analyzer are shown in the figure17 to figure 19 that indicates the 

quality factor of output signal. The wavelength used in the design set up for CW laser 

measured source along with RZ format is 1510 nm, 1550 nm and 1600 nm. The best result is 

obtained in wavelength 1600 nm with Q-factor 18.686. 

 

Fig. 20. Eye diagram for White light source Fig. 21. Eye diagram for White light 

source shows Q-factor 3.040 at 1510 nm.  shows Q-factor 2.988 at 1550 nm. 
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Fig. 22. Eye diagram for White light 

source shows Q-factor 2.962 at 

1600 nm. 

The eye diagrams from eye analyzer are shown in the figure 20 to figure 22 that indicates the 

quality factor of output signal. The wavelength used in the design set up for White light laser 

source along with RZ format is 1510 nm, 1550 nm and 1600 nm. The best result is obtained 

in wavelength 1510 nm with Q-factor 3.040. 

Conclusion 

The FSO communication system designed in this paper to transmit the data in form of bits 

per seconds through free space medium between source and destination. The design set up 

discussed above indicates that CW laser and CW laser measured sources shows far better 

results than White light laser source at all wavelengths from the specified wavelength bands. 

The overall result of CW laser source is better than the other two specified sources at all 

wavelength bands. The maximum value of Q-Factor for CW laser source is obtained in case 

of RZ format that is 18.701. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES FROM LOGISTICS 4.0 TO LOGISTICS 5.0 

*Çağdaş ATEŞ, Volkan KARACA*

ABSTRACT 

Many technology-based industrial revolutions have occurred to catch up with the changing and 

increasing human needs for years. As a result of these industrial revolutions, a significant 

increase and diversification in production have emerged. At this point, the need for faster 

delivery of raw materials, semi-finished products and products required for production to the 

factories and the transportation of the final products to the customers in a faster and more 

reliable manner have appeared. As a consequence of these needs, the concept of logistics has 

changed and developed in a technology-based way. This development and change have not 

stopped today and will continue in the coming years. A better understanding of this process and 

which technologies will be used in the future will form the basis of this study. The main aim of 

this study is to evaluate which technological developments occur from Logistics 4.0 to Logistics 

5.0 from the point of view of argumentative research with the current literature. 

Keywords: Technological Changes, Logistics 4.0, Logistics 5.0, Industry 5.0 

Introduction 

The emergence and spread of industrial revolutions and globalization have begun to increase 

human needs and, in parallel, the demand for products and services all over the world. In order 

to meet the increasing demand with the diversification of human needs, the use of technology 

in production and distribution activities has been increased and new technologies emerging day 

by day have been integrated into both production and distribution. Technological developments, 

especially in the field of logistics, have enabled products and services to be delivered to 

consumers in a faster and more reliable manner. 
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In this transportation process, both the companies involved in the process and the customers 

had the opportunity to have information about the process. In today's world, logistics activities 

have become more transparent, although more complex and different technologies are used 

together. Moreover, the use and integration of different technologies continues day by day. 

In this study, firstly, the changes in the periods from logistics 1.0 to logistics 4.0 will be 

explained to make the concept of logistics and its developments meaningful and correct. 

Secondly, the concept of logistics 4.0, which represents the concept of logistics today, will be 

clarified, and then it will be mentioned which technologies can emerge in logistics with logistics 

5.0 in the future will be mentioned. 

 
Development of Logistics 

 
Historically, it is seen that industrial revolutions provided the improvement of logistics 

activities. The use of steam engines gave rise to Industry 1.0. The emergence of Industry 1.0 

revealed logistics 1.0, which is basically based on the physical transportation of products (Amr, 

Ezzat, & Kassem, 2019). With the technological developments from 1900 to 1960, mass 

production began, and Industry 2.0 occured. With Industry 2.0, electric and internal combustion 

engines started to be used and mass production was started. With mass production, the delivery 

of these products to the consumer has became more important and the concept of logistics 2.0 

emerged. In this period, logistics reached a structure that is more comprehensive and includes 

more partners, not only as of the transportation of products but also as a process. The use of the 

first industrial robot in 1968, industry 3.0 and logistics 3.0 emerged (Poli, Saviani, & Júnior, 

2018). Logistics 3.0, which emerged at this point, has become a concept that provides faster 

and more reliable delivery of products and services to end consumers. In addition, Logistics 3.0 

has also enabled the digitalization of logistics activities. 

Demir, Paksoy, & Kochan, 2021 explained the evolution of logistics in three steps until 

Logistics 4.0 appears.The first step is Logistics 1.0 which appeared in the early 20th century. 

Along with Logistics 1.0, transportation activities based on human and animal power replaced 

be carried out with ships and trains using steam engines. The second step is Logistics 2.0 during 

the 1960s. In this period, with the use of electric motors, mass production increased and the 

need for automation of handling emerged. Additionally, activities such as automatic storage, 

automatic loading and unloading started to be carried out with electric vehicles in this period, 

and logistics processes became easier and faster. The third and final step is Logistics 3.0, which 
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• Steam engine power

• Railway network

• Steam ships

Logistics 1.0 

• Electric power

• Automatic
warehousing and
sorting

• Mechanization of port
cargo

Logistics 2.0 

• Warehouse
Management Systems,

• Transportation
Management Systems,

• Information
Technology.

Logistics 3.0 

started to be used in the early 1980s. In this period, with applying computer and information 

technologies in logistics activities, logistics became more systematic and started to be called 

the system of logistics management. Moreover, thanks to the developments in technology, the 

concepts of Warehouse Management Systems and Transportation Management Systems have 

been included in the scope of logistics. 

Fig. 1: Development of Logistics 1.0 to Logistics 3.0 

Source: (Demir, Paksoy, & Kochan, 2021) 

Logistics 4.0 

The emergence of Logistics 4.0 has been with the industrial revolution, similar to other logistics 

concepts mentioned earlier. The fourth industrial revolution, called Industry 4.0, was introduced 

for the first time at the Hannover fair in 2011. Industry 4.0 states that machine and robot power 

should be used instead of human power in jobs that do not require qualifications, and that 

specialization should come to the fore in jobs that require qualifications (Yilmaz & Duman, 

2019). The basis of Industry 4.0 is digitalization, in which the use of advanced information, 

internet and communication technologies is at the forefront (Sekkeli & Bakan, 2018). With 

Industry 4.0, the terms Cyber-Physical production systems, Internet of Things, Smart Factories, 

Autonomous Robots, Cloud computing and Big Data Analysis have emerged. The evolution of 

Industry 4.0 Fig. It is described in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2: Industrial Revolutions (Rojko & Andreja., 2017) 
 
 

 

 

 

Along with the developments in Industry 4.0, serious improvements have been taken in logistics 

fields and in the concept of Logistics 4.0 has occurred. Logistics 4.0 is expressed as smart 

logistics in many sources and is basically defined as the delivery of logistics processes to a high 

level of automation thanks to the Internet of Things. And also, there are some important 

technologies in Logistics 4.0 shows in Table 1 (Glistau & Machado, 2018). 

Table 1. Important Technologies of Logistics 4.0 (Glistau & Machado, 2018) 
 
 

Technology/ 
Criterion 

Characteristics 

Identification Smart card Bar code RFID Sensor 
technologies 

Biometrics 

Mobile 
communication 

5G network UMTS/LTE GSM/GPRS WLAN Satellite 
communication 

Localization Geo 
reference 

point based 

5G UMTS/LTE 
GSM/GPRS 

WLAN Satellite based 
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Electronic data 
interchange 

Electronic 
data 

processing 
medium 

EDI XML Internet Telematics 

Terminals Smartphones Tablets Special 
handheld 

units 

On-board 
computer 

 

Architecture 
paradigm 

Centralized Decentralized, 
Agent based 

Decentralized 
Block chain 

  

Architecture Network Hardware 
(Server, 
Cloud, 

Storage) 

Software 
(Operating 

system, open 
source) 

Database Virtualization 

Data analysis 
methods 

Descriptive Inferential 
(Point and 

interval 
estimate) 

Explorative 
(Big data) 

Regression, 
causal 

analysis 

 

Data analytics 
processing 

Data Access OLAP Data Mining   

According to Barreto et al. 2017, the areas where these logistics 4.0 technologies are used are 

as follows: Resource Planning, Blockchain Technology, Warehouse Management Systems, 

Transportation Management Systems, Intelligent Transportation Systems, Cloud Technology, 

Information Security, Internet of Things and Augmented Reality. As a result, with Logistics 

4.0, the logistics process has become much smarter, more transparent and faster than the 

traditional logistics process, with the effect of the development of technology. 

Logistics 5.0 

 
The emergence of Logistics 5.0, like the development of other logistics concepts, will be 

possible with a new revolution in the industry. In today's world, the effects of Industry 4.0 are 

still seen, but it is known that this development will be completed in the near future and Industry 

5.0 will emerge. At this point, Industry 5.0 can be defined as an industrial revolution based on 

human-machine cooperation, including human intelligence and human touch (Yucebalkan, 

2020). There are basically two visions for the future emergence of Industry 5.0: human-robot 

co-working and bioeconomy. In human-robot co-working, humans will complete the creative 

parts of the work, while robots will complete the other parts. In Bioeconomy, biological 

resources will be used for industrial purposes to help achieving a balance between ecology, 

industry, and economy as shown in Table 2. (Demir, Doven, & Sezen, 2019). 
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Table 2. Comparison of Industry 5.0 Visions and Industry 4.0 (Demir, Doven & Sezen,2019) 

 
 

Industry 4.0 Industry 5.0 (Vision 1) Industry 5.0 (Vision 2) 

Motto Smart Manufacturing Human-Robot Co-working Bioeconomy 

Motivation Mass Production Smart Society Sustainability 

Power Source Electrical power 

Fossil-based fuels 

Renewable power sources 

Electrical power 

Renewable power sources 

Electrical power Renewable 
power sources 

Involved Technologies Internet of Things (IoT) 

Cloud Computing 

Big Data Robotics and Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) 

Human-Robot Collaboration 

Renewable Resources 

Sustainable Agricultural 
Production Bionics 

Renewable Resources 

Involved Research Areas Organizational Research 

Process Improvement and 

Innovation Business 

Administration 

Smart Environments 

Organizational Research 

Process Improvement and 

Innovation Business 

Administration 

Agriculture Biology 

Waste Prevention Process 

Improvement and Innovation 

Business Administration 

Economy 

 

With the development of Industry 5.0, many new technologies have occured. As can be seen in 

Fig. 3, Internet of Every Things, Big Data Analytics, Edge Computing, Artificial Intelligence, 

Cobots, 6G and beyond and Blockchain technologies are the key technologies of industry 5.0. 

Fig. 3: Key Technologies in Industry 5.0 (Maddikunta et al. 2021) 
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The emergence of Logistics 5.0 has occurred with the use of technologies that appeared with 

Industry 5.0 in the fields of logistics and supply chain. The new technologies expected to be 

used in Logistics 5.0 are: 

1- Cobots (Human-robot co-working): Robots and humans will be able to work together

especially in storage, loading and unloading activities. Humans will do work that requires

creativity, while robots will do standard work based on power (Sonmezturk Bolatan, 2021).

2- IoE (Internet of Everything): IoE enables the tracking of products in the logistics process,

as well as the transfer of the current data of the transported product. The logistics process

is optimized with IoE and time advantage is provided in the supply chain and production

(Maddikunta, Pham, B, Deepa, & Dev, 2021).

3- Edge Computing: It is a decentralized cloud storage system used for online storage and

computation of data, similar to IoE. In the logistics process, it can provide information such

as which warehouses the products will be transferred to and the current status of the

products.

4- AI (Artificial Intelligence): AI is revolutionizing warehouse activities such as data

collection and analysis, as well as inventory management, allowing businesses to enhance

efficiency and income. AI is used in warehousing to estimate demand, adjust orders, and

re-route items in transit (The ILS Company, 2021).

5- Digital Twins: A digital twin is a virtual model of a product, process or service. Digital

twins will expand the benefits of IoT that are currently being used in the logistics business.

They will provide more insight into supply chain planning, design, operation, and

optimization, from individual assets and shipments to entire global supply networks (DHL,

2021).

6- 6G and Beyond: 6G wireless technology is being developed in order to increase the data

transfer rate of 5G. 6G technology will enable faster transmission and processing of data

in the logistics process (Imoize, Adedeji, Tandiya, & Shetty, 2021).

7- Autonomous Vehicles: Logistics activities will be carried out with autonomous vehicles

such as delivery robots, driverless bus, driverless train, delivery drone, self-driving car,

robotic trolley, robotic taxi, and autonomous trucks (Sonmezturk Bolatan, 2021).

Logistics 5.0 provides the following advantages with these technologies (Neights, 2021). 

 Increasing supply chain customisation, which improves not just customer satisfaction

but also efficiency and profits

 Reducing supply chain risks and waste based on more up-to-date data
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 Allowing supply chain and logistics operations to focus more on strategic innovation 

and less on firefighting and basic execution 

 Improving supply chain integration in order to form more strategic alliances 

 Increasing the value of an organization's human capital by assisting in the retention and 

transfer of knowledge about a certain supply chain feature 

Conclusion 

Many technology-based industrial revolutions have occurred to catch up with the changing and 

increasing human needs for years. As a result of these industrial revolutions, a significant 

increase and diversification in production has emerged. At this point, the need for faster delivery 

of raw materials, semi-finished products and products required for production to the factories 

and the transportation of the final products to the customers in a faster and more reliable manner 

has occurred. As a consequence of these needs, the concept of logistics has changed and 

developed in a technology-based way. This development and change has not stopped today and 

will continue in the coming years. 

The concept of logistics has been updated with industrial revolutions and extends to the present 

and even to the future. Logistics activities, starting from logistics 1.0, which constitutes simple 

transportation activities, have become smart logistics with Logistics 4.0 in today. Also in the 

future, it will develop further with Logistics 5.0. In this study, the new technologies that will 

emerge with Logistics 5.0 have been tried to be explained by comparing them with the logistics 

4.0 technologies used today. It has been concluded that technologies such as Cobots, IoE, Edge 

Computing, AI, Digital Twins, 6G and Beyond and Autonomous Vehicles will be used with 

Logistics 5.0. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, the study of PIN photodiode and APD photodiode along with various types 

of low pass filters is done in optical communication system. The source used for the 

system is Continuous Wave (CW) Laser and at the receiver end photo detectors as 

discussed above are used is used to investigate the system with data rate 16 Gbps. The 

distance between the transmitter and the receiver is 40 km. The end results are discussed 

in form of quality factor. It is analyzed that on using various low pass filters the Low pass 

Bessel filter gives better performance than others. This filter gives better response and 

the best suited wavelengths from S band and C band are 1510 nm and 1550 nm. 

Keywords- OFC (optical fiber communication), PIN (Positive-Intrinsic-Negative), APD 

(Avalanche photodiode). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Optical fiber communication system is presently an easy, fast and secured way of 

communication as compared to other type of communication systems. The optical fiber 

cable is used to transfer the optical signal in form of data (bits per second) from source to 

destination. The fiber cable has replaced the traditional way of communicating i.e. via 

coaxial cables etc. The fiber cables can be classified according to their modes i.e. 

whether the data to be travel in single mode or multi-mode (Mishra et al., 2018) (Li et al., 

2019). The light signals travel through the fiber from transmitter and received at the 
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destination. The transmitter is laser light source and receiver is photo diode in fiber 

communication system (Kaur & Singh, 2017). This paper mainly concentrates on types 

of photo diodes used in optical communication system. The photodiodes are discussed in 

this section namely APD photo diode    and    PIN    photodiode.    An avalanche   

photodiode (APD)    is    a     highly delicate semiconductor photodiode sensor that 

exhibits the photoelectric effect to convert light into electricity whereas PIN photodiode 

is photo detector with an intrinsic undoped region in between the n-doped and p-doped 

regions (Wang et al., 2020) (Benedikovic et al., 2021). The photons in maximum 

quantity are absorbed in the intrinsic region and the carriers are generated which 

successfully contributes to the photocurrent. 

II. METHODOLOGY

The methodology shown below in the figure 1 explains the complete optical fiber 

communication system from source to destination. The medium used in the system is 

single mode fiber cable that carries the data in Gigabits. The input data in the form of bits 

is passed through the NRZ digital pulse modulator. The two bands such as S (Short 

wavelength) band 1510nm and C (Conventional) band 1550 nm are used to carry this data 

to the receiver over the certain distance 40 Km. 

Fig. 1 The design of optical fiber cable system 

The modulator MZ (Mach-Zehnder) is used to combine the data optical signal (CW 

Laser) and digital signal NRZ and send it over the channel for the successful transmission 

at the receiver end. The amplifier (EDFA) is also used to regenerate the signal. At the 

receiver the PIN diode and APD diode is used for both the bands. The signal is passed 

through the various low pass filters to get the clean output. The system performance from 

the simulative output is evaluated in the form of Q (Quality Factor) and BER (bit error 

rate). 
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III. DESIGN SET UP 

 
The optical fiber communication system consist of CW laser, NRZ pulse generator, 

PBSG and modulator (Mach-zehnder) at the transmitter side which is used to transmit the 

different wavelength at the frequency 1510 nm and 1550 nm over the distance 40 Km. At 

the receiving end, the optical signal is converted back to its original state. By rejecting 

other signals, the Bessel filter permits low frequency impulses to pass. The BER analyzer 

is used to analyze the Quality Factor & Bit error rate. The simulative set up for the 

numerous types of filters are shown at different optical wavelengths below in the figures. 

 

Table I: Layout parameters for the simulation model 
 

 

The name of the parameter used The value of the parameter 

Bit Rate 16 Gb/sec 

Power 1mW 

CW Laser Frequency 1510nm and 1550nm 

Fiber Length 40Km 

Type of Fil Low Pass Bessel Filter, Gausian Filter, Chebyshev 

filter and Butterworth filter 

Photo Detector PIN and APD 

Modulator Formats NRZ 

Amplifier EDFA 

Attenuation 0.3dB/Km, 0.2dB/Km 

Type of Fiber SMF 

 

Table I above shows the numerous types of layout parameters used in the simulation 
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desing. In these designs fiber of 40 Km length is used to send the 16 Gb/s data. 

 

 

Fig.2 Simulative set up of CW laser frequency at 1510 nm using photo-detector PIN 

 

The above figure 2 shows the simulative set up of CW laser frequency at 1510 nm 

using photo detector PIN. The NRZ pulse generator is used in this model. At the receiver 

end the signal is passed through the low pass Bessel filter. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Simulative set up of CW laser frequency at 1510 nm using APD 

 

The above figure 3 shows the simulative set up of CW laser frequency at 1510 nm 

using APD. The NRZ pulse generator is used in this model. At the receiver end the signal 

is passed through the low pass Bessel filter. The SMF of length 40 Km is used in the 

above model. 

 

 

Fig. 4 Simulative set up of CW laser frequency at 1550 nm using photo-detector PIN 
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The above figure 4 represents the simulative set up of CW laser frequency at 1550 nm 

using PIN diode. The NRZ pulse generator is used in this model. At the receiver end the 

signal is passed through the low pass Bessel filter. The SMF of length 40 Km is used in 

the above model. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Simulative set up of CW laser frequency at 1550 nm using APD 

 

The above figure 5 shows the simulative set up of CW laser frequency at 1550 nm using 

PIN. The NRZ pulse generator is used in this model. At the receiver end the signal is 

passed through the low pass chebyshev filter. The SMF of length 40 Km is used in the 

above model. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
The results in the form of BER analyzer diagram obtained from the design set up for the 

OFC system as shown in the above figures. The BER and Q factor values are given 

below in the following eye diagrams. 

 

 

Fig. 6 Eye diagram 

 

The above figure 6 shows the simulative output in the form of eye diagram in which the 

max q factor 9.67069 is obtained with the help of Bessel low pass filter. In the similar 

way the output at the receiver end is analyzed with the help of eye diagrams. 
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Fig. 7 Eye Diagram 

 

The eye diagram in the figure 7 and figure 8 are also shown the Max Q factor and 

minimum bit error rate. 

 
 

 

Fig. 8 Eye diagram at 1550 nm using chebyshev filter 

 

Table II: Various parameters used in OFC system for wavelength 1510 nm with PIN diode 
 

 

CW 

Frequency 

(nm) 

Power 

(mW) 

Bit Rate 

(Gb/s) 

SMF 

Length 

(Km) 

Q Factor Diode Filter 

1510 1 16 40 9.670 PIN Bessel 

1510 1 16 40 9.428 PIN Gausian 

1510 1 16 40 6.473 PIN Chebyshev 

1510 1 16 40 7.993 PIN Butterworth 
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Table II shows the various parameters used in OFC system at operating wavelength 1510 

nm. In this system PIN diode is used at the receiver end. The best quality factor is 

achieved with Bessel low pass filter which is 9.670. 

Table III: Numerous parameters for OFC system with APD 

CW 

Frequency 

(nm) 

Power 

(mW) 

Bit Rate 

(Gb/s) 

SMF 

Length 

(Km) 

Q Factor Diode Filter 

1510 1 16 40 9.671 APD Bessel 

1510 1 16 40 9.505 APD Gausian 

1510 1 16 40 6.413 APD Chebyshev 

1510 1 16 40 8.006 APD Butterworth 

Table III shows the various parameters used in OFC system at operating wavelength 

1510 nm. In this system APD is used at the receiver end. The best quality factor is 

achieved with Bessel low pass filter which is 9.671. 

Table IV: Various parameters of OFC system for specified format 

CW 

Frequency 

(nm) 

Power 

(mW) 

Bit Rate 

(Gb/s) 

SMF 

Length 

(Km) 

Q Factor Diode Filter 

1550 1 16 40 5.375 PIN Bessel 

1550 1 16 40 5.4155 PIN Gausian 

1550 1 16 40 3.386 PIN Chebyshev 

1550 1 16 40 4.733 PIN Butterworth 
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Table IV shows the various parameters used in OFC system at operating wavelength 1550 

nm. In this system PIN diode is used at the receiver end. The best quality factor is achieved 

with Gausian low pass filter which is 5.4155. 

Table V: Various parameters of OFC system for specified format 
 

 

CW 

Frequency 

(nm) 

Power 

(mW) 

Bit Rate 

(Gb/s) 

SMF 

Length 

(Km) 

Q Factor Diode Filter 

1550 1 16 40 5.3795 APD Bessel 

1550 1 16 40 5.394 APD Gausian 

1550 1 16 40 3.3911 APD Chebyshev 

1550 1 16 40 4.726 APD Butterworth 

 

 
 

Table V shows the various parameters used in OFC system at operating wavelength 1550 nm. 

In this system APD is used at the receiver end. The best quality factor is achieved with 

Gausian low pass filter which is 5.394. 

    Conclusion 

 

The design set up using single mode fiber indicates that on using wavelengths from two bands 

i.e. S-band and C-band. The best results are obtained in S-band with wavelength used is 1510 

nm as discussed above in the table while in C-band both photo diodes shows almost same 

values of Q factor for all filters. The APD photo diode shows better Q factor values than PIN 

photo diode in S-Band. The best result is obtained in wavelength 1510 nm with photo diode 

used is APD photo diode and filter used is Low pass Bessel filter. The value of Q factor 

obtained in this case is 9.671. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF TURKEY IN EXPORT AND IMPORT 

PROCEDURES 

*Asena BOZTAŞ

ABSTRACT 

The whole world is renewing itself day by day with technological developments. This renewal 

takes place from education to health services and even customs procedures used in import and 

export. 

Digitalization in customs procedures, which is an effect of this change and transformation in 

the light of technological developments, is an important factor that facilitates human life, as in 

other areas. In this context, it is seen that import and export transactions in Turkey have also 

become easier. 

Along with state-level technological systems, data entry and control in import and export are 

provided with special programs used by Customs consultancy. The Turkish Ministry of 

Commerce and customs administrations carry out their foreign trade transactions through 

applications such as Computerized Customs Activities (BİLGE) system and Electronic Data 

Exchange System (EDI), Customs Goods Tracking - Analytical performance program (GET- 

APP). Foreign trade companies or Customs Brokers who are their legal representatives, on the 

other hand, carry out customs procedures with certain special programs such as Evrim and 

Mavi. Transactions made through these programs are transferred to electronic customs systems 

via interfaces. While transferring this information, those who carry out the foreign trade 

transactions make the necessary signatures with the secure electronic signature method, while 

the customs administration can terminate the transactions received in the electronic 

environment with a secure electronic signature in the same way. 

The study on how the software, which is mentioned as technological innovations that facilitate 

export and import in Turkey, provides conveniences, aims to show how customs procedures 

have developed with the development of technology. 

Keywords: Turkey, 21st century, import-export procedures, customs systems, technological 

developments. 
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1. Technological Developments in Turkey 

As in the whole world, Turkey has kept up with the technological developments. This harmony 

varies from using technology in our daily lives to directing the economy. So much so that 

although it is customary to reflect the presentations from the computer to the projector in the 

universities, the contents of the computer courses in the curriculum have been enriched. Robotic 

coding lessons were added to the curriculum at the primary level. All kinds of transactions such 

as health system, financial transactions, citizenship services, etc. have become carried out 

through the e-government system. 

Therefore, it was unthinkable that import and export regimes could not keep up with this 

technology. We see that the international trade carried out in the entire international system also 

gets its share from these innovations. By keeping up with this systematic order, Turkey now 

carries out import and export regulations and documents with the help of Computerized 

Customs Activities (BİLGE) and Electronic Data Exchange System (EDI) and Customs Goods 

Tracking - Analytical performance program (GET-APP), two major systems within its own 

body. These systems work in coordination with the Mavi and Evrim programs used by customs 

consultancy that issue import and export documents. Thus, export-import documents issued in 

the Evolution or Blue Program can be transferred directly to BİLGE and GET-APP systems. 

The use of technology in order to facilitate procedures and reduce paper consumption while 

doing international trade is a very important step for Turkey's exports and imports. In this 

context, these technological software and systems used for Turkish foreign trade will be 

examined in the second part of the study. 

2. Technological Developments in Turkey’s Export-Import Procedures 

Turkey, which has taken an important step in facilitating international trade, sees the benefits 

of technology. In this context, regulations of import-export procedures and document control 

system work in two dimensions in Turkey. The first one is Computerized Customs Activities 

(BİLGE) and Customs Goods Tracking – Analytical performance program (GET-APP), which 

is used for execution at the state level. The second is Mavi and Evrim Programs, which are 

special software used by customs consultancy that carry out import-export transactions. 

Let's take a brief look at these systems that facilitate customs procedures: 

A-Government systems 

1- Computerized Customs Activities (Bilgisayarlı Gümrük Etkinlikleri/BİLGE) and Electronic 

Data Interchange System (Elektronik Veri Değişim Sistemi /EDI) 

2- Customs Goods Tracking – Analytical performance program (Gümrük Eşya Takip – Analitik 

performans programı /GET-APP) 
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B-Special Software Used by Customs Brokers 

1- EVRİM 

2- MAVİ 

A-Government Systems 

The transactions, which are called customs clearance, are carried out by logistics companies or 

persons responsible for customs clearance procedures. The use of information and 

communication technologies plays an important role in accelerating, standardizing, simplifying 

and making transactions at customs gates. An important part of the electronic state structuring 

is the modernization and automation of customs. New technologies and systems called e- 

customs provide great benefits for businesses. At the beginning of these benefits are the 

reduction of bureaucracy, the elimination of time losses at the gates, the simultaneous 

coordination of the goods in the warehouses in the Customs administrations; thus reducing 

costs. With these benefits created, the image of the enterprise is improved and an advantage is 

provided in international competition. E-Customs and Turkey Practice in Foreign Trade With 

the transition to the European Customs Union in 1996, the Customs Declaration, which is called 

the only administrative document, has been started to be used, and all old system documents 

have been removed from use. With a large loan from the World Bank and in-country software 

studies, studies on automation in customs started. In order to create a modern customs 

administration, the Undersecretariat of Customs launched the "Modernization of the Customs 

Administration Project" (GİMOP) regarding the execution of customs procedures in computer 

environment. Within this scope, many interrelated projects, which can also be described as E- 

Customs; Computerized Customs Activities (BİLGE)”, Turkish Customs Administration on the 

Internet, (http://www.gumruk.gov.tr), Customs Data Warehouse System (GÜVAS), Customs 

Gates Security System Project (GÜMSİS), Computerized TIR-TRANSİT System, developed. 

What will be the applications in computerized customs administrations has been put into 

practice with the regulation on the procedures to be carried out in customs administrations with 

computer systems published in the Official Gazette dated 17.06.1998 and numbered 23375 

(MEB Transportation Services, 2011). 

2 types of systems generally used in Turkey regulate Turkish import and export documents and 

procedures. 
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1- Computerized Customs Events (Bilgisayarlı Gümrük Etkinlikleri/BİLGE) ve

Electronic Data Exchange System (Elektronik Veri Değişim Sistemi/EDI) 

On February 5, 2000, the European Customs Law, which is one of the conditions of the decision 

numbered 1/95, was accepted as the Customs Law No. 4458 in Turkey and entered into force. 

This law brought many innovations with it. With these innovations, it has become possible to 

carry out all transactions at customs via computer. SOFIX Customs software, developed by 

Douan Export, in which the French Customs Administration is also a partner, in the studies 

carried out with the World Bank, was adapted in line with user requests, taking into account the 

special situations that may be encountered at the customs in Turkey, and the E-Customs system 

was named BİLGE. BİLGE is an integrated customs program in which every user, from the 

declarant or his representative, who is a part of the customs procedures, to the customs officer, 

to the administrative chief, to the customs personnel at the center, processes or accesses in some 

way. The BİLGE system was first introduced in Turkey in 1998 at Atatürk Airport Customs 

Directorate. The demands of companies that wanted to access this system from their offices 

were met with the introduction of the EDI system in the second half of 1998. BİLGE system 

works in real time. In other words, in the BİLGE system, whenever the transaction is made on 

the computer, the customs process is actually done at that moment. A data entered in the process 

starting from the obligee is used in all processes of the customs process, so there is no time- 

consuming process such as re-entering data for each transaction. In the BİLGE system, the 

communication between the customs offices and the importer/exporter and between the 

customs directorate and the Undersecretariat of Customs (Center) is made using the wide area 

network (WAN). The BİLGE system has four main modules (Global Institute, 2021). These: 

• “Summary Declaration Module” (OB) for the processing of carriers,

• “TCGB (Customs Declaration of the Republic of Turkey) or Detailed Declaration

Module” where importers, exporters and customs consultants make transactions, 

• “Integrated Tariff Module” (ETM), which works in the background of the program and

enables the determination of taxes and duties to be paid and documents to be added to the 

declaration, 

• It is the "Accounting Module" where the transactions regarding the payment are made

(MEB Transportation Services). 

In the United Nations International Trade Effectiveness Symposium, it was announced that in 

trade with traditional methods, commercial transaction costs cover 7-10% of the total trade 

volume in the world. With the implementation of the Computerized Customs Activities System 

in foreign trade transactions, it is seen that the costs of commercial transactions are reduced 
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below 3%, and in some transactions, costs are not even in question. The electronic processing 

of foreign trade data eliminates the use of paper documents and prevents the loss of time caused 

by the inter-institutional circulation of millions of documents, as well as providing significant 

cost savings. Customs computer system has very important external (for other institutions using 

declaration information) benefits as well as internal (customs administration and its 

counterparts) benefits. For example, TurkStat does not need to make much effort to produce 

foreign trade statistics. With the processing, transmission and archiving of documents in 

electronic environment, the time to repeat transactions and forward is shortened (MEB 

Transportation Services, 2011). 

Thanks to the risk analyzes made automatically in the BİLGE system, existing audit resources 

can be used more effectively and more effective results can be obtained. With the 

implementation of "Customs-EDI and Data Warehouse", smuggling incidents at customs have 

decreased. Completing customs procedures as quickly as possible with a post-control system 

increases administrative efficiency. Clearing the goods from customs without undergoing 

physical examination eliminates the bureaucracy of customs procedures, which ensures that 

customs procedures are completed very quickly. The ratio of physically controlled goods in 

import to total goods is around 30%. This rate is decreasing every year, which shows us that 

the agglomeration of goods entering and leaving the customs is decreasing. When we look at 

the post-control practices in the world, expert inspection units and investigators can detect the 

amount of goods seen in the documents and declarations, including the waste, with an accuracy 

close to 100% long after the production and sale, even if they have entered production, the case 

of unsupervisedness disappears. control is called “intelligent control” (Global Institute, 2021). 

With the increase in the use of electronic devices in corporate systems and the formation of 

network structures that will enable these devices to communicate with each other, production 

and service processes have become increasingly electronic. The information flow has also 

gained a digital form. Private institutions and public institutions aim to transmit data 

(information) flow in the most efficient way in their economic relations both within the 

institution and between institutions. For this purpose, the electronic data exchange system, 

which provides information transmission between institutions, is the most used method. The 

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) system, which is a system that enables the exchange of 

documents and information between two or more trading organizations through computer 

networks without human factor, is an important tool of electronic commerce. Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI) was born out of the need for public and private institutions to communicate 

efficiently and benefits from the advantages of modern information and communication 
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technologies. EDI is used very effectively in the execution of foreign trade transactions. It is an 

initiative that allows foreign trade transactions to be made more transparent with less formality 

and bureaucracy (Global Institute, 2021). 

EDI is defined as the exchange of structured data between applications in different 

organizations. The structural data exchange in this definition means that EDI replaces the paper 

document exchange used in the business world and is directly related to the subject of electronic 

commerce. Although EDI has been used since the early 1970s as one of the oldest and most 

advanced forms of firm-firm electronic commerce, it has been renewed with the development 

of electronic commerce and the Internet. In EDI applications, data is transferred in a structured 

format. This format is called EDIFACT (Electronic Data Exchange on Administrative, Trade 

and Transport) and is an initiative of the United Nations (UN) 4th Working Group on trade 

facilitation around the world. With EDI, two companies can exchange information between 

computers with a predetermined message format, the data to be placed in this format, and a 

syntax that translates this data into a meaningful language. For EDI, both commercial partners' 

computers must have software to convert data to and from EDI, and a communication line 

(Direct Line, Value Added Network-VAN, Internet). The data to be sent in EDI format must be 

transmitted in a certain standard (MEB Transportation Services, 2011). 

This initiative was started about ten years ago, when a world standard was needed to access the 

content of trade data electronically, in order to increase the efficiency of international trade. 

The set of EDI standards named EDI (EDIFACT-EDI for Administration, Commerce and 

Transport) for Management, Commerce and Transport, which was developed later and also 

used by Turkey, was supported by the United Nations. The standardization process began in 

1987, when the ISO standards for the UN/EDIFACT format were first published. The 

EDIFACT standard has been widely adopted by the European and Asian industries (MEB 

Transportation Services, 2011). 

EDI System; It is perceived as a process in which national or international businesses, 

transporters, brokers, banks, insurers, customs administrations, in short, all companies engaged 

in commercial activities and all service units of the state participate. The purpose of EDI is to 

ensure that the customs consultants authorized to carry out the customs procedures or the 

representatives of the importer/exporter companies transfer the declaration information to the 

customs computer electronically from their own offices in a certain standard. Industries where 

the EDI system is traditionally used; transport, health and pharmacy, trade and industry, 

distribution, financial sector and customs in the public sector. Generally: 

• In the field of commerce; industry, manufacturing, finance, banking, insurance, 
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• In the field of transportation; land, rail, air, sea, distribution, ground handling and storage, 

It is used in the public sector, customs, international and national trade, statistics (MEB 

Transportation Services, 2011). 

With the use of EDI in the foreign trade sector, which is one of the most important areas of use 

of EDI, electronic data exchange is provided with the customs administration and customs 

partners (Importer/Exporter companies, customs consultants), banks, other public institutions 

and international organizations. Today, the EDI system has become widespread outside the 

traditional areas of use, and it has been widely used in public services of many countries and 

especially in the commercial activities of large companies, replacing paper-based document 

Exchange (Global Institute, 2021). 

The most general and classical benefit of EDI has been determined as reducing the time it takes 

for documents to arrive at their destination and, accordingly, the reduction of order times. In 

other words, it is planned that everything will be done on time and no resources will be wasted. 

Another direct benefit of EDI is that it eliminates the need for the human element in 

communication. Therefore, human errors and other errors that may cause major problems will 

be reduced. If we try to explain the benefit of EDI through an example of correspondence 

between two organizations; The letter prepared in a medium other than EDI will be enveloped 

and sent to the other organization by post. When this text is preferred to be sent via EDI, it will 

be converted into a message standard and sent electronically from one computer application to 

another in a short time without the need for postal services. In electronic document systems, a 

copy of the documents is kept in the archive and it is possible for more than one unit to access 

the same document at the same time. Thus, units do not have to wait in line to reach the same 

document. EDI allows companies to focus more on their customers. The increase in the amount 

and quality of information will lead to better decision making and increased customer 

satisfaction (MEB Transportation Services, 2011). 

At the same time, inventory costs can be minimized with just-in-time ordering provided by EDI. 

The mailing and distribution costs of electronic forms have been reduced thanks to this system. 

If it is necessary to gather all these benefits under the headings, EDI; It will provide fast and 

accurate data flow, development of more effective control methods, increase in productivity 

and profitability, development of business relations, increase in customer satisfaction and 

competitiveness. With the arrival of the goods in the customs area, the importers and exporters 

will be able to submit their declarations to the customs administration quickly and the customs 

office will be able to control the declaration and, if necessary, the goods with minimum delay. 

Customs declarations will be transferred to the computer of the customs administration without 
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re-entering information, and they can be easily checked after the taxes are calculated by the 

system. More realistic statistics will be available. Operations will be simplified. With the EDI 

application, the number of hundreds of consultants and company officers who follow work in 

the customs directorates every day will decrease rapidly and the physical workload on the 

customs personnel will be reduced to a minimum (MEB Transportation Services, 2011). 

The EDI system is a system that allows the customs computer system to be accessed over the 

network and from outside the customs Internet. With this system, it is possible for the obliged 

parties to access the customs automation system and make a declaration with the declaration 

software they use. In other words, the taxpayer and the customs administration, who have 

different declaration issuance programs, can exchange data electronically with this method 

(Global Institute, 2021). 

Thanks to the Customs-EDI, it is possible for the obliged parties to register their declarations 

from their own offices without going to the customs administration. Customs declarations will 

be transferred to the computer of the customs administration without re-entering data, and the 

taxes can be easily checked after they are calculated by the system. Customs transactions, which 

were carried out in 19 stages in the manual system with the automation application, have 

become realized in 5 stages, and with the Customs-EDI Project, in 3 stages. Making tax 

collections through banks under e-collection transactions has enabled taxpayers to make their 

payments without coming to the customs accounting office. Foreign trade statistics requested 

from the customs administrations are delivered to TurkStat electronically in a short time. In this 

way, economic policies are formed in an efficient and effective way as decision makers have 

access to fast and precise information. Thanks to Customs-EDI, those responsible for the 

redesign of customs processes bring the goods to the national economy with minimum delay 

and maximum speed. Negative psychological pressure on both the foreign trader and the 

customs personnel was minimized and a peaceful working environment was ensured. With the 

EDI application, the number of hundreds of brokers and company officers who follow work in 

the Customs Directorates every day will decrease rapidly and the physical workload on the 

customs personnel will be reduced to a minimum. Staff productivity will increase. The 

competitive structure of the sector in the world market has been positively affected as a result 

of the reduction in transaction costs recorded with the Customs-EDI application in foreign trade 

and customs transactions (MEB Transportation Services, 2011). 
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2- Customs Goods Tracking – Analytical performance program (Gümrük Eşya Takip

– Analitik performans programı/GET-APP)

Customs Goods Tracking and Analytical Performance Program (GET-APP) application, which 

enables instant tracking of import and export transactions in Turkey, has been used since 

November 2017. The program was updated considering the demands of exporters and importers 

as well as carriers and indirect representatives to benefit from the GET-APP application. Thus, 

every actor who is a party to import and export transactions can follow the customs procedures 

step by step. Upon user requests sent on various dates, information on documents used in import 

and export has also been added to GET-APP. Thus, users can basically access the information 

of transaction dates, transaction parties and document numbers with GET-APP (Turkish 

Ministry of Commerce, 2019). 

The entire export declaration, which is an output of the "Digital Customs Applications in 

Export" project carried out by the Turkish Ministry of Commerce, can be accessed from the 

GET-APP application. In the GET-APP application, including the changes to date; Customs 

Goods Tracking (GET-APP), Detailed Declaration (Estimated Time in Export Declarations, 

Output of Export Declaration), NCTS transactions, TIR transactions, Arrival Procedures 

(Estimated Time in Import Declarations), Penalty Decision, Additional Accrual Decision, 

Electronic Document, Processing Time ( Estimated and Average Times) modules are offered. 

The user who wants to use the program is sufficient to meet one of the following 2 conditions 

(Turkish Ministry of Commerce, 2019): 

* To be among the authorities to represent the company in the Central Registry System,

(Merkezi Sicil Kayıt Sistemi/MERSİS), 

* To be among the representatives in the Obligatory Record Tracking System (Yükümlü

Kayıt Takip Sistemindeki/YKTS) 

While Turkey regulates its imports and exports through state-level technological data modules, 

it also works in coordination with customs consultants. 

B- Special Software Used by Customs Brokers

While Turkey keeps pace with technological developments at full speed, it structures its export 

and import regulations in parallel with these developments. Evrim Program and Mavi Program 

are the two most used programs used by customs consultancy works in coordination with the 

modules implemented at the state level. 
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1- EVRİM Program 

Evrim foreign trade package program is a program designed according to the needs of export 

and import transactions at customs, e-government applications, customs consultants and 

companies that follow customs procedures within their own structure. Evrim foreign trade 

package program consists of many system modules. These; import system, export system, 

bookkeeping system, general ledger system, warehouse system, free zone system, air cargo 

system, sea and land transportation, summary declaration system, YGM system, archive 

system, warehouse management system, foreign trade system, NCTS and domestic shipping 

modules. In addition to these modules, Web Customs, Pocket Customs, Evrim foreign trade 

package program, E-Signature Modules that will perform declaration registration, E-invoice 

processes, update engines that will reflect changes in foreign trade legislation to the program, 

and applications that will transfer daily exchange rates to the systems. contains it (Yavuzcan, 

2018: 12). Evrim is the software most commonly used by customs brokerages in Turkey, and 

training is given in the relevant departments of higher education institutions in the country. 

2- MAVİ Program 

It is a software that has been put into service with the application of the Authorized Customs 

Broker, which started in Turkey in 2008, to enable the consultants to follow the application- 

related transactions in a healthy way, to produce reports whenever they want, and to share the 

data they want over the internet with the people they see fit. Mavi Customs Authorized Customs 

Broker Program, besides working in a fictional structure that allows the work and transactions 

related to all identification codes required by the "Authorized Customs Brokers Serial No: 1" 

communiqué, also includes important features and modules that facilitate the work and 

transactions of the user. These; Operation Tracking, Time Tracking, Digital Archive, Blue 

Legislation, Stock Tracking, Accounting, Data Transfer, Integration, Transfer from Excel 

modules (Mavi Bilişim ve Danışmanlık, 2021). 

Conclusion 

Technological developments in the international arena have also shown their effect in Turkey. 

With the reduction of procedures, which are an important part of international trade, and their 

transfer to digital media, time loss and paper consumption have decreased. At the same time, 

document errors that can be experienced in the procedures and the loss of time in the correction 

processes are eliminated. 

In this context, with the technological developments, the execution of import-export procedures 

in Turkey from digital platforms provides great convenience. Within the scope of the study, it 

is stated that technological developments are used to reduce import and export procedures in 
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Turkey. Concrete examples of this are the state-level 1-Computerized Customs Activities 

(BİLGE) and Electronic Data Exchange System (EDI) and 2-Customs Tracking – Analytical 

performance program (GET-APP); EVRİM and BLUE programs are given as special software 

used by customs consultancy. 

As a result, the created software, programs and systems, along with the convenience of the 

digital platform, also ensured the transparency of international trade and instant information. 

The quality of service to the international community has increased and the procedural 

clumsiness in the functioning of the Turkish economy has been prevented. 
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Abstract
This paper  discusses the advantages and risks that money economic process entails for developing countries. money 
economic process will guide to massive advantages, notably to the event of the money  system. however money 
economic process can even come back  with crises and  infection. The internet result  of money economic process  is 
probably  positive  in  the  long  run,  with  risks  being a lot of  established  right when  countries  liberalize.  So  far, 
solely  some  countries,  sectors,  and corporations  have  taken profit  of economic process.  As money  systems flip 
world,  governments lose  policy  instruments, thus there's AN  increasing  scope  for  some type  of  international 
money  policy  cooperation.  The  aim  of this paper is  to  examine whether or not  or  not money liberalization has 
triggered banking crises in developing countries. we have a tendency to focus above all on the role of capital inflows 
as their Volatilities threat economic stability. 

Keywords: financial globalization, financial liberalization, international financial markets, crises 

  Introduction  

The recent wave of economic process has generated a powerful dialogue among economists, attracting 
each sturdy supporters and opponents. This paper outlines the advantages and risks that money economic 
process entails for developing countries. The paper revisits the arguments and facts that may be used  in 
favor and against economic process, moreover because the policy choices this integration usually need  
that  governments  liberalize  the  domestic money  sector  and  the  capital account. Integration take 
country  capital  movement, and associate degree  active  participation  of native  borrowers  and  lenders 
in international markets and a intensive  use of international money intermediaries. though developed  
countries are the foremost  active  participants  in the money economic {process}  process, developing 
countries have additionally began to participate. This paper focuses on the combination of developing  
countries  with  the  international money  system.  From  a  historical  viewpoint, money economic 
process isn't a brand new expertise, however today’s depth and breadth ar exceptional. Capital flows  
have existed for an extended time. In fact, in keeping with some procedures, the extent of  capital quality 
and capital flows 100 years past is analogous to nowadays. At that point, however, solely few countries 
and sectors participated in money economic process. Capital flows attended follow  migration and 
were usually directed towards  supporting trade flows.  For the foremost half, capital flows took the 
shape of bonds and that they were of a long-run nature.  

Today,  despite  the  observation  of  increasing money economic process,  the  international money  
system  is so much  from  being absolutely integrated.  There  is  proof  of  constant  capital market  
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segmentation,  home  country  bias,  and  correlation  between  domestic  savings  and investment.  The  
recent release  of money  systems,  the  technological  advances  in money services, and {therefore 
the|and also the} redoubled selection within the channels of monetary economic process build a come  to  
the  past additional valuable  and  therefore additional tough. money economic process  is unlikely  to  be  
inverted, notably  for partly  integrated  economies, though the likelihood of that taking place still 
exists. The potential edges {of money|of monetary|of economic} economic process can doubtless  lead  to  
a additional moneyly  interconnected  world  and  a  deeper  degree  of  financial integration of 
developing countries with international financial  markets. Probably, the most profit  of money economic 
process  for  developing  countries  is  the  development  of  their money  system,  what  involves 
additional  complete,  deeper, additional  stable,  and  better-regulated money markets. money economic 
process additionally carries some risks. These risks ar additional doubtless to look within the short 
run, once countries open up. One well-known risk is that economic process is associated with money 
crises. The cases of the 1997-98 Asian and Russian crises, moreover as those in Brazil 1999, Ecuador 
2000, Turkey 2001, Argentina 2001, and South American nation 2002 ar simply  some  examples  
that  captured  worldwide  interest.  There ar numerous  links  between economic process  and  crises.  If  
the  right money  infrastructure  is  Frankel  (2000)  argues  that “though  international money  
markets, abundant  like product  markets,  have  become so much additional integrated in  recent 
decades, they need traversed less of the gap to simply right integration. 

than  is broadly speaking  believed.”  Mussa  (2000)  emphasizes  the  power  of  new  technology  and  
the impotence of  public policy within the face of this development of monetary flows. He argues that 
public policy “can encourage or wait them, however it's unlikely to prevent them.” He additionally claims 
that the last backlash once morest economic process was swish on 2 world wars and a good depression 
and  affirms  that the chance of  that  happening again is low.  For over a century, the importance of 
capital markets for economic process has been emphasised..  If market fundamentals decline,  tentative 
attacks can  occur  with capital outflows generated by each domestic and foreign investors. For 
roaring integration, economic fundamentals have to be compelled to be and stay sturdy. native markets 
would like  to  be  properly regulated and supervised. The would like for sturdy basics is vital since, 
alternative things  equal, money economic process  tends to accentuate  a  country’s  sensitivities  to  
foreign  shocks.  Moreover,  international  market imperfections,  such  as gregarious,  panics,  and  
boom-bust  cycles,  and  the  variable  nature  of capital flows will cause crises  and infection, even  
in countries with smart economic basics. Another  risk  of economic process  is  the  segmentation  that  
it will produce  between  those in a position  to participate in  the international money  system  and  those  
that would like  to swear  on  domestic money sectors. cyberspace good thing about money economic 
process for developing countries are often giant, even in spite of the risks. however economic process 
additionally poses new challenges for policymakers. One main challenge is to manage money economic 
process in a very method that countries will take full advantage of  the  opportunities  it  generates, 
whereas  minimizing  the  risks  it  implies.  This  is necessary as a result of money economic process is 
probably going  to  deepen  over  time, LED  by  its  Potential advantages. Another challenge of 
economic process is that, in a very a lot of integrated  world, Governments square measure left with  
fewer  policy  instruments.  Thus,  some sort  of  international money  cooperation becomes a lot of 
necessary.  

Financial liberalization  is outlined  as  the  implementation  of  a  set  of  actions  aimed  at eliminating  
the totally different  limits  and cruelty  on  the money  sector  of a rustic  that may hinder  the  well-
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functioning  of  its  economy.  According  to  McKinnon  (1973)  and  Shaw (1973), the most supply 
of repression is indubitably the intervention of the govt. within the financial  sphere  to  set interest  rate  
and to mend  the totally different  tools of financial  policy.  The authors viewed the liberalization -of 
interest rates associated capital account- as an economical resolution to  eliminate  directed  credits  and  
to take away management  of  interest  rate  and  high  reserve needs.  They contemplate  the  external 
money liberalisation as associate necessary policy  tool  that  enhances  economic  growth.  McKinnon  
and  Shaw contemplate money.  

liberalization  as  a  mainstay  of  economic  reforms  in developing  countries  (Balassa,  1989). 
They referred to as  these countries  to  participate  to the international money  integration to learn  the 
benefits  of  interconnected money  systems  and  to  promote  their  banking  and money sector.  In  
the  late  eighties, money liberalisation  became  a  strategy urged  by  the International financial  fund 
underneath  a  framework referred to as  “Structural  Adjustment  Programs” (SAPs henceforth) to 
rescue fragile economies, notably those of developing countries (Hamdi et al. 2013). This framework 
suggests the easing of portfolio restrictions on banks, dynamical in  the possession  of  banks, engaging  
competition  among  banks, desegregation  of  domestic entities  to  international  markets,  as  well  
as dynamical  in  the financial  policy surroundings (Ucer  1998).  As  a  result, varied  countries  
adopted  the  SAPs  and  have more and more liberalized their economies 

Objective 
The objective of the paper isn't such a lot to get new policy propositions because it is to tell the dialogue  on  the  
potential  and  actual  benefit-risk  trade-offs joined  with money globalisation  by  reviewing the accessible  
empirical proof  and  country  experiences. the most conclusions square measure that, so far, it's verified tough to 
seek out strong proof supporting the proposal  that money  integration  helps developing countries to  improve  
growth  rates  and scale back economics volatility.  

Does money globalisation Promote Growth in Developing Countries?  This a part of the paper can summarize the 
theoretical edges  of money globalisation for economic  growth  and  then  review  the sensible  facts. money 
globalisation may, in theory, facilitate to lift the expansion rate in developing countries through variety of channels. 
Some  of  these  directly  influence  the  determinants  of  economic  growth  (augmentation  of domestic  savings, 
reduction within the value of capital, transfer of technology from advanced  to developing  countries,  and  
development  of  domestic money  sectors).  Indirect  channels, that in some cases can be even a lot of vital than the 
direct ones, comprise accumulated production  specialization  due  to higher  risk  management,  and enhancements  
in each economics  policies  and establishments induced   by  the  competitive  pressures  or  the "discipline effect" of 
globalisation.  

How much  of the publicized  edges for economic process has really materialized within the developing world? As 
acquainted during this paper, average per capita financial gain for the cluster of a lot of financially  open  
(developing)  economies  grows  at  a a lot of  favorable  rate  than  that  of  the cluster of less financially open 
economies. whether or not this really reflects a causative relationship and whether or not  this  correlation  is strong  
to dominant  for alternative  factors,  however, stay unresolved queries.  The  literature  on  this  subject,  voluminous  
as  it  is, will  not gift decisive proof. a couple of papers realize a positive result of monetary integration on 
growth. the bulk, however, realize either no result or, at best, a mixed result. Thus, AN objective reading of the 
results of the vast 
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effort undertaken to  date suggests that there's  no sturdy, strong, and uniform  support  for  the  theoretical  
argument that money globalisation intrinsically delivers the next rate of economic process. could  be  this  is  not 
stunning.  As  noted  by many  authors,  most  of  the  cross-country variations in per capita incomes stem not from 
variations within the capital-labor quantitative relation however from variations  in  total issue  output, that may  be  
explained  by  "soft"  factors  such  as governance and therefore the rule of law. during this case, though agreement 
money globalisation could end in higher capital inflows, it's unlikely, by itself, to cause quicker growth. additionally, 
as is mentioned a lot of broadly speaking  later  in  this  paper,  some  of  the  countries  with  capital  account easing 
have toughened output collapses associated with pricey banking or currency crises. AN various risk,  as  noted  
earlier,  is  that money globalisation  fosters higher establishments  and  domestic  policies however  that  these  
indirect  channels  cannot  be  captured  in normal failure frameworks.  In short, though money globalisation will, in 
theory, facilitate to encourage economic process through varied  channels,  there  is  as nonetheless  no sturdy  
empirical proof  that  this causative relationship is quantitatively terribly vital. These points to a remarkable 
distinction  between money  openness  and  trade  openness,  since AN  overwhelming  majority  of analysis  papers 
have found that the latter has had a positive result on economic process. 

What Is the Impact of Financial Globalization on Macroeconomic Volatility? 

In theory, money globalisation will facilitate developing countries to raised manage output and utilization  
volatility.  Indeed,  a selection  of  theories  imply  that  the  instability  of  utilization relative to  that of 
output ought to decrease because the degree of monetary integration increases; the The International 
Journal of Multidisciplinary analysis Vol. No. I Issue No. 03 Sept – Dec 2015     TIJMR vi spirit of 
world money  diversification is that a  country is ready to shift  some  of its financial gain risk to  world 
markets. Since most developing countries square measure rather specialised in their  output and issue  
endowment  structures,  they  can,  in  theory, get  even larger  gains  than developed  countries  through 
international consumption risk sharing—that is, by effectively commerce off a stake in their 
domestic output reciprocally for a stake in world output. what quantity of the  probable edges,  in  
terms  of higher  management  of  utilization  volatility,  has really been  realized?  This  question  is 
notably  relevant  in  terms  of  understanding whether or not, despite  the  output  volatility old  by  
developing  countries  that have  undergone money  crises, money  integration  has  protected  them  from  
consumption  volatility. Specifically, though the volatility of  output growth has,  on average, declined 
within the Nineteen Nineties relative to the 3 preceding decades, the volatility of consumption  growth 
relative thereto of financial gain  growth  has,  on  average, augmented  for  the rising  market  economies  
in  the Nineteen Nineties, that was precisely the amount  of  a fast  increase  in money globalisation. In 
alternative words,  as  is argued in additional  detail  later in  the  paper, professional alternate  access  to  
international capital markets seems to own had a vicious impact on the relative volatility of 
consumption for financially integrated developing economies. curiously, a additional  nuanced check 
up on  the information suggests the attainable  presence of a  threshold impact. At low levels of 
monetary integration, associate degree increment within the level of monetary integration is  connected  
with associate degree  increase  in  the  relative  volatility  of  consumption.  Once  the  level of monetary 
integration crosses a threshold, however, the association becomes negative. In alternative words,  for  
countries  that square measure  adequately open  financially,  relative  consumption  volatility starts to say 
no. This finding is probably reliable with the read that international money integration will facilitate to 
market domestic money sector growth, which, in turn, will facilitate to moderate domestic economic 
science  volatility. Thus far, however,  these edges of money integration seem to own increased 
primarily to industrial countries.  In  this  hint, the explosion {of money|of monetary|of economic} and 
currency crises  among  developing  economies is commonly  viewed  as  a  natural  importance  of  
the  "growing  pains"  associated  with  financial globalisation. The latter will take numerous forms. 
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First, international investors have an inclination to have interaction  in  momentum commercialism  
and social, that will  be  destabilizing  for  developing economies. Second, international investors 
might (together with domestic residents) have interaction in speculative attacks on developing countries' 
currencies, thereby inflicting instability that's not bonded primarily based  on  their economic  and  
policy  fundamentals.  Third, the chance of  corruption.  

presents a significant  threat  to  otherwise  healthy  countries,  since  international  investors might 
withdraw  capital  from these  countries  for  reasons unrelated  to  domestic  factors. Fourth,  a 
government, even though it's democratically elective , might not provide decent weight to the interest of  
future  generations.  This  becomes  a downside once  the  interests  of  future  and  current generations  
diverge, inflicting the  government to incur  excessive  amounts of  debt. money globalisation, by creating 
it easier for  governments  to  incur debt, may intensify this  "over borrowing" downside.  These  four  
hypotheses square measure  not essentially freelance  and will reinforce one another.  There  is  some 
determined  support  for  these  hypothesized  effects.  For  example,  there  is proof  that  international  
investors  do have interaction  in additional social  and  momentum commercialism  in rising markets 
than in developed countries. Recent analysis conjointly suggests the existence of contagion in 
international money markets. additionally, some developing countries that open their capital 
markets seem to accumulate sustainability high levels of external debt.  To  review,  one  of  the  
theoretical edges  of money globalisation, alternative  than engaging growth,  is permitting  developing  
countries  to higher  manage economic science  volatility, particularly  by  reducing  consumption  
volatility  relative  to  output  volatility.  The proof suggests, instead, that countries within the early stages 
of monetary integration are exposed to important risks in terms of upper volatility of each output and 
consumption. 

Fewer policy instruments 

One of the most penalty of economic process for policymaking is that the amount of instruments at the 
country level  diminishes once  the economy is enclosed once  grows. the remainder of  the section  
illustrates,  with 2  examples, however monetary economic process  influences  the  policies accessible to 
policymakers. These policies have received necessary attention within the discussions shut  crises  and 
monetary economic process.  The  policies  the domestic business enterprise methodology  integrates 
with  the  rest  of  the  world,  it  is additional troublesome  for  countries  to  watch  and  regulate  the 
transactions outside its limits. as an example, native authorities area unit ready to regulate the activities of 
the native auxiliary  of a world bank, however it's harder  to regulate the parent company and 
subsidiaries in alternative countries, which might be coupled to the native bank. Also, the power  of  
capital  to  move  freely  in  and out of the  country  makes  government  intervention harder to  
enforce. As countries become additional integrated, the wants for a few  kind of international monetary 
cooperation mentioned below area unit those connected  to risk  management and  the alternative  of 
financial  and  exchange  rate  regimes.  Before  going  to  the 2  policy examples, it's helpful to say the 
policies associated with capital controls, that have received wide  attention.  The  proposals on  capital  
controls area unit  designed to cut back  the chance  or moderate  the  effects  of explosive  shifts  in  
foreign  capital.  These proposals counsel  that international capital flows ought to be restricted in 
terribly specific and smart ways in which. there's a awfully massive literature on the consequences of 
capital controls. On the total the literature is unsure regarding their success. Some papers counsel 
that controls work of course. alternative papers realize no or  negative  effects  of  controls,  or simply  
temporary  effects  that  disperse over  time.  As  the proof isn't terribly conclusive, we have a tendency to
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specialize in 2 alternative policies on that there seems to be growing agreement. 

(a). Risk management 

As an alternate to capital controls, some economists  have planned specializing in managing risk  by  
variable  and direction  the money  system, while not  personal  rest  of  the  world, personal  between  
domestic  and  foreign capital becomes a lot of troublesome,  that  is  why  capital controls  tend  to  be  
ineffective.  In  this  case,  governments will profit  by  focusing  on  the solidity of the general 
money sector to avoid money crises or to create crises more cost effective. If there ar imperfections in 
capital markets, it becomes even a lot of vital to avoid excessive risk  taking, significantly matureness  
risk  and currency risk, that have vie central roles in recent  crises. therefore  the dialogue  shifts  
towards  risk  management.  Governments may need to manage  and  supervise money systems to make 
sure that the money sector is  managing  risk well.   Transparency for investors and depositors through 
fastened public speech act of audited money statements can facilitate enforce market  discipline. The 
removal of clear  or  hidden  government guarantees and sharing  risk with investors can decrease the 
potential for financial loss. the planet  Bank  (2001)  discusses  in a lot of  detail  the rules  of  the money  
sector  in Associate in Nursing integrated economy.  The policies towards the money sector ought to even 
be amid the correct incentives for sound company governance. Clear rules and comfortable money 
speech act facilitate regulators and  market  participants  observe companies,  what  pushes companies  
to sensibles}  good practices.  Clear  governance  rules facilitate  avoid business executive  and cluster 
disposal  not subject to  loan analysis  and  credit goodness  standards.  Developed company  bond  and  
equity markets facilitate corporations get external funding, become a lot of clear, and be subject to plug 
discipline. a correct risk management helps to avoid and manage crises. First, as a action,  countries  with  
solid money  sectors can most likely  suffer  fewer  crises  and  less marked recessions. Second, countries 
with sound money sectors can have a lot of suppleness to address external shocks and to require 
corrective measures throughout a crisis. Countries with a bankrupt banking sector and low company 
leverage ratios are going to be able to some extent to boost interest rates to contain speculative attacks on 
the charge per unit. Countries with giant exchange reserves and access to dependent liquidity facilities are 
going to be able to inject liquidity within the  system,  avoiding credit  squeeze  and  bank  runs.  The  
recent experiences with crises and contagion  stress  the  importance  of  adequate  risk  management.  
Kawai,  New  farmer,  and Schmukler (2001) argue that one among the a lot of vital lessons of the East 
Asian crisis is that extremely leveraged and weak company sectors were a key determinant of the 
depth of the crisis. Currency devaluations suddenly  inflated the scale  of external debt (measured in 
terms of  the domestic  currency) and  debt  service  obligations,  thereby driving the  domestic companies 
into money  sorrow.  High  interest  rates additionally  sharply accumulated  domestic  debt  service 
obligations of the companies. These vulnerabilities affected the banks with exposures to the companies. 
Krugman (1999) argues that company record issues might have a  role in inflicting money crises. 
Currency crises guide to a rise in foreign denominated debt, that combined with declining sales  and  
higher interest rates, weaken the company  sector and  in flip  the money  system.  Johnson,  Boone,  
Breach,  and Milton Friedman  (2000) additionally show however  weak company  governance may  
hamper  the  economy  and  lead  to  currency depreciation and recessions.  
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b). Monetary and exchange rate policy 

The selection of charge per unit system (floating,  fixed,  or  somewhere  in  between) has been a 
continual  question  in  international financial social science.  Obstfeld    and Taylor(2003)  argue that 
the various historical phases of monetary economic process is understood in terms of the not 
possible trinity .According to this proposal a rustic will perpetually follow solely 2 out of the 3 
policy objectives: free capital quality, a hard and fast (or extremely stable) nominal charge per unit, 
associate degreed  an  autonomous financial  policy.  Obstfeld  and  Taylor make a case for  that  
international capital quality  has, thus,  prevailed  in  periods  of  political  support  either  for 
subordinating monetary policy to charge per unit stability (as within the gold normal, 1880-1914), or for 
yield charge per unit length therefore on change financial policy to pursue domestic objectives (as  in  the  
post-Bretton Woods  era,  1971-2003).  In distinction, once  countries tried at the same time  to  target  
their exchange  rates  and  use financial  policy  in  search of  domestic objectives (e.g., to combat  
the retardation of economic activity within the interwar  period), they'd to impose controls to curtail 
capital movements (as within the interwar, 1914-45, and Bretton Woods  periods,  1945-71). once  
the  crises  of Nineties  economists  have  become  in  favor  of corner  exchange  rate  regimes,  
according  to that  countries can  either  firmly  fix  their charge per unit or follow a elastic regime while 
not pre-commitments, giving  free capital movements.  By  fixing the  exchange  rate,  countries  tend  
to  decrease dealings prices and exchange  rate  risk  that will  discourage  trade  and  investment.  At  
the  same  time,  a fastened charge per unit has been used as a probable nominal anchor for financial 
policy. On the opposite hand,  a versatile  exchange  rate permits  a  country  to  pursue freelance 
financial  policy. a versatile charge per unit permits countries to retort to shocks through changes within 
the charge per unit and rate, to shun going into recession. beneath the mix of fastened exchange rates  
and  complete  integration  of money  markets, financial  policy  becomes utterly flooded.  Any  
fluctuations  in  the  currency  or  currencies  to that  the  country  fixes  its charge per unit can impact the 
domestic currency. beneath a hard and fast charge per unit regime, different variables have to be 
compelled to do the alteration. albeit countries will opt for a versatile charge per unit regime, some 
papers have argued that countries don't seem to be permitting their exchange rates to maneuver in half 
as a result of  of  the  high  degree  of money economic process.  Among  others,  Calvo  and Reinhart 
(2002) argue that there exists “fear of floating,” that stops countries with Delaware jure versatile regimes 
from permitting their exchange rates to maneuver freely. in step with this read, factors  like  lack  of 
believable, exchange  rate  pass-through, associate decreed  foreign-currency  liabilities avoid countries 
from following an freelance financial policy, despite their proclaimed regime.  

Therefore, several countries, even though  formally floating, ar actual “importing” the financial policy  of  
major-currency  countries, abundant  as  those  with  pegs.  In  fact,  the sensible  proof looks to advise 
that countries don't seem to be in a position or don't value more highly to means a totally freelance 
financial policy. The thought of associate degree unworkable trinity isn't new. It dates back, at least, to 
the work  of  Mundell  in  the Nineteen Sixties.  Countries will  consign  to associate degree  
inflation argeting  policy,  as mentioned in Bernanke and Mishkin(1997) and Mishkin (2000). once the 
autumn of South American country  peso peg, the talk has shifted once more. Economists ar currently 
regardless peg regimes that disappoint of  “dollarization”  or  “euroization.”Moreover,  a  naive  stress  on  
pure  fix  versus  float quandary currently looks poor and may even be deceptive. it'd be additional 
productive to specialise in the weak currency drawback that plagues most rising economies and on the 
necessity to  build  healthy  links  between cash  and money intervention, whereas  establishing adequate 
flexibility, together with in money getting, to facilitate adjustment to shocks. Delaware La Torre,  Levy 
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Yeyati, and Schmukler (2002) and Calvo  and Mishkin (2003) additionally highlight the importance of 
growth establishments. They argue that the selection of charge per unit regime is probably going  to  be  
of  second  order importance  to the event  of sensible financial ,  financial,  and financial establishments 
in manufacturing economics success in rising market countries. 

Types of Global Financial Integration  

When assessing the benefits and risks of participation,  it is  useful to identify four types of financial 
integration: 

 i.)  Integration  of  the  public  sector by  way  of  autonomous borrowing, which  can  take  two forms: 
the issuance of foreign-currency debt, whether under foreign or domestic law, and the issuance of local-
currency debt which foreigners can purchase on the issuer’s home market. 

 ii.) Integration of the corporate sector by way of foreign direct  investment, as  well as cross-border 
borrowing and equity issues in other countries’ markets. 

 iii.)  The  further  integration  of  the  corporate  sector  that  occurs  when  institutional  and individual  
investors  buy  and  sell  the  stocks  and  bonds  of  other  countries’  firms  in  those countries’ asset 
markets.  

iv.) The integration of the banking sector by way of the worldwide inter bank market in which they can 
borrow or lend temporarily— the option exercised with dire consequences by some of the East Asian 
countries’ banks a few years ago. 

Foreign direct investments, as well as long-term contractual provision between domestic and foreign  
firms,  have  made  today’s  globalization  different  from  yesterday’s  globalization.  In earlier  periods,  
countries  specialized  in  products.  Some  produced  raw  materials;  others produced  manufactured  
goods.  Today,  by  contrast,  countries  specialize  increasingly  in processes.  A  large  part  of  
international trade  involves  intermediate  goods  parts  and components that will be assembled  and  sold  
thousands of miles away.  This  could  not  have happened, of course, without the revolutions in  
communications  and  transportation  that we now take for  granted. But the specialization in processes, 
rather than whole products,  is  in part  responsible  for  those  two  revolutions—the  use  of  aircraft, for 
example, to carry high-value parts from continent to continent. I think it fair to say, moreover, that the 
integration of the corporate sector, by way of foreign direct investment, is not likely to pressure the 
stability of the  international financial system, let alone the U.S.  financial system. It is unfortunate, of 
course, that too much of the world’s oil and gas production, present and future, takes place in unstable  
parts  of  the world and  that  the  transmission  of  oil  and  gas  is  also  vulnerable  to political  
instability in many parts of the  world. And we have  seen  how  that  instability can pose hard problems 
for the Fed. It is widely agreed that a big supply shock, such as a run-up in the oil price, poses an 
inflexible problem for any central bank that seeks to maintain price stability without depressing real 
growth, and that is precisely the  problem the Fed  may face quite soon.  
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Gains from Financial Integration 

It  is additionally price  noting  that  the gains  from money  integration have  not  been  as massive  or 
widespread as several economists expected once they confronted the info. a noteworthy paper by four 
economists, Kenneth  Rogoff  and 3 of his  former  colleagues at the International money (Kose et al. 
2006), has surveyed the terribly massive body of analysis on the gains from  integration—whether  and  
to that  extent  it  has  fostered  economic  growth  in  the developing  countries.  To  some vital  
extent  that massive  body  of analysis  is broken analytically. Much of it, as an example, depends on to a 
fault crude measures of the degree to that countries limit  international capital flows, and far of it 
additionally fails to  distinguish between the consequences of capital controls and of different 
institutional options of the countries below study. Let ME  quote  their  guarded end  in  full:  A  key  
theme  that  comes  out  of  our  survey  of existing  empirical  studies  is  that macro-level information 
usually don't,  and maybe  cannot, provide excellent  answers concerning  the  effects  of money 
globalisation. additional analysis based mostly  on industry-  and  firm-level information  as  well  as  
event  and  case  studies could give helpful validation proof  and,  often, additional  informative  
insights concerning  the  channels  through that  these  effects  operate.  In  the in the meantime, we 
tend to ought to acknowledge  that  some  of  the additional extreme controversial  claims created 
concerning the consequences  of money globalisation  on  developing countries, each professional and 
con, area unit way less straightforward to substantiate than either aspect usually cares to admit [Kose et 
al. 2006: 53].    

Those  studies  that keep  alive  their  scrutiny,  moreover, recommend  that  the  main  gains  from 
integration do  not gain directly from the transfer of capital from wealthy to poor countries; they gain  
from  the  contribution  of commercial enterprise  integration  to  the price  of establishments  in  the  
capital-importing countries, together with enhancements in company governance, the standard of 
banking management, and also the  deepening of economic  markets. That finding,  however, poses a  
puzzle. The  countries  that  would profit  most  markedly  from  these  indirect  effects  of money 
integration might not be able to attract abundant foreign capital exactly as a result of their establishments 
area unit way too weak to draw in foreign investors.  

Conclusion

The global financial set-up could be a supply of strength however likewise a supply of risk, and therefore 
concerns shut help among the world’s major countries. The International money has therefore justly  
taken  steps  to  foster shut help.  Its  new stress  on triangular observation is supposed to inform  the  
major  countries  that they're put together accountable  for the steadiness of  the  international money 
system. whether or not  it can  have  the courageousness  to  take following  step—to  propose  on  its  
own  the  steps  that  those  countries should  take  individually—remains to  be seen. The Fund cannot 
force compliance, however it will and may be ready to “name and shame” if the key countries, together 
with our  own, fail to  take the steps needed to take care of  the  stability  of  the money  system  and,  
indeed,  the mercantilism  system.  In  the  last decades, countries round the world became additional 
financially integrated, formidable by the attainable advantages  of money globalization.  One  of  the  
main advantages  of money globalization is that the development of the money sector. money markets 
become deeper and additional difficult once  they  integrate  with  world  markets,  increasing  the money 
alternatives for borrowers and investors. money markets in operation in a very international surroundings 
alter  international  risk  diversification  and  facilitate  consumption  smoothing. though money 
globalization has many potential advantages, money globalization additionally poses new challenges. 
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The crises of the Nineteen Nineties, once several  countries  liberalized their financial set-up, have  
questioned  in half  the  gains  of globalization.  Countries  become  showing  to  external shocks and 
crises, not solely generated in their own country, however additionally from infective effects. In  the  
initial  stages  of liberalization,  if  the  right  infrastructure  is  not  in  or place  in  place money 
liberalization will  lead  to exaggerated  risks.  Moreover,  in  a  financially  integrated economy,  
policymakers  have  fewer  policy  instruments  to  conduct  economic  policy.  The recent experiences 
with money globalization yield some helpful lessons for policy-making.  The  aim  of  this  paper  is  to  
examine  the  consequences  of money liberalization  on  the economic  and money constancy of  
developing  countries.  Exactly, we tend to  tried  to perceive whether or not  the  adoption  of money 
liberalization is  followed  by  banking  crises  or not.  The empirical  analysis  is based mostly  on  
Panel  Logit  model.  Empirical  results  show  that  dejure liberalization will  not  trigger  a  banking  
crisis  in  our  sample. relating to  defacto liberalization, results additionally show that it doesn't have any 
nice role in triggering money and banking  crises.  By  divided  defacto  into  Liabilities/GDP  and  
Assets/GDP  ratios, we tend to additionally found similar results. However, the  dis aggregation of  
these 2 measures by kind of  capital flows, empirical results show that foreign debt liabilities to total 
liabilities and foreign direct investment liabilities to total liabilities generate banking crises in these 
countries. Therefore, these area unit the $64000 factors  of banking crises in developing countries in 
relation with money liberalization. economic {process}  is  a  permanent  process  in  accord  with  
natural  laws.  On  the  one  hand, globalization  greatly advantages  all  countries.  Less-developed  
countries will profit  from globalization  to  enhance their  development  and slim  the  gap  with  
developed  countries. However,  there area unit several  challenges  and  potential  risks  in 
globalisation  that  cannot  be underestimated. globalisation  opens  opportunities  for  integration,  peace,  
dialogues,  mutual learning,  stability,  cooperation  and  development.  However, globalisation will 
additionally  cause under-developed countries to regress and lose their ancient values if they lack 
applicable, protecting methods and/or fail to exercise them. 
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CHANGES IN TURKEY'S LOGISTICS PERFORMANCE AND FOREIGN TRADE 

TRANSACTIONS DURING AND AFTER THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC PERIOD 

Volkan KARACA1 Çağdaş ATEŞ2 

Abstract 

Covid-19 pandemic, as in every sector, foreign trade and logistics directly affected the 

industry. The inability of enterprises to reach sufficient personnel and resources during the 

pandemic process has caused them to be unable to perform their procurement, production and 

distribution activities. The interruption of these activities within a certain period also affected 

the foreign trade and logistics activities of the countries and significantly narrowed their 

transaction volumes. It is seen that especially developing countries that are dependent on 

foreign imports, such as Turkey, are more affected by the pandemic process than developed 

countries. The main purpose of this study is to reveal the change in Turkey's foreign trade 

volume and logistics performance during the Covid-19 pandemic and post-pandemic period. 

In the study, it was also revealed which technological solutions were used to reduce the 

disruptions in logistics activities during the pandemic period. This study was written with an 

argumentative point of view, evaluating the current literature and secondary data. 

Key Words: Covid-19, Logistics, Foreign Trade 

Introduction 

The Covid-19 pandemic has directly affected the foreign trade and logistics sectors, as it has 

in every sector. The inability of enterprises to reach sufficient personnel and resources during 

the pandemic process has caused them to be unable to carry out procurement, production and 

distribution activities. The interruption of these activities within a certain period also affected 

the foreign trade and logistics activities of the countries and significantly narrowed their 

transaction volumes. 
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In this study, first of all, the Covid-19 pandemic process will be explained. Secondly, the 

foreign trade and logistics data related to the pre-pandemic period, the pandemic period and 

the post-pandemic period will be evaluated with an argumentative perspective and the current 

situation of Turkey will be revealed. In addition to these, technological changes and 

developments in the logistics sector in the pandemic period and post-pandemic period will 

also be mentioned. 

Covid-19 Pandemic 

 
A pandemic is defined as the spread of a disease or infectious agent in a very wide framework 

such as countries, continents, and even the whole world (Repuclic of Turkey Ministry of 

Health, 2021). The epidemic, that caused the World Health Organization (WHO) to declare an 

emergency that threatens public health internationally and is currently ongoing, Covid-19 

emerged in December 2019, which was named 2019-nCoV by the official decision of the 

WHO in the days it started. It has been on the agenda of countries and the world since its 

inception (Ak, 2020). After two years, a total of 5.3 million deaths due to Covid-19 were 

recorded worldwide, and this number was shared as 79 thousand people in Turkey 

(Presidency of The Republic of Turkey, 2021). Governments, first of all, stopped customs 

clearances, postponed flights in order to minimize the interaction of people with each other, 

and even further, many countries temporarily closed their borders and ports and stopped 

importing products. In this process, it was encouraged to carry out communication, financial 

transactions and shopping in an advanced digital environment (Kaya, 2020). 

The Covid-19 pandemic, in terms of the threat it poses to public health and its global effects, 

can be considered as the most serious pandemic after the Spanish flu that emerged in 1918 

(Weng, 2020). The flu did not first appear in Spain, but the first death reports were taken from 

Spain, and when the pandemic finally ended, the number of deaths in Britain was 228,000 

(BBC, 2021). 

With the spread of vaccines developed against Covid-19 in 2020, the number of Covid-19 

patients in the world and the decrease in the number of deaths due to Covid-19, some 

measures under the name of "normalization" were lifted or relaxed (TTB, 2021) . 

The Covid-19 pandemic adversely affected the procurement, purchasing, sales and 

transportation activities of companies. The decrease in the production of the companies has 

led to a decrease in the foreign trade and logistics activities of the countries. 
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Turkey’s Foreign Trade Transactions 

 
In order to understand the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on Turkey's foreign trade, we 

need 2019 and 2020 data at least. The specified data are given in Table 1, which covers the 

years 2013 and 2021 more broadly. It is seen in the table that the most significant effect is 

experienced on export figures. Exports, which were 180 billion dollars in 2019, decreased to 

169 billion dollars in 2020 with the effect of the Covid-19 pandemic, resulting in a loss of 11 

billion dollars at the rate of 6.2%. When we look at the import figures, it is seen that there was 

an increase of 9 billion dollars with an increase of 4.4%. The ratio of exports to imports 

decreased from 86% in 2019 to 77.3% in 2020. As can be seen from Tables 1 and 2, the 

Covid-19 pandemic adversely affected foreign trade data in Turkey. 

Table 1: Turkey’s Foreign Trade Statistics 

 

Source: TUIK, 2021 

 
In order to minimize the effects of the virus on the sector and consumers economically, action 

plans specific to various sectors have been developed. The decisions taken on foreign trade in 

the plan named Economic Stability Shield on March 18, 2020 are given below (Republic of 

Turkey Ministry of Trade, 2021). 

• Loan, principal and interest payments of companies whose cash flow has 

deteriorated due to the measures related to the COVID-19 epidemic will be postponed 

for a minimum of 3 months and additional financial support will be provided when 

necessary. 

                     Value: Thousand US $) 

 

 

 

Exports 

 

 

Imports 

 

Balance of 

foreign Trade 

 

Volume of foreign trade 

Proportion 

of imports 

covered by 

exports 
 Value Change  Value Change  Value  Value  

 

Years   (%)     (%)           (%) 

2013    161 480 915        260 822 803     -99 341 888      422 303 718 
 

61,9 

2014    166 504 862 3,1      251 142 429 -3,7   -84 637 567      417 647 291   66,3 

2015    150 982 114 -9,3      213 619 211 -14,9   -62 637 098      364 601 325   70,7 

2016    149 246 999 -1,1      202 189 242 -5,4   -52 942 243      351 436 241   73,8 

2017    164 494 619 10,2     238 715 128 18,1  -74 220 509 
 

   403 209 747 
 

68,9 

2018    177 168 756 7,7     231 152 483 -3,2  -53 983 726 
 

   408 321 239 
 

76,6 

2019    180 832 722 2,1     210 345 203 -9,0  -29 512 481 
 

   391 177 924 
 

86,0 

2020    169 637 755 -6,2      219 516 807 4,4   -49 879 052      389 154 562   77,3 
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• Stock financing support will be given to the exporter in order to maintain the 

capacity utilization rates during the temporary slowdown in exports. 

• Alternative channels will be developed according to the priorities determined in both 

production and retail, against the possibility of disruption in global supply chains. 

• Postponing the debts of companies and traders suffering from cash flow problems. 

 
Fig. 1: Turkey’s Quarterly Merchandise Exports (Billion US Dollar) 

 
 

 
Source: Ministry of Trade 

 
When the data for 2020 is evaluated together with the data for the third quarter of 2021, it is 

seen that Turkey's export revenues have recovered with a high percentage of increase in all 

three periods. Despite the interruption of working life during the Covid-19 process, workers 

were able to maintain their jobs thanks to the short-time working allowance. In this way, the 

increase in the unemployment rate and the emergence of social problems due to loss of 

income were prevented, and the potential of companies to continue their production after 

Covid 19 was preserved. (Esen, 2021) 

Turkey’s Logistics Performance 

 
Transportation systems are indispensable elements to ensure the normal functioning of social 

and economic activities disrupted by travel restrictions and quarantine measures during the 

Covid-19 pandemic. The Covid-19 outbreak has led to a significant reduction in travel 

activities with different modes of transport (K.Kim, 2021). Covid-19 pandemic, production, 

transportation, logistics and demand change etc. It has seriously disturbed all stages of the 

global supply chain, including (Xu, 2020). 
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Figure 2: Sector-wise Economic Activities 
 
 

 
Source: (Singh, Kumar, Panchal, & Tiwari, 2021) 

 
When Figure 2 is examined; Sectors where the virus has been gradually affected by the virus 

are presented, with Covid-19 at its core. As can be seen here, logistics services stand out as 

one of the three areas most directly affected by the virus. 

When we look at the statements made by Ayşe Ulusoy, Chairman of the Board of Directors of 

the Association of International Forwarding and Logistics Service Providers (UTIKAD), on 

14 December 2021, she emphasized that the epidemic brought supply shortages, and for this 

reason, the inputs provided through China were diversified. At this point, she states that since 

many of the global companies have started to direct their purchasing operations towards 

Turkey, this process is not temporary, it is just the beginning (Ulusoy, 2021). 

The development of e-commerce has also rised the need for cargo. With the pandemic period, 

the delivery of the products sold to the owner has become the most important problem of e- 

commerce. When we refer to the data of Covid-19 Commerce Insight below, it is seen that the 

sector increased by 200% in the period of April-May 2020, and as of August 2020, when life 

returned to normal in Turkey, retail sales through e-commerce continued in a similar way 

(KPGM, 2021) . 
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Figure 3: Turkey’s E-commerce Volume from 2020 to 2024 

The Covid-19 process has brought digitalization in supply chains. In the Industry 4.0 process, 

the supply and logistics departments, which connect marketing and production each other, 

need to quickly adapt to technological developments. This transformation process can only 

occur simultaneously with technology by including the logistics 4.0 transformation; big data, 

artificial intelligence, internet of things, 5G technology, small data and Blockchain 

technology (Tekin, Öztürk, & Bahar, 2020). 

Conclusion 

The extent of the Covid-19 pandemic, which has affected the whole world, has also affected 

Turkey's foreign trade and logistics activities, and how it has progressed from the initial stage 

to the development stage is presented in our study. In the light of the data examined in the 

study, it has been observed that Turkey's foreign trade volume has decreased during the 

pandemic period, so the logistics performance has been negatively affected by this. In order to 

be influenced less from this situation, it has been revealed that businesses can proceed their 

activities by establishing micro supply chains and taking advantage of digitalization. 
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ABSTRACT 

"Hunger" is one of the basic requirements a human being is born with. An infant, adult or aged 

person, all need fuel to the body. Source of supply of food was confined to home kitchens a 

time ago. Now Fuel for the body is just a CLICK away. Technology has made people lazy and 

now they look for convenience and easiness in everything. Going out for shopping and 

selecting a restaurant for food used to be a very time-consuming activity. But the online 

business of ordering food from your phone and getting it delivered at your door-step, is 

facilitating people with speed and more options. It attracts many people and businesses because 

it comes with an option of convenience and speed. According to a report by Statista, revenue 

of online food industry is expected to show CAGR (2021-2025) of 10.39% indicating the huge 

potential in the industry. The study in hand is based on secondary data and presents the swot 

analysis of online food ordering and delivery service industry, to make aspiring entrepreneurs 

apprised of internal strengths & weaknesses and external threats & opportunities of online food 

industry. 

KEYWORDS: Online food services, technology, strength, weakness, opportunity and threat. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The world is seeing a considerable transformation in the way people are buying and 

consuming food. Modern consumers are more likely to order food like pizza, pasta, or a 

vegan salad from a nearby restaurant while sitting at home and watching their favourite 

movie on Netflix than they are to cook. The paramount need for convenience has created 

a strong and growing demand for web-based and mobile food delivery apps. Meanwhile, 

the number of people who order food online has increased from 1.32 billion in 2014 to 

2.15 billion in 2021 (source: Global number of digital buyers 2014-2021, Statista). More 

and more people are shifting from traditional phone ordering services to digital platforms 

that allow them to order a wide range of cuisines from many restaurants all within one app 

or website. These on-demand delivery services also offer ratings and restaurant reviews 

and allow customers to pay with a single tap from their Smart phones and tablets 

(Poluliakh2020). 

From the business point of view, entrepreneurs will grab opportunities that can be seen as 

a new source of revenue generation. Customer preferences are the main stimulating factor 

for business owners to indulge in online delivery services to further satisfy customer 

demands and needs. Online food delivery is particularly prescribed in countries that are 

still developing, as technology and consumer preferences are still modifying (Rathore and 

Chaudhary, 2018). 

Online food delivery industry in India is the second largest corporation chain and is 

popular because of its menu, taste, impressive services and efficient delivery. Unique 

selling preposition of this industry in India is “delivering the food at he consumer door-

step in 30 minutes or else totally free delivery” (swotanalytica.com 2019). This paper 

studies the internal strengths/ weaknesses and external opportunities/threats of online food 

delivery service business. 
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     REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Chavan, et al (2015) in their study “Implementing Customizable Online Food Ordering 

System Using Web-Based Application” studied the use of a smart device-based interface for 

customers to view, order, and navigate has helped the restaurants in managing orders from 

customers immediately. The capabilities of wireless communication and smart phone 

technology in fulfilling and improving business management and service delivery. Their 

analysis showed that this system was convenient, effective, and was easy to use, which was 

expected to improve the overall restaurant business in the coming times. 

Rathore and Chaudhry (2018) undertook a study on “Consumer preferences on online food 

ordering services provider”. In the study an online survey using two sets of structured 

questionnaires was used to collect the data from the students of Indore (M.P). They found out 

that the consumer’s perception of online food ordering services varies from individual to 

individual. The perception of the consumers varies according to various similarities and 

differences based on their personal opinions. It was also found that the price of the products, 

discounts and offers were the most influencing factors of online food ordering and delivery 

service providers. The study also revealed that a large proportion of respondents used either 

Uber eats or Zomato to order their food online. 

Beliya et al. (2019) researched on “Satisfaction of consumers by using online food 

services” to analyse the impact of online food ordering system on customers and to know 

the preferences of customers while online ordering of food. Research was based on the 

primary data and it was collected through the primary survey using a well-structured 

questionnaire with 80 respondents. In the study random sampling was used and percentile 

methods were also enacted to approach the results. The study revealed that the food apps 

are successful in capturing market in the Indian economy as almost every person uses 

them. These apps are helping to achieve digitalization, as the most preferred payment 
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method was Paytm. Online food services were easy to use and satisfy consumer needs by 

providing quality services to them. 

Thamaraiselvan et al. (2019) conducted research on “Digital Food Delivery Apps 

Revolutionizing Food Products Marketing in India” to examine the growth and relevance 

of digital apps in the food delivery systems run by the food providers particularly fast-

food companies in India and strategies adopted by the industry for sustainable business in 

the times to come. They concluded rapid urbanization connected with the influx of 

professionals in urban centres and exposure to western lifestyles is aiding the spectacular 

growth of the food delivery and restaurant segment in India. 

Prabhash (2020) made a study on “The Consumer Perception on Online Food Delivery 

System among Youth in Kerala” to find out Factors that attract consumers towards online 

food delivery and to know the advantages and disadvantages of online food delivery 

system. Five major districts in Kerala state including Trivandrum, Ernakulam, Thrissur, 

Kozhikode, Kottayam were selected to collect the data. The primary survey method was 

carried out on the sample of 250 youths which were selected through the method of random 

sampling. The study reveals that most youngsters are well aware of online services. The 

most influencing factor is offers provided by online food apps. In this fastest-growing 

economy, as both men and women are the breadwinners, online food delivery services 

save time for working people. Convenience, ease of payment are the benefits enjoyed by 

people. On the other hand, unawareness, fear of online payment, and fear to disclose 

personal information are some disbenefits that hinder people to order food online. 

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

The objective of the paper is to study the strengths/weaknesses and opportunities/threats 

of online food delivery services in India. 
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STRENGTHS 

• Staff Professionalism & Strong Delivery System

Providers of online food services comes with excellent food, good packing, dedicated staff

and delivery system, which acts as the plus points for their business. If the customers are

provided with quality food, good taste and on-time delivery service, they will definitely prefer

your services.

• Large Customer Base

Biggest advantage of online food delivery business is the incredible online reach of delivery

platforms like Zomato, swiggy, doordash etc. which can put your restaurant in front of a wide

area.

• Changing Trends of Restaurant Industry

Restaurant industry is strong enough to adapt its business plans according to current trends.

Many reports have found that people want to dine at home for the sake of convenience and are

thereby choosing food delivery than ever before, which has consequently increased the

percentage of global food delivery sales.

• Reasonable Prices

Providers of online food services manages to offer food to their customers at the reasonable

price on the basis of their tie-ups with the various restaurants, which helps them in attracting

more customers.

• Customer Services

Social media supervisors of Online food delivery services help on their sites and social network

platforms through which they connect with customers.

• Strong Brand Equity

Online food aggregators provide quality products to their customers and also supply 30-

minutes quick deliveries due to which they have string brand image.
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WEAKNESSES 

• Scarce Capital

Of course, starting an online takeaway and food delivery business is cheaper than building a

real hotel. But it doesn’t mean that it would be free. You would need capital for the

advertisement, billboards, and online ads.

• High Turnover Ratio

Because of longer hours, tough routine, fewer wages, and risk of being exposed to all kinds of

weather, a food delivery service is a kind of job that people usually don’t do for the rest of their

lives. Only part-timers and in-between-jobs people do such jobs. Whenever they get a better

opportunity, they immediately leave the food delivery job.

• Less Public Confidence

Online food offering store is a kind of business that people don’t believe what’s going on in

the kitchen. Therefore, it becomes difficult for the public to trust the new stores where they

can’t be certain about the quality of the ingredients.

• Low Number of Outlets

Online food services have high number of franchisees for taking order however there are no

proper dine-in dining establishments.

• Operational Difficulties

As the franchisees lie in every corner of the city, it ends up really challenging for food delivery

services to deal with its operators.

• Need of High-level Technology

The company vision does not meet with technology in-hand. They need to invest more in their

technology to stand out in the competitive market.

OPPORTUNITIES 

• Food Trucks and carriage
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When you introduce your products using the food trucks and meet people in person, then you 

would be able to minimize their trust issues. 

• Contract with bars

Bars and clubs offer only drinks if you make alliances with them to add an extra food service

in their bars and clubs. Then you would be able to turn those bars into dinners. Extra service

would make them attract new customers, and it would help you to increase sales

• World Wide Opportunity

If you’re already doing good business in one city, you have good reviews and enough capital.

Then you should open up branches in the other cities as well. Use the satisfied customers’

reviews in the marketing campaign of the other cities.

• Customer Relations

When you provide them the same quality food service that you advertise, then it would help to

create goodwill and customer loyalty.

• COVID-19

Due to covid -19, people could not go out in public places, the only option they had with them

was to order food online and get delivered at home. it has also presented an opportunity for

online food delivery businesses to continue to grow and expand.

• New Environment Policies

The ever-changing environmental policies can provide great opportunities for online food

business in India.

• Changing consumer demographics

The middle-class consumers can now also afford online food services along with high income

groups as the providers have segmented their market according to demographical changes.

THREATS 

• Direct and Indirect Competition
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Online food business has threat of competition. Its direct competitors include organisation 

producing sector whereas its indirect competition comes from several fast-food chains. 

• Regulated Pressure

Every year the government of the country implements new laws and guidelines.

• High Cost

Online food delivery operation and production involves various functions involving high cost.

They do not have any means to control these costs. The labour cost and other overhead

expenses are also increasing day by day.

• Lack of Long-Term Contracts with Suppliers

Online food business houses do not have long-term contracts with their suppliers and providers.

This can be a major threat to the online food industry which can affect its revenue.

• Health Awareness Trends

Now-a-days people are choosing health and home-made food over junk food. This health

consciousness trend and changing behaviour of the customers can directly affect the sales of

online food delivery industry.

• Managing Customer Expectations

It is challenging to fill the gap that exists between delivery partners and restaurant owners to

work together and meet customer expectations proactively. Moreover it would be a failed

attempt if the businesses are unable to satisfy customer needs.

• Economic drop-off

Economies across the world are going through a very rough period because of the current

pandemic. People are barely feeding themselves to survive. The unemployment rate is higher

than ever. It means that people have less money to buy expensive food.
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CONCLUSION 

Food has no substitute, yes, we need it all the time. We significantly depend on technology for 

almost each of our task and same goes with our food delivery system. As technology always 

comes with pros n cons, Online Food Delivery Services is also not untouched with such pros n 

cons. It is highly undoubtful that technology has made our lives convenient in terms of getting 

food on our tables with just a click away but this " clicking" and much dependency on 

technology has also made us lazy. At first where in our fast-moving life it gets easier to get 

food via Online Food Delivery Services, it has also been seen that for providing more 

convenient and enhanced customer services the hygiene, quality and goodness of food is 

sometimes comprised. Thereby neglecting the health of the customer. 

But online food delivery industry has shown its competitive advantage and now is running 

efficiently. The industry has conquered its declining phase. Now the providers of online food 

have maintained the customers’ demands and requirements and are supplying healthier 

alternatives to them. Online food delivery is an international concept which is broadened 

because of its large number of strengths. Online food aggregators in India have always kept 

their promises and are still trying to manage their positions according to their direct and indirect 

competitors. Strong brand equity, quality and impressive services are constantly pushing the 

industry to remain strong and hold good reputation in the market. 
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Our country, which has different ecosystem types; It has a flora rich in medicinal and 

aromatic plants and is very rich in biodiversity.Among the reasons for this; The presence of 

three Phytogeographical Regions as Euro-Siberian, Mediterranean and Iran-Turanian, 

diversity of climate types, geomorphological features, existence of different wetland types 

such as sea, lake, river, fresh, salty and soda lakes, 0-5000 meters Altitude differences 

between the two countries, being less affected by the glacial period compared to European 

countries, the existence of the Anatolian Diagonal connecting North Anatolia to Southern 

Anatolia, and the ecological and floristic differences that occur due to this, and being located 

at the junction of three continents (Atik et al. , 2010). 

Medicinal and aromatic plants have an important place in our country because of their wide 

usage areas, their contribution to the country's economy, and their additional income for the 

people living in the regions where they are grown.One of the important areas of use of 

medicinal and aromatic plants is the ornamental plants sector. It is possible to see that 

medicinal aromatic plants are used as ornamental plants in a wide area from traditional home 

gardens to themed parks and gardens from past to present.Medicinal and aromatic plants, 

which are used for both ornamental and utility purposes in traditional homes and gardens, are 

now taking their place in park and themed garden designs (Dönmez et al. 2016) and they find 

use in landscape designs at different scales.Medicinal and aromatic plants, which are used in 

many gardens around the world with their pleasant smell and healing properties, have a strong 

potential as an ornamental plant, as an alternative in landscape designs with pleasant flowers 

and colorful leaves.Also; Medicinal and aromatic plants are used as raw materials in different 

industries. 
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Turkey is among the most important countries in the world in the trade of medicinal plants. 

However, despite the high potential of Turkey in the export of medicinal and aromatic plants, 

the desired level has not been reached yet.Considering that medicinal and aromatic plants are 

an important source of income for the country's economy, it is necessary to increase studies in 

this field (adaptation and aquaculture studies and organizing trainings for farmers in this field, 

etc.).Medicinal and aromatic plants, which have a wide range of uses from the industrial, 

medical, chemical, cosmetic and perfumery industries to ornamental plants, should be 

cultivated and preserved and sustainability should be ensured. 

 

Within the scope of the "Medical and Aromatic Plant Production Studies Project" carried out 

in Düzce; together with volunteer farmers (25 people) İzmir Thyme (Origanumonites), 

Medicinal Sage (Salvia officinalis), Anatolian Sage (Salvia triloba), Mint, Melissa (Melissa 

officinalis), Calendula (Calendula officinalis), Lavender (Lavandulaangustifolia), Saffron 

(Crocus sativus), Salep (Orchismorio), Pomegranate (Momordicacharantia) and Sugar Grass 

(Stevia) plants of prodution trails were established.It is aimed to increase the number of 

farmers and production areas producing medicinal and aromatic plants in Düzce, to develop 

the relevant industry branch, and to provide income to our province and country's economy as 

a result of these studies. 

 

With this research; the usage areas of medicinal and aromatic plants in landscape architecture 

were examined; Medicinal and aromatic plants deemed appropriate in the landscape design 

and planning study were suggested and some medicinal and aromatic plants were evaluated in 

terms of Agricultural Landscape in Düzce Province.Both the healing and calming role of 

medicinal and aromatic plants and their visual richness were examined. 

 

 

Keywords: Medicinalandaromaticplants, AgriculturalLandscape, Plantdesign, Düzce 
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ABSTRACT 

COVID-19 is a disaster that cannot be erased from history. It affected every aspect of human 

race. The preventive measures taken by the authorities and the people following the disaster 

have changed the lives of millions of people. The rise of digital technology has affected the 

way consumers shop for goods and services globally. This phenomenon has also affected the 

strategies of different business sectors. 

Introduction 

In the last 75 years, humanity has confronted a global health crisis in the form of the COVID-

19 pandemic. At its most severe, this epidemic is killing people, causing human suffering, and 

disturbing people's lives. The COVID-19 pandemic is more than just a health emergency. It is 

referred to as a human crisis. This problem is wreaking havoc on clean societies on a 

fundamental level. This COVID19 disease has a very high mortality rate. More than 210 

countries and areas have been affected by the epidemic's uncontrollable effects, making it the 

world's largest pandemic. The World Health Organization (WHO) declared a public health 

emergency on January 30, 2020, citing an international crisis. WHO further encouraged all 

countries to collaborate and assist in the rapid prevention of COVID-19 spread as part of the 

global response to this serious crisis.COVID-19 was labeled a pandemic by the World 

Health Organization (WHO) on March 11, 20202. (Celik et al., 2020) 

Because of the epidemic, all medical agencies, including the WHO, advised the entire world to 

keep a safe distance and use masks in order to destroy the contamination. Nearly every 

country's government has taken successful measures to halt the pandemic. Lockdown was 

enacted in their respective countries. Every person on the planet was enraged. They were 

confined to their homes and their various workplaces were shut down. Furthermore, all 
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businesses were instructed to close and advised not to conduct business until the situation was 

resolved the following announcement. This was the first time that all types of businesses were 

required to shut down for an indeterminate period of time on a global scale. It wreaked havoc 

on the corporate world and threw the entire business community into disarray. (Queiroz and 

colleagues, 2020) 

When the firms were allowed to reopen after the pandemic, they were only allowed to use a 

portion of their workforce. Governments first allowed e-commerce businesses to establish 

because they required the least amount of face- to-face interaction and were easy to avoid any 

form of gathering. This decreased the possibilities of a pandemic spreading. Workers must 

maintain the social distance policy at their own workplaces even today. 

Because of the social distance created by the epidemic, as well as other effects, purchasers' 

perspectives on purchasing items have shifted. However, in order to appreciate the differences 

between the two periods, it is necessary to research the previous market (i.e., prior to the 

pandemic) and purchasers' purchasing patterns at that time. 

Market before the pandemic 

Before the COVID-19 crisis, the market capitalization of each major exchange in India was 

around $2.16 trillion or even more. In 2019, the large-cap stock market surge was limited to 8 to 

10 stocks. The Sensex returned 14 percent in 2019, excluding dividends, in 2019. TCS, Infosys, 

HDFC bank, Kotak bank, Reliance, ICICI bank, and Hindustan Unilever are among the blue-

chip businesses that have been prominently highlighted and without which the Sensex return 

would be negative. In the beginning of the year 2020, both the Bombay Stock Exchange and 

the National Stock Exchange traded at their highest levels, reaching peaks of 42,273 and 

12,362, respectively. At the start of 2020, more than 30 countries were scheduled to make 

initial public offerings (IPOs). After viewing the records high in mid-January, excellent 

marketing circumstances were assumed. (2020, Praveen Kumar) 

Other commercial areas were also thriving and displaying signs of expansion and opportunity. 

The food sector has always been a profitable venture. Regardless of its size or location, a food 

business produces a lot of money. Even modest food vendors used to be able to make enough 

money to make a life. The street merchants were often busy, particularly in the evenings. The 

larger restaurants contributed significantly to the country's financial growth by paying taxes. 
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Looking at the growth of FMCG companies demonstrates this expansion. General and 

cosmetics stores, like the food industry, were booming. The expansion of this industry has been 

confirmed by reports over the years. People preferred to purchase their everyday necessities at 

this market. The e- commerce business sector was booming, and other industries were following 

suit. Every business has advantages and disadvantages, and every firm can make money. 

Everything hinges on customer behavior. Everything was based on the market's ups and downs 

prior to COVID-19. COVID-19 and lockout had a significant impact on the market, particularly 

on consumer purchasing behavior. 

Impact of COVID-19 over the market 

Markets are concerned about the COVID-19 strike since there is no guarantee. The level of 

markets has not been seen across the falling world since the Global Financial Crisis of 2008. 

The significant link is followed by global market indices and trends, as the Nifty 50 and BSE 

Sensex both plunged by 38 percent. The whole Market Capitalization has lost 27.31 percent of 

its value since the beginning of the year. The stock market reflects the sentiments of domestic, 

foreign, and investor sentiments as a result of the pandemic. Companies have taken a step back 

in recent months due to the lack of growth they have experienced, which has impacted 

employee salaries and increased layoffs. Some companies' stock prices have plunged by more 

than 40%, and industries such as entertainment, tourism, and hospitality have suffered as a 

result. (2020, Praveen Kumar) Apart from that, unlike at any other moment in history, all 

commercial sectors were severely impacted. Though a few people gained business, the 

majority of people lost money. 

This COVID-19 epidemic, which was declared a public health emergency, had never been 

observed before. This emergency was translated into a supply shock, which was then 

transformed into a private consumption contraction after a period of time on an unparalleled 

magnitude. Through a weekly poll, "Brain and Company" and "People Research on India's 

Consumer Economy" have revealed that a consistent and severe fall in demand, as well as 

consumer emotions, has been noticed in roughly 500 families in various locations and 

economic strata. After two weeks of national lockdown, more than 40% of families reported a 

drop in consumption from week to week. Although low-income families felt the impact of 

income early on, more affluent families cited lack of accessibility as the most significant 
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constraint to spending, as most stores remained closed. According to a Nielsen survey released 

in April 2020, week-on-week declines of around 8% and 64% were noted in traditional and 

digital marketplaces in the last week of March. 

After a month of complete lockdown, Indian households noticed a weekly decline. The reason 

for this is not because the epidemic is spreading faster, but for a variety of other reasons. The 

main cause of this fall is a decrease in pay and job insecurity, and one out of every four 

households expects to face financial difficulties in the future. 

It was troubling because spending on these groups amounts for more than half of the total 

basket, including for lower and middle-income families, with their percentage as high as 67 

percent for higher-income households. Theseexpenditures are likely to remain modest until the 

financial situation improves. 

Effect over the consumers’ financial status 

Consumers nowadays want to track their money using digital means, and they are also 

growing more cautious when it comes to buying in India and around the world. Consumer 

opinion varies greatly in the nations affected by COVID-19. Consumers in Indonesia, China, 

and India are reported to be optimistic in compared to the rest of the world. Japan and Europe, 

on the other hand, are less hopeful about their economic prospects following COVID-19. With 

the surge in confirmed cases of COVID-19 since mid-July, optimism has completely faded in 

European countries, with the exception of Italy. 

Personal and economic lives were turned upside down as a result of the COVID-19 

pandemic's widespread spread across the globe. After the COVID-19 crisis, some countries 

have been able to keep new cases under control for six months, while others are still dealing 

with the pandemic. Various countries have assumed that the pandemic will continue to be a 

way of life for the foreseeable future; as a result, various countries have reopened their 

economies and allowed citizens to return to work and play. (Queiroz and colleagues, 2020) 

Decision-makers around the world reported a negative impact on health in June, despite the 

fact that several countries had improved their hospitalization rates from May. Improvements 

were observed in almost all countries over the next three months, from May to June. For a 

longer period of time, the financial health of standing makers remained poor. Household 

financial decision makers have reported a drop in income and savings of 30 to 80 percent 
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over the world. Furthermore, from 20 to 60% of decision-makers stated that they are 

concerned about their existing jobs or sources of income in most countries. 

Since the May poll, little has changed in different areas such as bank service quality for 

consumers and the way people interact with banks. Customers' main demand to banks during 

this crisis is real assistance, such as the ability to skip loan payments for a few months, avoid 

late fees, and reduce minimum payments. It's also worth noting that digital forms are 

increasingly being used to make payments rather than cash. Because cash transactions have a 

higher risk of spreading the virus, digital payment would be excellent for avoiding those 

exchanges. It was also discovered that while most banks satisfy their clients' expectations in 

most nations, they are unable to exceed them, at least on a net basis. 

Change in consumers’  perspective 

The consumer is defined as a person who discovers his or her desires or needs, acquires the 

product, and then disposes of the product in the consumption process. Consumers' utilities are 

dependent on a variety of factors such as housing, agriculture, industrial goods, and service. 

When a consumer's behavior is influenced by both internal and external influences, his or her 

behavior is shaped. The continuous decision-making approach is critical for locating, 

purchasing, utilizing, analyzing, and finally disposing of products and services, all of which 

influence consumer behavior. 

The three groups of consumer behavior that the approach explains are as follows: Consumer 

behavior is influenced by a psychological approach that is based on the relationship between 

the psyche and consumer behavior; in various situations, the reaction of consumers is devoted 

by the sociological approach or it can also depend on various social leaders, social occasions 

that influence the behavior; consumer requirements are based on an economic approach that is 

based on basic knowledge or ideas. Furthermore, the market is exchanged and confronted based 

on consumer interest. (Valaskova and colleagues, 2015) 

The COVUD-19 epidemic has had an impact on every part of our lives, and consumer 

purchasing is no exception. In general, expenditure is expected to be down across all industries 

due to the lockdown limitations, since spending became limited due to the closure of shops 

and restaurants. During this time, air traffic was also halted. Furthermore, because of the 

epidemic, consumers are unable to spend more, and they predict their household income to 
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decrease in the coming months. We have spent more time indoors due to the lockdown, which 

has resulted in more time spent on home entertainment and groceries. 

Consumers did not cease spending after the outbreak, and some are spending more on 

household supplies and groceries than they were before the virus. 

In India, online shopping has been a popular choice among respondents. Because of the shift in 

media consumption habits, consumers from almost every country would prefer to spend their 

money on at-home entertainment devices, according to the report. Korea is the ideal example 

because it already has a thriving gaming culture. Through categories, an alarming reduction 

has been noted in restaurants and outdoor entertainments. 

The transportation and travel industries are expected to deteriorate due to tightening of travel 

restrictions and a high level of social isolation. Consumers in India are displaying a higher 

level of optimization when spending increases due to more household planning, which is 

already a trend in Nigeria, Indonesia, and China. As customers face greater uncertainty, their 

purchasing behaviour becomes more unpredictable. Consumer behaviour indicates that they 

have reduced their spending on needless products and services. Clothing is seeing a similar 

slowdown; in China, 40 to 50 percent of consumption has declined, which is significant in 

comparison to pre-pandemic levels. 

It was also noted that the COVID-19 epidemic has not had an equal impact on all industries. 

Others may find that repairing their customer experience by appealing to changing expectations 

can result in a profitable and perhaps much-needed resurrection. For the other corporations, the 

only option left is to play the waiting game. 

After analyzing the published survey and in- depth discussion, (Mehta et al., 2020) has 

concluded that considerable changes in consumer behaviour have happened as a result of the 

COVID-19 epidemic and during the lockdown period. During times of crisis, more literatures 

were examined in order to learn the reasons for consumer behaviour changes in the decision-

making process. 

According to the research of (Accenture, 2020), the consumer's behaviour will not change after 

the pandemic. Furthermore, as a result of the crisis, consumers must comprehend the impact 
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of their purchasing decisions on the environment and their health. Consider the following 

scenario: 

It was shown that the 60% of respondents spend more time on mental well-being and self- 

care. And six out of ten customers, or 57 percent, said they have begun working out at home, 

while 64 percent said they are focusing on reducing food waste and would continue to do so. 

About half of customers are buying more healthily now and will continue to do so in the 

future; and the remaining 45 percent are making more environmentally friendly shopping and 

other decisions. 

Role of online market 

The Indian retail market is primarily divided into organized and unorganized sectors, with the 

former accounting for 13.8 million traditional family neighbor businesses and the latter 

accounting for less than 10% of the total. The organized sector includes both online shopping 

websites and traditional brick-and-mortar retailers. Despite the popularity of B2C e- commerce 

in India, a large section of the Indian populace still prefers to shop in nearby brick and mortar 

stores because they prefer to touch and feel things and believe they may negotiate before 

purchasing. 

A vast majority of B2C e-commerce shops in India entice online shoppers by providing 

services such as no delivery charges, discounts, buy one get one free, and exchanging 

incentives. Although Indian buyers are conservative, they have grown cost-conscious and 

consider it to be part of their value system or culture; these people are not attracted to any 

goods and do not make rapid decisions based on commercials and product promotion. 

However, there are a number of factors that make internet buying a major source of 

concern, including poor customer service and product delivery delays. COVID-19, which is 

caused by a novel coronavirus, is a highly contagious disease. COVID-19 is also known as 

Corona Virus Disease. According to the current report, this disease has infected over 4 lakh 

persons worldwide. The easiest approach to avoid contracting this sickness is to stay at home 

because it spreads when a person comes into contact with an infected person or by touching a 

virus-contaminated object. As a result, online shopping is becoming more popular all around 

the world. There has also been an increase in the number of first-time ecommerce users in 

India. These are the people who have never used online buying services. The SARS pandemic 
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in 2002 sickened over 2700 individuals, substantially altering people's buying habits due to 

their dread of going out. 

It's no wonder that more people are turning to internet shopping to get the items they need and 

want, given that many brick-and-mortar establishments have closed their doors for the time 

being and shoppers prefer to stay at home to avoid danger. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has wreaked havoc on industries and enterprises all across the world. 

The broader consumer industry continues to operate in uncharted area or states. The sectors are 

dealing with rapid and significant changes in client shopping behavior as a result of travel 

restrictions and restrictions on local movement as a result of widespread health concerns. 

Buyer acceptance of online CPG buying has increased steadily over the last two years. After 

improvements in numerous elements such as infrastructure, development, and experience, 

widespread changes in consumer behavior are evident. Following the COVID-19 epidemic, 

there has been a significant shift in consumer shopping techniques.  

Since the outbreak of the pandemic, a number of sectors have been put in jeopardy. Even after 

the pandemic has become the new normal, internet purchasing will continue to increase. It is 

critical for businesses to build new capabilities for the online market in order to ensure a great 

consumer experience and to attain the digital corner. It can be accomplished by passing on their 

valuable propositions in a different way, allowing them to learn how to manage the back end of 

a digital operation. 

(Trong & Tran, 2020) investigates 617 samples of Vietnamese customers from the market. 

Following the COVID-19 outbreak in Vietnam, shopping habits altered, and online shoppers 

were used to sample. According to a poll conducted by Nielsen Vietnam in 2020, 95 percent 

of consumers are terrified of the coronavirus, which has resulted in a 25 percent increase in 

online buying. Customers are increasingly adopting digital banking to prepare for an 

emergency, therefore businesses must guarantee that their e-commerce sites provide seamless, 

friction-free, and rapid services that fulfill customers' expectations. 

Role of social distancing 

After physical transportation became hindered, a large chunk of business switched from 

traditional markets to e-commerce. Following the increase in the number of orders submitted 

by consumers for the fulfillment of their essential needs or requirements, individuals are 
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becoming increasingly reliant on e-commerce. E-commerce players respond quickly to rising 

demand by increasing overtime compensation and hourly pay for delivery drivers, for 

example. People nowadays appraise any product or brand based on its sanitation and 

hygiene procedures. As a result, clients need products that give a consistent level of service, as 

well as complete responsibility from employees. 

People are terrified of human interaction and public gatherings as a result of the pandemic, 

which drives up demand for online services to supplement current offline ones. Big-Basket and 

Grofer are becoming increasingly popular for supermarket products. 

Gyms and fitness centers, in addition to other activities, offer online tutorials and live online 

classes to their subscribers. It also offers its members the option of using live energy tracking 

meters, such as Cult: Fit.  

Consumers use web services like Practo for online medical consultations. After the lockout was 

extended, customers were also forced to accept additional secondary routes. Electronics, 

vehicles, and other high-involvement things are featured, as are other expensive commodities 

that can be replaced by web research. 

People would expect new age forms of relevant and dynamic types of entertainment at their 

houses rather than going out for the same in recreational services. This pandemic would push 

users to change their behaviour, leaving little room for human interactions and replacing it with 

a higher rate of digital technology usage. 

By re-conceptualizing the social distancing between the consumer and the shopkeeper, 

(Dickson & MacLachlan, 1990) created a research strategy for providing the foundation for 

understanding store avoidance behaviour. Using social class imagery, an analysis of buyers 

divided into two distinct social classes assessed their perceptions of two establishments chosen 

as representatives of upscale and downscale merchants. A new social distancing approach was 

proposed and evaluated. The two different functional factors that must be regulated are price 

and personnel; thus, the social distancing strategy has been found to be influential. People also 

desire to avoid shopping because they are fearful of catching a virus and want to maintain a 

social distance from others. 

Strategies for market recovery 

The short-term response of trade recovery initiatives is built on bolstering critical and 
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systemically relevant sectors that continue to develop despite global value chain disruptions. 

Pharmaceutical, agribusiness & food processing, information technology, and sanitary 

industries are among the industries covered. Transportation, logistics management, and e- 

commerce are all mentioned as support services essential to flourish in a low-touch culture. 

The uncertainty produced by this pandemic is a result of the pandemic, yet despite this, the 

aim is for partner countries to grow these industries. After finding tailor-made solutions such 

as adjustments in production capacity, export bans, and unclear trade ties, this technique will 

assist them in navigating trade disruptions. 

In the short-term, the approach will support partner countries: 

 The COVID-19 pandemic's trade impact must be determined, particularly in terms of

its important export sectors, particularly SMEs.

 New commercial relationships as well as distribution channels, both domestic and

international, must be identified.

 While adhering to the safety standards, trade limitations must be handled and a digital

supply chain must be built in order to sustain the flow of commodities.

 Roadmaps must be designed to improve transportation, risk management, and logistic

capabilities.

 ICT tools and digital channels are used to ensure that the MSME's capacity is

maintained.

 New sanitary and work-safety requirements necessitate the development of capacity

and processes; in export markets, compliance with health, SPS, and other voluntary

food- safety standards is required.

With the urgency of this pandemic, (Ibn- Mohammed et al., 2020) highlighted in a study that 

short-term strategies are not the sustainable model in the long run. However, it is necessary to 

concentrate on the most pressing issues, such as the link between transportation and pollution. 

Unrestricted air travel is the primary cause of pandemic spread; as passenger volumes decline, 

industries including as aviation and tourism suffer. The consequences will reshape the aviation 

industry, with tourism being the hardest hit economically. The sharing economy and peer- to-

peer models, which are regarded non- resilient to global systemic shocks, were created by a new 

generation of employees and service providers. There has been a decrease in cargo shipping 

due to the urgency of supply and demand, which favors airfreights, where the cost per kilogram 
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transatlantic has tripled in a night. This is accompanied by a significant increase in global 

poverty levels, employment losses, and economic disparities. Working remotely has been 

attempted and demonstrated in specific industries/professions, with its associated effects on 

reduced commuting for employees. Remote healthcare and remote employment are not deemed 

impractical in general, as they have been working well for the past four months, when the 

world was under lockdown. Reduced primary energy consumption is noted as a result of the 

shutdown of economic and manufacturing activity, and distant schooling is not questioned. The 

use of big data analytics and cloud computing is recognized in boosting sectors such as IoT, 

robotics, and automation possibilities, as well as in expediting supplier selection procedures. 

Nowadays, logistics and supplier relationship management are also valued. 

Role of mass media and social media 

Never before in history has it been feasible to communicate as swiftly as it is now during a 

pandemic. The importance of the social media platform in the dissemination of information 

cannot be overstated. Furthermore, there are several advantages and disadvantages that must 

be weighed. For the first time in history, this technology is being responsibly employed in 

new scientific researches, for speedy transfer of critical information, for sharing diagnosis and 

treatment, and for varied ways around the world, without regard for geographical limits. 

During the COVID-19 era, social media became a powerful tool for quickly disseminating 

educational content by creating visual representations for patients who are suspected or 

confirmed corona virus positive. The information was disseminated through social media 

platforms such as Twitter, Whatsapp, and Wechat. In addition to dissemination, requests for 

translation into more than ten languages were received in a matter of days, allowing the info 

graphic to be adjusted to the requirements of each hospital setting. 

Rowland suggested the "bubble filter" concept in 2011, and it has since become a major 

impediment to data sharing and social media. It describes the "personalized ecosystem," in 

which data is collected from the same user, preferences are projected based on the demand, and 

the results are then compared to the user's preferences. These bubbles create a loop of the same 

type of content, preventing the viewer from seeing different information. This term applies to 

any issue or disease that may be found on the internet or on social media platforms like 

Facebook and Twitter. (Rowland, 2011) 
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According to a study conducted in China by (Cuiyan Wang et al, 2020), 1210 people responded 

to a survey conducted on an internet platform. According to the poll, 53.8 percent of 

respondents believe the pandemic is serious or severe; a research group even devised a scale 

called the "Fear of COVID Scale." (Ahorsu and colleagues, 2020) The researcher employed this 

scale to assess people's stress and anxiety levels, as well as to avert the consequences of such 

events as the SARS pandemic in Asia in 2003, which resulted in post-traumatic stress disorder 

(PTSD) and depressive illnesses (Mak et al., 2009). Other more serious diseases or accidents, 

such as suicides, have already been documented in some parts of the world, including India, the 

United Kingdom, Germany, and Italy. (Thakur & Jain, 2020) 

Conclusion 

COVID-19 has had a significant impact on customer perceptions. Consumer purchasing habits 

have evolved significantly from local establishments to internet platforms. People prefer to 

keep social distance for a longer period of time because the disease is still spreading. A few 

markets, such as food shops, gyms, and fitness centers, are still closed. The strategies for 

regaining control of the market are still in the works, and results are yet awaited. Consumer 

purchasing behavior will not be the same as it was before the pandemic, and businesses will 

need to adapt accordingly. It can be stated that customer purchasing behavior is rapidly 

changing and difficult to forecast. Furthermore, every consumer has a unique perspective on 

every other firm. 

This necessitates a large-scale investigation to determine the influence of the pandemic on 

purchasing behavior, which must encompass B2B purchases as well as local, national, and 

international customers. 
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DISCERNING SENTIMENTAL ANALYZER 

FOR INFORMAL COMMUNICATION SITES 

UTILIZING PYTHON 

Shikha Verma1,Punam Rattan2

Abstract—Opinion examination is one of the computational strategies of assessment, sentiments and the 

variety of subjectivity of messages. This article examines the approach for deciding these popular 

conclusions. An opinion investigation program is being created to make a stage for examining informal 

organizations. This paper likewise discloses how to plan opinion examination, gather data, train data to get the 

information, and investigate the information utilizing the Python library. In this paper author assembled, 

cleaned, prepared, as many as 3000 Reddit and Twitter information focuses. For Twitter and Reddit 

information, the review yielded remarkable rate scores of 83% and 77 percent, separately. The Tkinter library 

was additionally used to foster the GUI stage. 

Keywords— Twitter, Reddit, Python, social network analysis, sentiment analysis 

1. INTRODUCTION

Informal communication locales have developed a stage for correspondence over the earlier decade and 

cooperating with others, just as gathering, sharing, and scattering data in an assortment of fields, including 

business, authoritative issues, diversion, the most recent food patterns, design styles, and edification. Socially 

organizing destinations and individual to individual correspondence objections are acknowledged to be 

amazingly for reasons like as the ability to quickly get, make and proposition their decisions, feelings interests, 

pictures and accounts without any attempt at being subtle with individuals overall. The mind-boggling 

development in the utilization of interpersonal interaction locales for sharing data has acquired a colossal the 

get-together of data that is given on these sites in an assortment of information types, including text, video, 

and picture This data is isolated into two classes: information that is coordinated like associations among 

people and unstructured information like text content in various arrangement accessible on informal 

organizations. 

Therefore, investigation of Social Network is overall portrayed as arranging and assessing the associations and 

streams between people, get-togethers, affiliations, PCs or different information planning units. Social 

Network Analysis (SNA) is consistently used to ponder individual and social occasion of individuals plans and 

direct (breakdown into parts, bunch course of action, and assurance of associations) and to analyze gigantic 

proportion of data (media follow-up, assessment of insightful conveyances, innate investigation). The experts 

used diverse data mining techniques during the SNA. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The opinion or articulation examination recognizes the extremity of the inclination corresponding to the 

conditions. It decides if the text is great, negative, or unbiased. It's otherwise called assessment mining, and 

it's utilized to sort out what an individual thinks [1]. Artificial Intelligence (AI) and lexical strategies are the 

two significant systems used in opinion examination. In AI, Sentiment examination directs the requirements, 

preparation and testing packs for classification among positive, negative or unbiased results. A programmed 

classifier utilizes these preparation sets to comprehend the characteristics and recognizing properties of a 

report. The test pack is then used to check the model's legitimacy by deciding how well the classifiers are 

performing. For the evaluation study, algorithms like Nave Bayes (NB), Maximum Entropy (ME), and Support 

Vector Machines (SVM) are utilized [2]. The estimations are finished by differentiating the attributes of a 

given articulation with a vocabulary word reference for the articulations based method. The state of mind 

dictionary jargon is comprised of mix of words and enunciations that are utilized to communicate individuals' 

passionate sentiments and points of view. The standard methodology, stemming, and PoS (Part of Speech) 

naming are a portion of the lexical techniques [3]. 

Informal organizations comprised of correspondences among individuals, affiliations, associations, and other 

connected substances as nodes. These are the hubs interconnected in particular sorts of conditions, for example 

in similar individual qualities, dreams, thoughts and numerous different parts of human affiliations [4]. It is a 

medium or plan that force individuals to speak with each other, and these associations are addressed as limits 

or bonds. At the point when associations between the hubs and limits are perceived, an interpersonal 

organization game plan is formed. The vast majority feels great in communicating with known people instead 

of obscure clients of media and they don't search for new individuals [5]. 

The lift in clients and client made substance on sites, person to person communication stages or on all online 

stages give incredible data. Therefore, social media based information is thought of and is inspected in 

different fields to secure refreshed data and future issues and patterns. This estimation of the information and 

constructions of interpersonal organizations is known as SNA. This is the research or investigation of the 

social game plan. It analyzes the relationship among individuals (hubs), their interactions (edges) and the 

utilization of graphical investigation techniques to check out the qualities of a social local area [6]. Another 

strategy is to think about the entire organization, which portrays how people of one climate collaborate with 

any remaining individuals from a similar air. This technique requires that all individuals from a particular 

climate react to any or all individuals from the air. Accordingly, there are a set number of entertainers to 

remember for request for this to be a critical exploration. People in gatherings, then again, are known to execute 

practically identical undertakings [7]. The overall review is divided into three parts 

 On the basis of Algorithms usage
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 On the basis of Sentimental Analysis

 On the basis of APIs.

2.1. On the basis of Algorithms usage 

In one of the exploration article [8], writer did temperament examination for film review. Scientists implied 

their earlier work on the applied Support Vector Machine system and further developed accuracy by zeroing 

in on the substance order procedures for the theoretical piece of a file. Creators proposed an outline cut 

based subjectivity marker that conveys the extraction of the main scores. The corpus-based procedure was 

investigated and supported in [9] by merging space express word embedding’s and a multiplication 

framework that could provoke precise region unequivocal demeanor word references. Specialists have 

repeated standard perspective reference books in various regions that are Standard English, Twitter, and 

cash. The maker has set up baselines for assessment with the aggregate of the different approaches. 

A practical correlation of SVM and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for disposition order at the archive 

level was completed in one more concentrate by [10]. The testing was done on four distinctive datasets. 

Much of the time, the creator has successfully exhibited that ANN conveys cut throat results for SVMs. The 

writers in [11] fostered a consideration based LSTM network for archive level cross-lingual state of mind 

arrangement. The model is comprised of two LSTMs for bilingual portrayal, every one of which has four 

layers and is organized progressively. 

At the record level, the authors adopted a consideration based LSTM network for cross-lingual temperament 

grouping. A model was comprised of two LSTMs for bilingual portrayal, each one of which has four layers 

and was constructed progressively. The accompanying table sums up the work done based on various mining 

algorithms. 

Table 1 Literature Review on the basis of algorithms used at a Glance 

Title Methodology Accuracy Advantages Disadvantages 

A sentimental education: Sentiment 

analysis using subjectivity 

summarization based on minimum 

cuts[8] 

SVM 
84.4% 

For the best outcomes, 

encourage feature 

learning and parameter 

tuning. 

Required a lot of data and 

only worked on one 

domain 

Inducing domain-specific 

sentiment lexicons from unlabeled 

corpora[9] 

Corpus-based 92.3% 

It can assist in the 

discovery of domain- 

specific opinion words. 

Overly rely on emotional 

dictionary 

Document-level sentiment 

classification: An empirical 

comparison between SVM and 

ANN[10] 

Artificial Neural 

Network 
91.3% 

Faster classification 

process atthe runtime 

When dealing with noisy 

words, it's less stable. 
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Attention-based LSTM network for 

cross-lingual sentiment 

classification[11] 

Attention-based 

LSTM 
83.0% 

It can quickly learn to 

differentiate between two 

or more repetitions of the 

same element that are 

separated by a large 

distance. 

 

More parameters that 

lengthen the training of 

data sets could have been 

proposed. 

Malware detection and classification 

using community detection and 

social network analysis[13] 

Multilayer 

Perceptron and k- 

Nearest 

Neighbors. 

97% 
A novel technique that 

exploits community 

detection properties and 

social network analysis 

concepts. The proposed 

method was based on 

system call graphs 

obtained by extracting the 

system calls found in the 

execution of the malware 

files 

Could use different techniques. 

Graph Tools for Social Network 

Analysis[14] 

ka, NetMiner 4, 

RapidMiner, 

KNIME, and R 

- 
Authors presented a 

comparative study of such 

tools based on the general 

graph aspects as well as the 

social network mining 

aspects 

Could show comparison of 

various techniques. 

This review concluded that the corpus-based procedure has the best exactness, trailed by the counterfeit neural 

organization, which has 93.3 percent and 90.3 percent precision respectively. Nonetheless, these innovations 

subordinate too vigorously on the passionate word reference and, in spite of a speedy expectation to absorb 

information, they battle to adapt to uproarious expressions. Numerous boundaries were needed for 

consideration based LSTM (Long short term memory), and information investigation takes longer. Since 

there is a confined amount of time accessible to assess information and this cycle takes a lifetime, this strategy 

isn't utilized not withstanding its precision of 84%. Likewise, the information being contemplated might not 

have events that are broadly separated, which brings about this strategy not being utilized. Besides, the 

Support Vector Machine has a precision of 86%, taking into account work learning and boundary 

improvement. Nonetheless, a lot of information is fundamental and is likewise tedious. Thus the Naive Baye's 

strategy is utilized in light of the fact that it additionally produces a decent precision of 83.06% and gives 

speedy outcomes with high exactness and review. 

2.2. On the basis of Sentimental Analysis 

In this part, various papers have been reviewed based on different parameters like methodology used, what 

input is used and at last what is the conclusion or work done in that particular paper is discussed on the basis 120 



of sentimental analysis. Summarized review is as follows in Table 3. 

Table 2 Literature Review of Sentimental analysis 

Author name Title of paper Methodology used Input Conclusion 

László nemes & 

attila kiss 14 jul 

2020[15] 

Social media sentiment 

analysis based on 

Covid-19 

Recurrent neural network 

(rnn) to classify emotions on 

tweets. Text blob was used. 

Analysis of sample of 

500 tweets by text blob 

and rnn, using ‘covid’ 

keyword.( 13 may 2020 

and 14 may 2020. 

200 tweets (24 April 

2020 and 25 April 

2020) 500 tweets by 

text blob and rnn, using 

‘coronavirus’ 

keyword(24 April 2020 

and 25 April 2020 

Rnn could be fitting to 

make an interface that 

better envisions and 

communicates with clients, 

and staying up with the 

latest. Other models than 

rnn can be implemented. 

Chhinder kaur, 

anand sharma 

(december 

2020 

[16] 

Social issues sentiment 

analysis using python 

Tweets were extracted 

using twitter scraper and 

twitter api ,saved by python 

programming language, 

jupyter notebook was used 

for coding 

Tweets from January 

2020 to may 2020 the 

50429 tweets from 

“metoo” hashtag, and 

50430 tweets from the 

#woman hashtag 

By using the same 

methodology sentiment 

analysis in various fields 

like product 

review, political parties 

review, movie reviews can 

be analyzed for better 

decision making and 

predictions. It can also 

useful in analyzing the 

sentiments or opinions of 

people regarding 

coronavirus that are 

current health issues of the 

globe. 

Sharma et 

al.(2018) 

[17] 

Determining the popularity 

of political parties using 

twitter sentiment analysis 

Three classifiers svm, naïve 

bayes and k-nn were utilized 

for opinion mining, k-nn 

gave precise outcomes. 

Slant analysis (sa) or 

opinion mining (om) have 

been done on client 

produced tweets ,utilized 

three calculations, support 

vector machine(svm), naïve 

bayes classifier and k- 

nearest-neighbor(k-nn) 

Datasets of 240 tweets 

of two political parties 

of us “labour” and 

“conservative” are used 

for opinion mining 

In this paper used 

technique can be used to 

abstract sentiment 

expressions from other 

social media sites like 

Facebook, Instagram and 

other micro blogging sites. 

Further other two 

teqnuches can be 

experimented to analysis 

sentiments related other 

fields like covid19 after 

effects and affected areas, 

movie reviews etc. 
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Akshay amolik 

et al.[18] 

twitter sentiment analysis 

of movie reviews using 

machine learning 

techniques. 

Naïve bayesian and support 

vector machine algorithm is 

used. 

Training dataset 

contained the 21,000 

tweets and stored in the 

csv file out if which 

1200 tweets were used 

for training classifiers 

Accuracy of classification 

could be increased by 

using more training dataset 

Yao et al.[19] Predicting movie sales 

revenue using online 

reviews 

Sentiment-aware 

autoregressive 

Model, naïve bayes 

classifier, support vector 

Machine (svm) theory and 

program in matlab 

Movie database (imdb) 

form 

http://www.imdb.com/ 

is used as raw data 

Experiments with larger 

datasets (more reviews and 

more 

Movies) should be used to 

train and test the model., 

Class-imbalance problem 

should be further 

Studied. 

Laila m. Qaisi, 

ibrahim alj arah 

(2016)[20] 

A twitter sentiment analysis 

for cloud providers: a case 

study of azure vs. Aws 

Naive bays classifier is used 

two types of analysis based 

on polarity lexicon , and the 

second one is based on 

emoticons lexicon 

One dataset for amazon 

web services and one 

for Microsoft azure 

Huge amount of data from 

tweets are required for 

more benefit. 

Kausar et. 

Al.[21] 

Public sentiment analysis on 

twitter data during 

Covid-19 outbreak 

NLTK library is used A dataset of more than 

50,000 tweets with 

hashtags like #covid-19, 

#covid19, 

#coronavirus,  #corona, 

#stayhomestaysafe, #stay 

Home, #covid_19, 

#covidpandemic, 

#covid19, #corona virus, 

#lockdown, #qurantine, 

#qurantine, #coronavirus 

outbreak, 

#covid etc. Posted 

between june 21, 2020 till 

july 20, 2020 was 

considered in this 

research. 

The paper discussed about 

the sentiments of people 

from covid-19 infected 

countries. 
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2.3. On the basis of APIs. 

As we are aware that the bulk of information can now be found simply by typing it into search engines, 

thanks to technological advancements. Some of the social networking sites that use on a regular basis can 

give data for social network analysis. For research objectives, data mining should be used to extract 

information from social networking sites. A number of these social media stores, such as Facebook, Twitter, 

and Reddit, provide users with an application programming interface (API) that may be used to obtain data 

from the site by researchers. An API is a method of communication between a client and a server. Developers 

can move data from one area to another by including a functionality that allows users to copy and paste files. 

The type of the programming language that will be used determines how the API will be utilized. The API 

documentation for the major social network provides a basic description of the services and instructions on 

how to use the API. The data must first be cleaned up by removing any terms that offer no analytical value 

to the analysis, such as emojis and special characters. Because of their popularity, most of the researchers 

utilized the Facebook API, Twitter API, Instagram API, and Reddit API which are used to uncover the 

hidden facts of sharing information on social media. The updated version of the Facebook API is also used 

by authors to separate data into many functions. The Facebook Graph API is served as the primary API and 

other services such as the Facebook Marketing API served as extensions of the Facebook Graph API. The 

Restful protocol is also used by all of the APIs evaluated by researchers. Table 2 provides the differences 

between the APIs used for extracting data from social sites 

Table 3 Tools used for data Extraction on different social media sites 

Facebook Twitter Instagram Reddit 

Tools Explorer for Graph APIs Tepy Explorer for Graph APIs Wrapper for the Reditt API 

API RESTful API 
Public 

REST API 
RESTful API RESTful API 

Language Java Python Java Python 

Restriction 

Only one business account is 

allowed. The number of API 

requests per hour was capped at 

3000. 

Rate limits are applied per user and 

are calculated on a 15-minute basis. 

It can only make 720 API requests 

each hour. 

Only one business account is 

allowed. The number of API 

requests per hour is restricted to 

200. 

The number of API requests 

per hour is limited at 3600. 

Capabilities 

Create, update, and remove 

objects on specified nodes using 

HTTP requests. 

Get a list of a user's tweets, 

followers, and hash tags. 

Obtain pictures tagged with a 

hash tag. 

Get access to all posts and 

comments on any Reddit or 

sub reddit, as ll as vote on 

them. 

3. DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTATION

The accompanying Figure1 is the normal stream outline of informal community information investigation.

When gathering expression from Reddit or Twitter with specific watchwords, it is important to preprocess 123 



the expression. The cleanup interaction incorporates making lowercase letters, eliminating accentuation, 

eliminating numeric qualities, and tokenizing phrasing. 

Prior to continuing on to the tokenization interaction, the natural raw data is cleaned and prepared for 

classification and visualization. 

3.1. Data Gathering 

Planning information or acquiring crude realities is the first stage in data mining work. The existing 

Framework is incredibly versatile, and it depends on the particular topic that the client is keen on.start, 

unpolished data is acquired from the two destinations by scratching realities utilizing a specific catchphrase. 

Covid, otherwise called COVID-19, is a noticeable term in this article. This catch phrase was picked since it 

was the most normal looked through subject matter at the hour of this review. Fig 2 and Fig 3 show the top 

moving catch phrases which re gathered from Twitter and Reddit, individually. 

4. Methodology used for data Collection

The system in this information assortment was dependent on scratching limit. The most broadly perceived 

philosophy for scratching data from a long reach relational correspondence stage is to utilize APIs to get 

information in an extraordinarily planned way from the real site. Social event based media data is renowned 

and feasible since the site gives an API for information from whichever site you pick. To begin, the customer 

ought to at first make a Reddit record and subsequently make an accomplice degree application on the Reddit 

engineer site. To use the Reddit API as a substance application, we utilized client ID and a client secret locale 

unit. 

The Python scratching instrument pack GetOldTweets3, which was developed and followed through on 

https://github.com/Mottl/GetOldTweets3, is used to eliminate information from tests appropriated on Twitter. 

This library makes advantage of Tweepy, a streaming API that licenses customers to impart Twitter APIs. To 

isolate information from Twitter, an application ought to be set up on the Twitter engineer site to get to the 

site's basic and token organization. The customer abuse of the Twitter APIs presents the application to form 

for the information extraction. The conveyed data is saved as CSV records. The technique used Tool Kit 

Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK), a library that fundamentally focuses on customary language dealing with 

(NLP) and significant learning. NLTK is accepted to be an astounding instrument for working with phonetics 

in Python. The grouping joins endless sources similarly as various order data getting ready libraries. 
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Tokenization, stemming, and a few unique methodologies may simplify it to stop the data 

4.1. Methodology used for Software Design 

This article utilized Twitter and Reddit as friendly net-working locales to explore their lot of data and basic 

access. Different people post clear posts on these social stages. Among them various people express their 

important perspectives on these stages each month is just around 330 million individuals. This more shows 

that these stages have escalated information from a curiously large scope of clients. There are PRAW and Tepy 

report Python libraries to use to for access the API for Reddit and Twitter severally. Every library aren't 

frightfully exceptional to prompt data from the arthropod variety. All Python documentations are open source 

and furthermore the code is redistributable. 

Henceforth, these two Python libraries are picked because of they need great documentation from the designer 

of any site. The text classifiers utilized as AI worldview. The classifier ought to be prepared on some named 

training data before it's applied to the specific characterization task. Nave Bayes is an applied mathematical 

classifier that might be adjusted for disposition arrangement issues. The model works with the extraction of 

BOW choices (Bag-of-Words), during which the situation of words is unheeded. Various preparing sets, like 

Movie Reviews, Twitter, and others, are available. Both Twitter and Reddit might profit from the Twitter 

dataset. 

4.1.1. Converting sentences to keywords 

Information purifying typically eliminates any extraordinary characters, invalid qualities, or elective words 

that don't add any cost to the investigation results. It also manages copying information and elective 

anomalies. There are various typical strategies for cleanup up information (preprocessing methods) for texts. 

The cleanup strategy incorporates making little letters, eliminating accentuation, re-moving numeric qualities, 

eliminating images, tokenizing text, and others. The data is tidy up to ensure that the data produced is savvy 

prior to continuing on to the tokenization strategy ( Fig.4) The textual information, which originates from 

Reddit and Twitter, is taken from the Reddit community site and texts from Reddit and Twitter users. The 

extracted textual material consists of the simplest texts in plain English, as symbols in the text used by users 

to convey their sentiments aren't always helpful in the assessment process, and these symbolic texts are 

removed. In all, 3000 Reddit facts and 3000 Twitter facts re gathered for the study. These facts are recorded 

in a CSV document so that the operation does not have to be restarted from the beginning if the facts analysis 

fails. The real and modified texts are maintained together in order to examine the differences between 

them. Table 4 shows a few instances of the unique statistics and corrected data. 

Table 4 TEXT SAMPLE (ORIGINAL AND PRE-PROCESSED) 

Original Text Pre-processed Text 
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People will to get it - but if you can avoid it being all at once, 

it helps tremendously. THIS IS ASOME to help explain to 

children and teens, 

especially. Thank you!! 

['people', 'get', 'avoid', 'helps', 

'tremendously', 'asome', 'help', 'explain', 

'children', 

'teens', 'especially', 'thank'] 

People just don't understand. Seriously, I'm not even joking. 

Some people think it's overblown and should be dying down 

now. People just don't want to obey and stay in their homes. 

No sense of control. Very selfish and dangerous. 

['people', 'understand', 

'seriously', 'even', 'joking', 

'people', 'think', 'overblown', 

'dying', 'people', 'dont', 

'want', 'obey', 'stay', 'homes', 

'sense', 'control', 'selfish', 'dangerous'] 

Unfortunately, have a lot of ignorant and selfish people on 

this planet. So, it'sprobably going to be around for a while. 

['unfortunately', 'lot', 'ignorant', 'selfish', 

'people','planet', 'probably', 'going', 

'around', 'awhile'] 

Since the preprocessed information is going through the information sanitization instrument, it contrasts 

from the first information, as shown in table 3. All words are in lowercase, as indicated by the preprocessed 

information. ASOME, for instance, was changed to asome, and terms as is it, and this re-disposed of since 

it is a top word. In contrast with the first substance, which was as a total sentence, all expressions are 

tokenized. 

4.1.2. Adding Sentiment Polarity 

The extraction of informational collections and Reddit remarks is refined utilizing the suitable API. Also, 

opinion examination proposed every message's feeling extremity and showcases the records' feeling 

subjectivity. The literary substance classifier's subjectivity ranges somewhere in the range of 0.0 and 1.0. The 

0.0 demonstrates that the text is even handed, while the 1.0 shows that the text based substance is extremely 

abstract. Thus, as displayed in Table 5, it might likewise be registered. 

Table 5 Adding Sentiment Polarity 

Sample Text Polarity 

Sentiment 

well done this is the result of the efforts and the (polarity=0.1, 

commitment of @WHO and its partners. subjectivity=0.37) 

Positive 

Thanks to the Chinese and the WHO @DrTedros for the 

novel #coronavirus (2019-nCoV). Keep it up.. 

Sentiment (polarity=0.0, subjectivity=0.15) 

Negative 
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"whatever" camp, which infuriates me. Yeah, 

Sentiment (polarity=-0.322, 

subjectivity=0.16) Negative 

whatever if you get it, but what about when you 

visit your parents/grandparents/coworkers, then they 

get infected, and it spreads further? 

Coronavirus medical professionals claims China is lying as 

Sentiment (polarity=0.0425, 

subjectivity=0.30) Positive 

"100,000 people are infected" --Maybe these 

morons should stop eating strange 

animals...importing them into places they are not 

normally found!! 

well, put! This is what I've been trying to say to 

Sentiment (polarity=0.0, subjectivity=0.0) 

Negative 

people and am labelled either a "just a flu bro" type 

or a doomer. The reality is in beten! The impact 

on the medical system will determine the outcome 

for so many patients. With functioning medical 

support, this is not good, but manageable. 

Overwhelm the system, and it becomes a major 

problem (1918). Trying to mitigate the effects while 

not causing a mass panic is pragmatic. 

The data is assessed and arranged dependent on extremity and subjectivity, as displayed in Table 5. An 

extremity is skimming point between - 1 and 1, with more like 1 demonstrating a positive assertion and closer 

to - 1 showing a negative assertion. The subjectivity of the assertion then, at that point, decides if it is a reality 

or an assessment of the individual who makes it. Information, similar to extremity, is communicated as a 

skimming point number that ranges from 0 to 1. In the event that the assertion is valid, the reach will be near 

0, however in case it is near 1, it implies the information is predominantly founded on prominent attitude. 

4.2. Implementation 

Following the extraction and cleaning of data, the data is imported using the Python AI instrument. TextBlob 

and the Scikit-learn program are two AI instruments that re used to make this stage (sklearn gadget). These 

procedures sort the accumulated message into three assessment polarities: positive, negative, and neutral. The 

furthest point score runs from - 1.0 to 1.0, with better calibers showing positive substance and lower values 

exhibiting negative text. Starting now and into the foreseeable future, the inclination result from AI is shown. 127 



The Matplotlib instrument, a Python 2D plot library, and hence the numerical math development NumPy 

reused to show the attitude disclosures. It gives a framework to introducing plots in applications and helps in 

the evaluation of the results in an arrangement of legitimate ways. Figure 6 depicts the data request stream 

diagram. The remove explanation from the web-based media network is used, and subsequently stored the data 

in CSV records. Starting there ahead, the data is analyzed and stood out from the assessment data. Credulous 

Baye's is used to endeavor to choose furthest point. This furthest point check may enroll limit and believing 

and a short time later show the revelations, determining if the limit and assessment are acceptable or negative. 

It in like manner checks if the response is unprejudiced.In this part, following code is used to print positive 

and negative news separately. 

Coding 

Fig 6 shows all positive news code and Fig 7 shows all negative news code. 

Figure 7 Code for Printing all positive news 

Figure 8 Code for all negativenews 
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Figure 9 Code for Polarity and subjectivity 

Figure 10 Code for Visualizing the counts 

4.2.1. Data Visualization 

The graph is simpler to investigate with a bar chart as a result of it's a straightforward graph created of positive 

and negative segments. Therefore, users will easily decide that how much data is taken for analysis. This can 

save the time for information analysis and also for the future work that has to be done. From the graph we can 

infer that every stage showed negative opinion towards the watchword point tend to choose. 

Figure 12 Subjectivity vs Polarity of sentiments 

4.3. Results and discussion 

Dissecting public data from interpersonal organization locales can deliver invigorating outcomes and bits of 129 



knowledge into the general assessment of practically any item, administration, or conduct. One of the best and 

precise pointers of public feeling is information mining on interpersonal organizations, as numerous clients 

keep an eye on offer their viewpoints. The trend setting innovation of the sentiment analysis has figured out 

how to expand the movement of publishing content to a blog, labeling, posting and online person to person 

communication. Thus, individuals are keen on mining these gigantic information assets to examine feelings. 

There cords are unit marked as positive and negative. With the Scikit learning library, metrics, accuracy score, 

some tests of feeling accuracy are done to make sure the model’s performance. When tested, the model gives 

a Twitter accuracy score of 83.6 percent and a Reddit accuracy score of 77 percent. Table V shows the results 

of the performance analysis. 

Table 6 TABLE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Algorithm applied 

Naïve Bayes 

Precision Recall F1-score support 

Positive 0.78 0.74 0.76 1387 

Negative 0.72 0.76 0.74 1201 

The report creates the top classification metrics per class, which are positive and negative. Precision 

indicates that the positive predictions are 79% accurate, Positive forecasts are right 73% of the time, whereas 

negative predictions are correct 73% of the time. The memory then reveals that the negative class is more 

prevalent, accounting for 77 percent of the total element. The harmonic mean of accuracy and recall is 

represented by the F1 score. Finally, the support reveals that there are 1389 and 1204 occurrences of the 

specified class in our balanced dataset. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

The Naive Bayes algorithm underpins this platform, which has an excellent accuracy of 83 percent and 77 

percent for Twitter and Reddit, respectively. The categorization report also states that all tests have an 

accuracy of higher than 70%, which is considered satisfactory. From data collection through data 

categorization, this degree of accuracy was attained via rigorous testing with the sentiment analysis method. 

Other social media data will be received in the future, as well as other visualizations and sentiment analyses. 
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ABSTRACT 

The primary objective of this work is to develop a prediction model based on Stacked LSTM 

deep learning model to predict stock prices of National Stock Exchange (NSE) on day 

closing. The prediction model uses “Stock ticker” attribute as an input and predicts stock 

market as closing Price in form of a Chart using a web application using Python. The 

attributes include in the model are Date, Open, Close, High, Low, Volume and Adj Close. 

Data Collected from 2010 to 2021, I have divided dataset into two parts, training set is 

defined as 70% and testing set is 30 %.Final prediction is to be done in testing part only. 

Then with the help of graph this is shown as closing time vs time.The findings imply that 

NSE performs well. Machine learning approaches can be used to forecast the index. 

Keywords: Stock Prediction, National Stock Exchange (NSE), Machine Learning 

INTRODUCTION 

a. Stock Market:

The stock market is an essential component of a country’s Financial System. It is one of the 

golden opportunities for investment by companies and investors. A company can earn money 

by expanding its business through an Initial Public Offerings. It is a good time for an investor 

to purchase new stocks and earn extra profits from dividends offered in the company’s bonus 

program for shareholders. An investor can also trade stocks like a trader, in the stock market. 

Stock traders need to predict the trends in stock market behavior for right decision making to 

either sell or hold the stock they possess or buy other stocks. To earn profits, stock traders 
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need to buy those stocks whose prices are expected to up in near future and sell those stocks 

whose prices are expected to down. They can notice outstanding profits, If stock traders 

predict trends in stock prices correctly. So, prediction of future stock market trends is very 

important for decision making by stock traders. (Khan et al. 2020) 

In recent era, prediction of accurate stock market value is a challenging task. The basic 

measure to predict the stock market is stock prices. Well defined strategies are used here to 

earn high profit. In the field of Finance and Engineering, predicting the stock market is a vital 

issue. Research in this area of stock market offers greater attraction more in the academic and 

business side due to its financial gain. Most investors and financial analysts concentrate on 

the prediction of stock market because it is always a subject of interest for them. It is a very 

difficult task for the investors to find the best time to buy or sell because many factors play a 

vital role and influence fluctuations in stock market prices. (Budak et. al, 2016) 

b. Types of Stock market analysis:

(Budak et. al, 2016) New methods and tools were invented to predict the accurate share prices 

which increase their gain and minimize their risk. There are many methods used to analyze 

the stock market. Stock market prediction have two approaches (Table 1):- 

Technical Analysis 

Fundamental Analysis 

Parameters Technical Analysis Fundamental Analysis 

Description Future stock prices are predicted by 

observing the price movements of a security 

Future Stock prices are 

predicted by analyzing 

economic and financial 

factors that affect the 

business. 

Tools of 

Trade 

 Analysis starts with stock charts

 Stock prices already include all relevant

information so stock charts are used rather

than analyzing company’s financial

statements

 Analysis starts with 

company’s financial 

statements i.e, income 

statement, balance sheet and 

cash flow statement 
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Time Horizon  Short-term approach

 Stock Charts can be delimited in weeks,

days or minutes. 

 Long-term approach

 Frequently looks at data

over different quarters or 

years. 

Trading vs 

Investing 

 Identify short-to medium-term trades Try to make long-term 

investments. 

Table 1 Types of Stock Market Analysis 

c) TECHNICAL INDICATORS Trading indicators are mathematical calculations,

which are plotted as lines on a price chart and can help traders identify certain signals and 

trends within the market. 

There are different types of trading indicator, including leading indicators and lagging 

indicators. A leading indicator is a forecast signal that predicts future price movements, 

while a lagging indicator looks at past trends and indicates momentum. Table 2 shows 

different types of Technical Indicators 

Technical Indicator Description 

Moving average (MA) 

Or SMA 

It's utilised to figure out which way a current price trend is going 

without the help of shorter-term price spikes. The MA indicator 

creates a single trend line by combining price points of a financial 

instrument over a set time frame and dividing them by the number 

of data points. 

Exponential moving 

average (EMA) 

Another type of moving average is the exponential moving 

average (EMA). It gives recent data points more weight than the 

SMA, making data more responsive to fresh information. EMAs 

can assist traders validate large market swings and assess their 
validity when combined with other indicators. 

Stochastic oscillator A stochastic oscillator is a momentum and trend strength indicator 

that compares a single closing price of an asset to a range of its 

values across time. 

Moving average 

convergence 

divergence (MACD) 

MACD is a momentum indicator that compares two moving 

averages to detect changes in momentum. It can assist traders in 

determining potential buy and sell opportunities at support and 

resistance levels. 

Relative strength index 

(RSI) 

The RSI is primarily used to assist traders in determining 

momentum, market conditions, and warning indications for 

potentially harmful price fluctuations. The RSI is a number that 
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ranges from 0 to 100. An asset around the 70 level is frequently 

seen as overbought, while one at or around 30 is frequently 

regarded as oversold. 

Table 2 Types of Technical Indicators 

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Data Collection The data used for this work was collected from yahoo finance 

site.This will covered the period from Jan 2010 to Nov 2021 Shown in Fig1. The following 

procedures were adopted at this stage of the research: Data Cleaning, Data Selection, Data 

Transformation and Data Mining. 

Fig 1 Data collection from 2010 to 2021 

2.2 Data Cleaning A uniform framework for the data model was designed at this stage, 

which dealt with missing data, duplicate data, and filtering out poor data.Finally, the data was 

cleaned and turned into a data mining-friendly format.In this the index is reset and the output 

is shown in Fig 2 . 

Fig 2 Reset index 
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2.3 Data Selection Data relevant to the analysis was chosen and extracted from the 

dataset at this point shown in Fig 3 . Table 1 shows the kind and description of the seven (7) 

attributes in the stock dataset. 

SRNO. Attribute Type Work 

1 DATE Numerical which contains all the dates between start date and 

end date 

2 HIGH Numerical which describes the highest value the stock had in a 

previous year 

3 LOW Numerical is quite the  contrary  to HIGH  and resembles the 

lowest value the stock had in previous year 

4 OPEN Numerical is the value of the stock at the very beginning of the 

trading day 

5 CLOSE Numerical stands for the price at  which the stock is valued 

before the trading day closes 

6 VOLUME Numerical tells you how many shares of that particular stock 

were traded that day 

7 ADJ. CLOSE Numerical closing price   adjusted   for   splits   and   dividend 

distributions 

Table1 (Kanade, P. A. (2020)) 

With the help of drop command the Date and Adj Close columns has been dropped,that 

means we are using only 5 columns. 
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Fig 3 Extract Data from Dataset 

. 

2.4 Data Transformation Data consolidation is another term for this. It's the process of 

transforming chosen data into formats suitable for data mining.In this ,the index of date was 

reset as I want to use it as a simple column,also just drop the two columns i.e Date and Adj. 

close.Fig 4 shows moving average of 100 days and 200 days.Red line shows moving average 

of 100 days and green line shows moving average of 200 days. 

Fig 4 Moving Average Graph of 100 vs 200 Days 

2.5 Data Mining Stage The data mining stage was divided into three phases. At each 

phase all the algorithms were used to analyze the stock datasets. The testing method adopted 

for this research was percentage split that train on a percentage of the dataset, cross validate 
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on it and test on the remaining percentage. Thereafter interesting patterns representing 

knowledge were identified.Fig 5 shows splitting data into training and testing 

Fig 5 training and Testing data 

Now you can see the size of dataset has been decreased as I have divided data into 70% 

training data and 30% Testing Data. 

3 Results and Discussion 

In this paper author has made a LSTM model based on original price and predicted price by 

taking moving average of 100 days and moving average of 200 days,so a comparison 

between both is shown in Fig 6 . Based on this model the results says are very good. 

Fig 6 LSTM Model 
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4 Conclusion 

Author develop a prediction model based on Stacked LSTM deep learning model to predict 

stock prices of National Stock Exchange (NSE) on day closing. The prediction model uses 

“Stock ticker” attribute as an input and predicts stock market as closing Price in form of a 

Chart using a web application using Python. The attributes include in the model are Date, 

Open, Close, High, Low, Volume and Adj Close. Data Collected from 2010 to 2021.At the 

end the model predicts a difference between original and predicted value. 
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ABSTRACT 
Prediction is one of the most important parts of Educational 

Data Mining. Regular analysis of educational databases is 

quite necessary due to increase in competition and change in 

core curriculum patterns. In this paper, we present a predictive 

data mining model for student’s performance so as to identify 

the slow learners using classification technique. From the real 

world dataset of all student variables we have present some of 

high potential variables. The dataset of 152 records is tested 

with various classification algorithms such as are Multilayer 

Perception, Naïve Bayes, SMO, J48 and REPTree using 

WEKA. As a result, statistics were presented related to all 

implemented algorithms based on class (response variable) 

and comparison of all five classifiers is done to predict the 

accuracy and to find the best performing classification 

algorithm. We have also plotted model performance chart of 

all five classifiers using knowledge flow model in WEKA. 

Some of the promising future lines are also presented for 

researchers. 

General Terms 
Data Mining (Educational Data Mining) 

Keywords 
Educational Data Mining, Knowledge Discovery, 

Classification, Attribute Evaluator. 

1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining has attracted a great deal of attention in the 

information industry and in society as a whole in recent years, 

due to wide availability of huge amounts of data and the 

imminent need for turning such data into useful information 

and knowledge. Data mining refers to extracting or “mining” 

knowledge from large amounts of data. Data mining, also 

called Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), is the field 

of discovering novel and potentially useful information from 

large amounts of data [Witten and Frank 1999]. 

1.1 Data Mining in Educational context 

Educational Data Mining (EDM) is the application of Data 

Mining techniques to educational data, & so, its objective is to 

analyze these types of data in order to resolve educational 

research issues. EDM deals with developing new methods to 

explore the educational data, and using Data Mining methods 

to better understand students and the settings in which they 

learn. The EDM process converts raw data coming from 

educational systems into useful information that could 

potentially have a great impact on educational research and 

practice. 

1.2 Applications of Educational Data 

Mining 
Educational Data Mining researchers study a variety of areas, 

including individual learning from educational software, 

computer supported collaborative learning ,computer-adaptive 

testing (and testing more broadly), and the factors that are 

associated with student failure or non-retention in courses. 

Some other key areas include improvement of student models; 

application of EDM methods has been in discovering or 

improving models of a domains knowledge structure and 

studying pedagogical support (both in learning software, and 

in other domains, such as collaborative learning behaviours). 

There are increasing research interests in using data mining in 

education. This new emerging field, called educational data 

mining, concerns with developing methods that discover 

knowledge from data originating from educational 

environments. Educational data mining uses many techniques 

such as Decision Trees, Neural Networks, Naïve Bayes, K- 

nearest neighbor and many others. Prediction and analysis of 

student performance is an important milestone in educational 

environment. Student’s academic performance is a crucial 

factor in building their future. Academic performance of 

student is not a result of only one deciding factor besides it 

heavily hinges on various factors like personal, socio- 

economic, psychological and other environmental variables. 

This study is more useful to identify the factors associated 

with students whose academic performance is not good. This 

study will be able to improve the quality of education by 

identifying slow learners so that teachers can assist them 

individually to improve their performance. This study 

investigates the accuracy of some classification techniques for 

predicting performance of a student. 
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1.3 Objectives of research 
1. Generation of data source of predictive variables.

2. To use Data mining methodologies to study student

performance at high school level.

3. To identify the slow learners.

4. To identify the highly influencing predictive variables

on the academic performance of high school students.

5. To find the best classification algorithm on student

data

2. BACKGROUND & PRIOR WORK

Data mining, also called Knowledge Discovery in Databases 

(KDD), is the field of discovering novel and potentially useful 

information from large amounts of data [Witten and Frank 

1999]. Educational Data Mining (EDM) is still in its infancy. 

This comment is supported by the fact that the Journal of 

Educational Data Mining & its related annual conference were 

established only in 2008. The recent literature related to 

educational data mining (EDM) is presented. The 

international working group in EDM established the Journal 

of Educational Data Mining (2009) and a yearly international 

conference that began in 2008. Han and Kamber [17] 

describes data mining software that allow the users to analyze 

data from different dimensions, Categorize it and summarize 

the relationships which are identified during the mining 

process. M.Ramaswami and R.Bhaskaran [12] have used 

CHAID prediction model to analyze the interrelation between 

variables that are used to predict the outcome of the 

performance at higher secondary school education. The 

features like medium of instruction, marks obtained in 

secondary education, location of school, living area and type 

of secondary education were the strongest indicators for the 

student performance in higher secondary education. The 

CHAID prediction model of student performance was 

constructed with seven class predictor variable. Nguyen Thai- 

Nghe, Andre Busche, and Lars Schmidt-Thieme [13] have 

applied machine learning techniques to improve the prediction 

results of academic performances for two the real case studies. 

Three methods have been used to deal with the class 

imbalance problem and all of them show satisfactory results. 

They first re balanced the datasets and then used both cost- 

insensitive and sensitive learning with SVM for the small 

datasets and with Decision Tree for the larger datasets. The 

models are initially deployed on the local web. Arockiam et 

al. [14] used FP Tree and K-means clustering technique for 

finding the similarity between urban and rural students 

programming skills. FP Tree mining is applied to sieve the 

patterns from the dataset. K-means clustering is used to 

determine the programming skills of the students. The study 

clearly indicates that the rural and the urban students differ in 

their programming skills. The huge proportions of urban 

students are good in programming skill compared to rural 

students. It divulges that academicians provide extra training 

to urban students in the programming subject. Cortez and 

Silva [15] attempted to predict failure in the two core classes 

(Mathematics and Portuguese) of two secondary school 

students from the Alentejo region of Portugal by utilizing 29 

predictive variables. Four data mining algorithms such as 

Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), Neural Network 

(NN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) were applied on a 

data set of 788 students, who appeared in 2006 examination. It 

was reported that DT and NN algorithms had the predictive 

accuracy of 93% and 91% for two-class dataset (pass/fail) 

respectively. It was also reported that both DT and NN 

algorithms had the predictive accuracy of 72% for a four-class 

dataset. Galit [18] gave a case study that use students data to 

analyze their learning behavior to predict the results and to 

warn students at risk before their final exams. Pandey and Pal 

conducted study on the student performance based by 

selecting 600 students from different colleges of Dr. R. M. L. 

Awadh University, Faizabad, India. By means of Bayes 

Classification on category, language and background 

qualification, it was found that whether new comer students 

will performer or not. V.Ramesh et al [16] tries to identify the 

factors influencing the performance of students in final 

examination. They have adopted survey cum experimental 

methodology to generate the database. The algorithms which 

are used by them for implementation are Naïve Bayes, Multi 

Layer Perception, SMO, J48, and REPTree. The obtained 

results from hypothesis testing reveals that type of school is 

not influence student performance and parent’s occupation 

plays a major role in predicting grades. 

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Through extensive search of the literature and discussion with 

experts on student performance, a number of factors that are 

considered to have influence on the performance of a student 

will be identified. These influencing factors will be 

categorized as input variables. For this study, recent real 

world data will be collected from high schools. This data will 

be filtered out. Then data will be transformed into a particular 

format. After that features will be selected & parameters will 

be identified. Then analysis of identified parameters will be 

done & implementation will be done using data mining tool. 

After implementation results will be produced and analyzed. 

3.1 Stepwise description of methodology 

used 
Step 1. Recent real world data collected from high schools. 

Step 2. Student related variables and their domain values were 

decided which will be used as a data set (information 

regarding variables is given in Table 1) 

Step 3. Data set is converted into desired file format. 
Step 4. Among all student related variables some high 

potential variables will be identified using attribute 

evaluator (Table 2 presents these variables along with 

their rank values) 

Step 5. After this dataset is subjected to classification 

algorithms for prediction purpose and to produce 

results related to accuracy of algorithms used. 

Step 6. After calculating all results these results will be 

compared and analyzed on the basis of correctly 

classified instances. 

A record of 152 students is used as dataset and student related 

variables are defined below along with their domain values 

Table 1. Student related variables 

VARIABLE 

NAME 

DESCRIPTION DOMAIN 

SEX Student’s Sex {M,F} 

INS-HIGH Institution at 

high level 

{Private, 

Government} 
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TOB Type of board {State Board, 

CBSE} 

MOI Medium of 

instruction 

{Hindi, 

English} 

TOS Type of school {Co-ed, Boys, 

Girls} 

PTUI Private tuition {Yes, No} 

S-AREA Area at school 

level 

{Urban, 

Rural} 

MOB Student having 

mobile 

{Yes, No} 

COM-HM Computer at 

home 

{Yes, No} 

NETACS Student having 

net access 

{Yes, No} 

ROLL NO. Student’s roll no Given by 

school 

authority 

INT-GR Internal grade of 

student 

{A+, A, B, C} 

ATDN Attendance 

count 

Based on 

School 

Attendance 

count 

CLASS( 

Response 

Variable) 

Whether 

qualified or not 

{NQ, Q} 

4. TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES USED
Variety of Data Mining techniques are used for prediction in 

Educational Data Mining and these techniques are 

Classification, Regression and Density Estimation. In our 

study we have used Classification technique for prediction. 

We have tested and analyze our dataset with five 

Classification algorithms those are Multilayer Perception, 

Naïve Bayes, SMO, J48 and REPTree. For implementation of 

all these classification tasks we have used WEKA workbench. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
A total of 152 records were taken for the analysis of this 

study. In this study we have selected high potential variables 

using select attributes facility of WEKA. For attribute 

evaluation we have used Chi Squared attribute evaluator, Info 

Gain attribute evaluator, SymmetericalUncert attribute 

evaluator and ReliefF attribute evaluator. To rank variables 

we have used Ranker Search method. Final ranks were 

generated (using cross validation) manually by taking 

average. High potential variables are listed below along with 

their ranks in Table 2. 

Table 2. High potential variables 

NAME OF THE 

VARIABLE 

RANK 

VALUES 

INT-GR 1.65 

ATDN 2.225 

SEX 3.6 

PTUI 3.525 

MOB 5.375 

INS-HIGH 5.925 

COM-HM 8.325 

NET-ACS 9.2 

6. RESULTS
For this study we have used tested and analyze our dataset 

with five Classification algorithms those are Multilayer 

Perception, Naïve Bayes, SMO, J48 and REPTree( using 

cross validation). All the statistics results are provided in table 

3 Appendix-A. Also we have compared the accuracy of all 

classifiers and MLP performs best with accuracy 75%. The 

accuracy level is given below in Table 4. 

Table 4. Comparison of Classifiers on the basis of 

Correctly Classified Instances with Cross Validation 

Mining Technique Accuracy 

Multilayer Perception 75% 

Naïve Bayes 65.13% 

SMO 68.42% 

J48 69.73% 

REPTree 67.76% 
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Fig.1 Comparison of Classifiers with use of WEKA 

Experimenter 

We have also compared all classifiers with the help of WEKA 

Experimenter which is shown in fig. 1. In this case also MLP 

performs best among all classifiers with F-Measure 82%. We 

have created a model performance chart using GUI of WEKA. 

First of all we have built the knowledge flow model which is 

shown below in fig.2. 

Fig. 2 Knowledge flow model 

Now after loading the data file in fig. 3 we have modeled 

performance chart for multiple classifiers in our case we have 

used Naive Bayes, Multilayer Perceptron,SMO,J48 and 

REPTree

Fig. 3 Model performance chart 

7. CONCLUSION & FUTURE LINES

In this paper, classification techniques are used for prediction 

on the dataset of 152 students, to predict and analyze student’s 

performance. In this study, a model was developed based on 

some selected student related input variables collected from 

real world (high schools). Among all data mining classifiers 

MLP performs best with 75% accuracy and therefore MLP 

proves to be potentially effective and efficient. We have also 

compared all 5 classifiers with the help of WEKA 

experimenter, in this case also MLP proves to be best with F- 

measure of 82%. Therefore, performance of MLP is relatively 

higher than other classifiers. A model performance chart is 

also plotted. As a result, institution would be able to identify 

students who are slow learners early & provide special aid to 

them. EDM is in its infancy & it has lot of potential for 

education.EDM opens promising & exciting avenues for 

future research. Integration of data mining techniques with 

DBMS and E- learning is quite important. Also, EDM tools 

must also have easy to understand and easy to use interface 

for educators with no expertise in data mining. Also some 

new factors can be find out to improve the students 

performance, learning and retention. 
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Appendix-A Table-3 

Table 3. Statistical Analysis of Classifiers with Cross Validation 

Name 

of 

Classifi 

cation 

Algorit 

hm 

Class TP 

Rate 

FP 

Rate 

Precisi 

on 

Recal 

l 

F- 

Measu 

re 

ROC 

Area 

Multila 

yer 

Percept 
ion 

NQ 0.83 0.44 0.807 0.83 0.822 0.77 

Q 0.55 0.162 0.605 0.553 0.578 0.773 

Naive 
Bayes 

NQ 0.76 0.596 0.741 0.762 0.751 0.648 

Q 0.40 0.238 0.432 0.404 0.418 0.648 

SMO NQ 0.88 0.766 0.721 0.886 0.795 0.56 

Q 0.23 0.114 0.478 0.234 0.314 0.56 

J48 NQ 0.81 0.574 0.761 0.819 0.789 0.713 

Q 0.42 0.181 0.513 0.426 0.465 0.713 

REPTr 

ee 

NQ 0.83 0.681 0.733 0.838 0.762 0.667 

Q 0.31 0.162 0.469 0.319 0.38 0.667 
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IS TECHNOLOGY TRANSFORMING THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM AND 

SECURITY? 

*Asena BOZTAŞ

ABSTRACT 

Technological developments in the historical process industry 1.0-2. 0 and 3.0 were named. 

Today, the dizzying speed of technology is called Industry 4.0. The Japanese, who foresee the 

social dimension of technology, put forward the concept of Society 5.0 instead of Industry 5.0. 

Regardless of its name, technology continues to develop with greater momentum day by day. 

So much so that it deeply affects the international community. 

In this context, in the first part of the study, the positive and negative effects of dizzying 

technological developments will be analyzed over the international system. As positive effects; 

contribution to science, breakthroughs in health, facilitating life, facilitating transportation, 

overcoming obstacles, etc. The negative effects are; We can list these as the increase in the 

desire for power and power among the leaders, the greater destruction of wars and the 

acceleration of armament, the problem of security of personal data and the problem of privacy, 

etc. In the second part of the study, the safety issue, which is listed among the negative effects, 

will be examined more specifically. In this context, the effects of the level of education and 

economic development on the basis of the security problem, which has transformed with 

technology, will be analyzed by giving examples from the international system. 

Keywords: International system, security, technological developments. 

1. How are international system dynamics shaped by technological development?

Technological developments have contributed greatly to the development of the international 

system. However, this contribution was very different from the predicted ones. In this context, 

it would be correct to classify the contributions of technological developments to the 

international system as positive and negative. The positive developments are; contribution to 

science, breakthroughs in health, facilitating life, facilitating transportation, overcoming 

obstacles, etc. Negative developments are; We can list these as the increase in the desire for 

power and power among the leaders, the greater destruction of wars and the acceleration of 

armament, the problem of security of personal data and the problem of privacy, etc. 

* Assoc. Prof. Dr., Sakarya University of Applied Sciences, Faculty of Applied Sciences, International Trade and

Finance, Sakarya, ORCID: 0000-0002-3216-3010.
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When we look at the technological developments as a historical process, Industry 4.0 and 

Society 5.0 concepts emerge with the robots and software developed with artificial intelligence 

in the last period after Industry 1.-2.-3. Industry 4.0 is a formation that opens a new 

technological era and combines embedded production system technologies and smart 

production processes. Smart industry or “Industry 4.0” describes systems embedded in cyber- 

physical systems (MacDougall, 2014). In fact, this formation, which spread under the name of 

“Industry 4.0-Industry 4.0” from Germany, has become “Smart Factories/Smart Factories, 

Industrial Internet” in America, “Society 5.0/Society 5.0” in Japan, “Internet (+) and Made in 

China 2025” corresponds to national initiatives with similar names such as “Industry of the 

Future” in France and “Advanced Factories” in Spain. In this context, Industry 5.0 (Society 

5.0), which is frequently emphasized like Industry 4.0, is a revolution in finding ways to work 

together to increase the efficiency of human and machine by reconciling. In other words, with 

Society 5.0, it is aimed to establish a super smart society model by evaluating the social effects 

of digital transformation from many different perspectives and designing the most effective and 

efficient structures between people and technology (Yalçıner, 2021: 19). 

Within the scope of the social spread of technological applications and the popularization of 

technology within the scope of digitalization, it will be possible to cover the progress and 

distance (positive or negative effects of which are not yet known for humanity) in normal times, 

perhaps in a period of years, in a year, maybe less, due to the pandemic process. It is predicted 

that companies will give more weight to innovations and projects within the scope of digital 

transformation, especially in order to eliminate the economic damage caused by the epidemic 

(Yalçıner, 2021: 2). 

1.1. Positive effects of technological developments in the international system 

The most important positive reflection of technological developments has been on science. 

Vaccines, which are the solution of the covid 19 pandemic, which the entire international 

community has been experiencing recently, have been produced in many countries in a short 

time and great deaths have been prevented. When it comes to the technological background of 

scientific developments, it should not be forgotten about the developments in the space and 

space industry. In this context, the research rockets sent into space will allow us to explore other 

worlds and learn about the unknowns of space. However, the existence of robots with artificial 

intelligence that facilitates our daily lives is another undeniable positive effect. Robot vacuums, 

smart ovens, refrigerators, washing machines and dishwashers that find their place in every 

home are important inventions that add value to human life and save time. 
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1.2. Negative effects of technological developments in the international system 

While the positive effects of technological developments are dazzling, in addition to the 

problems such as the problem of security of personal data and the problem of privacy, country 

leaders or legal-illegal organization leaders can cause chaos in the whole or in one region of the 

world, with the greed for power and power. This structure, which has already existed in the 

historical process, reveals much more destructive results with the development of technology 

and can cause social delusions. It can be said that the use of technology in the development of 

military power is a positive factor when it remains at the level of defense. However, the increase 

in armament, especially covert armament, also endanger the security of the international 

community. In this context, “Will international security problems increase with technological 

developments?” We will include the question in the second part of the study. 

2. How does security, which is the biggest problem of the international system, take shape?

The security problem, which can be listed among the negative effects of technological 

developments in the international system, deeply affects the third world countries, especially 

those with low technological development levels. In this part of the study, it will be discussed 

whether international security problems increase with the development of technology. 

At the forefront of international security problems are international terrorism, arms race, 

irregular migration, and power and power ambitions in country leaders. As with many 

problems, economics and education lie at the root of all of them. The approach to security 

problems and the level of technological development of countries with advanced economy and 

high level of social education are also shaped by these two basic parameters. Of course, the 

geographical locations of the countries, their population potential, etc. Other factors are also 

very important. However, the level of economic development and the high level of education 

provide opportunities for countries to conduct R&D in order to develop their technologies. 

As a result of the production of science and technology, the circulation of scientific knowledge, 

and the raising of individuals with high creative potential, countries have undergone significant 

economic and political changes. This accelerating change; The tendency of continuous 

innovation and development among countries, especially in the field of education, has also 

accelerated an unlimited competition for the purpose of more information and newer 

technology. In parallel with the rapidly passing time, new formations, technological 

breakthroughs have also affected the education systems. The aim of education is to raise a 

healthy society with a high level of knowledge, both an individual and a universal culture. All 

innovation and development initiatives in education are in the field of interest of all segments 
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EDUCATION ECONOMY 

TECHNOLOGICAL 

DEVELOPMENTS 

of society. Since education is responsible for changes in society, it has to adapt to change before 

other systems. Welfare and happiness of a country; It depends on the people of that country 

receiving a qualified and continuous education and their contribution to economic growth with 

the knowledge and skills they gain. For this reason, the most important driving force of socio- 

economic development and the most important element of productivity increase is the education 

level of the society (Çakmak, 2008: 34-35). 

Studies on the contribution of education to economic growth have revealed that a significant 

part of the increase in economic growth is due to the increase in the level of education in the 

workforce. Studies conducted on various countries have revealed that education has a 

significant contribution to economic growth, although the rates vary. E.g; This rate reaches 7% 

in the UK, 14% in Belgium, 15% in the USA, 16% in Argentina and 25% in Canada (OECD, 

2005). From this point of view, the following model can be suggested in the study: 

Figure 1. The Relationship between Education-Economy-Technological Development 

Considering the figure above, international competition and the power and power ambition 

among the leaders are inevitable. Especially the USA, England, etc., which have a high level of 

economic development and are characterized as the engine power of the international system. 

countries are experiencing it. 

Technological advances, which are the result of economic development and high education in 

these countries, trigger the effort to be hegemon in the world together with the ambition for 

power and power, enabling them to exist militarily in different regions. Efforts to establish 
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dominance without knowing the social order in those regions cause great harm to the people of 

that region. Instead of stopping the existing conflicts in the region, it triggers, disrupts the social 

structure and even causes migration problems. It is possible to see this situation in the latest US 

intervention in Syria. This situation was experienced in Iraq before and Afghanistan before that, 

the people experienced great problems, especially in security, and migrated from their 

countries. 

Technology is developing rapidly and entering our lives. The "high technology", enforced by 

defense needs, emerged after the Second World War and is a very cost-intensive field. High- 

tech products are generally compared to their predecessors; smaller, lighter, more reliable and 

energy efficient, less costly and more readily available. Most of today's high technology; It is 

researched and developed at major universities, large companies and public facilities (Şenel 

and Gençoğlu, 2003: 49). Therefore, countries that can invest in technology and have a high 

level of education, such as the USA and England, can turn this situation in their favor. 

Unfortunately, it is possible to observe in the wars of Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria in the 

international system that there are no developments in the field of defense. 

Conclusion 

With the development of technology, there are great changes and transformations in the 

international system. The first of these is the security issue. However, technology can be defined 

as a phenomenon that greatly facilitates, transforms and improves human life (Okmeydan, 

2017: 347). 

It can be said that the reflection of the development of technology on the international system 

is more negative than positive. The effort of power and power greed to gain influence in 

different parts of the world can push the international community into chaos. It is possible to 

see the latest examples of this in the US interventions in Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria. 

In the light of all these, the effects of technological developments on the international system 

were examined in the study. In this context, the positive and negative effects of technology on 

the international community are discussed. The issue of security, which has been the biggest 

problem of the international system throughout history, has unfortunately been accepted as the 

negative effects of technology. On the other hand, education and economic development levels 

are shown as the basic parameters of technological developments. It is obvious that these 

dynamics separately and together feed the technology. Therefore, these two parameters are the 

basis of societies' development of technologies. 
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The issue of security in the international system, on the other hand, becomes much more 

complex and insoluble with technology. On the basis of this, there is an effort to be hegemon 

together with the greed for power and power. Therefore, “Is Technology Transforming The 

International System And Security? The answer to your question is yes. But this change and 

transformation is not positive, but negative. 
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“University - Business World Cooperation”. He  led the entities of the Sakarya Synergy Group, where Public 
Institutions and Civil Society Organizations get together in Sakarya. He pioneered work that has created vision 
such  as 3  + 1  for  Vocational  High  Schools  and 7  + 1  Education Model for Faculties, with the aim of producing 
solutions to the employment problem in company with Industry and Civil Society organizations. Sarııbııyıık, who has 
conducted a  number  of  scientific  studies, run  projects in technical  and  social  fields  and taken  part  in  the 
strategic  plan  and  quality processes  of  Sakarya  University, worked  as a  member  of  YÖK Vocational  High 
Schools  Work  Group  Member, Vocational  Qualifications Authority Construction Sector Committee Member, 
TÜBİİTAK Engineering Research Support Group Advisory  Board  Member  and  Sakarya University Central 
Laboratory Advisory Board Member. Prof Dr Mehmet Sarııbııyıık has published many national and international 
publications and carried out scientific projects academically. 

Prof. Dr. Rashmi Gujrati is a Professor & Dean International Affairs in India. She is Researcher, Teacher
Educator, Administrator . She has managerial skills in direction of achieving goal of success to stature the
academic community and demonstrates ample credibility for educational leadership, strategic thinking,
team building, and resources development for research and consultancy activities with emphasis on
entrepreneurship skills contributing towards the development of the society. She has a 30 years’
experience in teaching. Her teaching area International Trade, Finance, Export & Import management ,
Business environment , Indian economy, Entrepreneurship, Organization Behaviours. Consumer behaviour,
Service marketing, Marketing Management. She has significantly contributed to enhancing Management
understanding by participating in over 90 management conferences, Symposia and Seminars, Workshop,
FDP,s EDP by chairing technical sessions and deliver in plenary and invited talks National and International
. She has about 70 papers publish in International Journal and 40 papers in National Journal and various
chapters in Book. She is a Life member of Indian Commerce Association Indian Accounting Association,
Indian College Principals Association. She is Regulatory board Member, Scientific & Review Committee,
Advisory Board, Editorial research project/trainer/consultant/researcher, AASE Member Chung Yaun
Christiana University Taiwan, Regulatory board, Reviewer & Scientific Board Committee member of
InTraders Academic Platform, Sakarya University Turkey, Laescuela Education Scientific & Research
Synergy Foundation (RSF) Indonesia , (IJEFMS) Science Publish Group, USA,FSSER Malaysia, GI-SSF
Malaysia, Reviewer IBIMA Association Spain, Common Groun Research Networks University of Illinois
USA.Executive Director and editor of Tradepreneur Academic Platform Southampton UK.

Asena  BOZTAŞŞ completed  her  undergraduate  and  graduate  studies  at Sakarya University, 
Department  of  International Relations. She  started  her  doctorate  at  Sakarya University  in  the De 
partment  of  Public  Administration  and  transferred  to  the  international relations department 
where  she completed  it. Boztaşş, who  stepped  into  the  academic community  as a  res earch 
assistant  at  Sakarya University in 2007, became an Assistant Professor in 2012 and an Asso ciate 
Professor in 2020, stepped into she  got  her  title. Today, as a  part  of  the Sakarya  University of  Applied 
Sciences  family, Boztaşş conducts studies  on  Africa, international security, and  intern ational  trade. 
Academicians  who  have  published  many international book chapters, books, arti cles, and  papers 
have  worked  in  international  and  national  projects, and their studies are 
continuing.

Dr. Hayri Uygun is a present working in Recep Tayyip Erdogan University Rize Turkey. He has 27 years of 
teaching and industry experience at various level. He has attended many National and International 
conferences and seminars. He has published a couple of papers in National and International Journals 
and various Books He has attended various workshop and FDP’s. He is a Managing Director & Editorial 
Board member of Tradepreneur Global Academic Platform Southampton UK. Also Editorial Board 
member of JSBT Journal Group. His Research interest is in Marketing, Tourism Marketing, 
Communication, Consumer Behavior, International Market Research and his Teaching Areas are 
Marketing, Tourism Marketing, Public Relation, Communication. 
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	Reet Kaur RP2 for conference (1).pdf
	 Scarce Capital
	Of course, starting an online takeaway and food delivery business is cheaper than building a real hotel. But it doesn’t mean that it would be free. You would need capital for the advertisement, billboards, and online ads.
	 High Turnover Ratio
	Because of longer hours, tough routine, fewer wages, and risk of being exposed to all kinds of weather, a food delivery service is a kind of job that people usually don’t do for the rest of their lives. Only part-timers and in-between-jobs people do s...
	 Less Public Confidence
	Online food offering store is a kind of business that people don’t believe what’s going on in the kitchen. Therefore, it becomes difficult for the public to trust the new stores where they can’t be certain about the quality of the ingredients.
	 Low Number of Outlets
	Online food services have high number of franchisees for taking order however there are no proper dine-in dining establishments.
	 Operational Difficulties
	As the franchisees lie in every corner of the city, it ends up really challenging for food delivery services to deal with its operators.
	 Need of High-level Technology
	The company vision does not meet with technology in-hand. They need to invest more in their technology to stand out in the competitive market.
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